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Computing the exact spectrum of charged massless matter is a crucial step to-

wards understanding the effective field theory describing F-theory vacua in four

dimensions. In this work we further develop a coherent framework to determine the

charged massless matter in F-theory compactified on elliptic fourfolds, and demon-

strate its application in a concrete example. The gauge background is represented,

via duality with M-theory, by algebraic cycles modulo rational equivalence. Inter-

section theory within the Chow ring allows us to extract coherent sheaves on the

base of the elliptic fibration whose cohomology groups encode the charged zero-mode

spectrum. The dimensions of these cohomology groups are computed with the help

of modern techniques from algebraic geometry, which we implement in the software

gap. We exemplify this approach in models with an Abelian and non-Abelian gauge

group and observe jumps in the exact massless spectrum as the complex structure

moduli are varied. An extended mathematical appendix gives a self-contained intro-

duction to the algebro-geometric concepts underlying our framework.
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1. Introduction

String theory encodes the consistent coupling of gauge dynamics to gravity like no other frame-

work for quantum gravity available to date. In compactifications of string theory to lower

dimensions, a significant portion of this information is encapsulated in the geometry of the

compactification space. A particularly coherent approach to studying the ensuing relations

between geometry, gauge theory and gravity has emerged in the context of F-theory [1–3]. In

this spirit F-theory compactifications to six dimensions have been under close scrutiny over the

past years with the aim of establishing an ever more accurate dictionary between the proper-

ties of the effective field theory and the geometry and topology of elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau

three-folds. This has culminated so far in the classification of end points of Higgs branches in

six-dimensional (1, 0) theories [4] as well as of the possible (1, 0) superconformal field theories

with a tensor branch [5, 6] arising from F-theory.

When we try to extend the programme of understanding the effective field theories of F-theory

compactifications to lower dimensions, more intricate structures are encountered which play no

role in six-dimensional F-theory vacua. F-theory compactifcations to four dimensions are clearly

motivated not only by their possible connections to particle physics [7–10], but also because they

may open yet another door towards understanding the structure of four-dimensional N = 1

supersymmetric quantum field theories. F-theory compactifications to two dimensions [11, 12]

give a framework for studying new examples of chiral (0, 2) quantum field theories and SCFTs.

The perhaps most important difference in compactifications to four and two dimensions com-

pared to their six-dimensional cousins is the appearance of non-trivial gauge backgrounds, which

are of the utmost relevance for the very definition of the string vacuum. First, such backgrounds

can generate potential terms in the effective action. The induced D-terms and F-terms are mod-

uli dependent and play an essential role in stabilising the latter. Second, and not unrelatedly, the

spectrum of charged massless matter fields depends on the gauge background. The programme
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of understanding F-theory compactifications to four and two dimensions therefore hinges on our

ability to extract this information from a given flux background. The present article reports on

what we believe is important progress in this direction.

The first step is to represent the gauge background in a globally defined F-theory vacuum

in a computationally accessible way. For definiteness, let us from now on focus on F-theory

compactified to four dimensions on an elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau 4-fold Ŷ4. By duality with

M-theory massless matter states arise from the excitations of M2-branes wrapping vanishing

cycles in the elliptic fibre. Since the M2-branes couple to the M-theory 3-form potential C3, our

task is to represent the gauge data encoded in this anti-symmetric gauge field. Mathematically,

such gauge backgrounds are encapsulated in the Deligne cohomology group H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)), whose

construction is reviewed e.g. in [13].1 The Deligne cohomology contains both information about

the gauge flux, i.e. the background value of the M-theory 4-form field strength G4, and about

the flat, but topologically non-trivial configurations of the gauge potential. In [22] it has been

described how this data is most conveniently represented by equivalence classes of algebraic

2-cycles modulo rational equivalence, i.e. by elements of the Chow group CH2(Ŷ4). This con-

struction rests on the existence (but fortunately not the details) of a refined cycle map, known

in the mathematics literature (e.g. [13]) to be a ring homomorphism from the Chow group to

the Deligne cohomology group which is surjective over Q if the Hodge conjecture holds. The

advantage of this approach is that, unlike H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)), the group of Chow classes is accessible

very directly and in a constructive, geometric way suitable for explicit computations.2

The second step is then to extract from this geometric data the gauge bundle to which the

zero-modes of wrapped M2-branes couple [22]. The zero-modes localised on intersection curves

of two 7-branes on the base of Ŷ4 are known to transform as cohomology classes of certain

gauge bundles twisted with the spin bundle of the matter curve. This follows already from

the local approach to F-theory by studying the topologically half-twisted field theory on the

worldvolume of the 7-branes [7,8]. The zero-modes in the topologically twisted field theory are

to be identified with the zero-modes arising by quantisation of the moduli space of wrapped

M2-branes in the spirit of [25]. The 1-form gauge potential to which these excitations couple is

obtained by integrating C3 over the cycle wrapped by the M2-brane in the fibre. Mathematically,

this operation has a clear and well-defined meaning in the language of the intersection product

within the Chow ring [22], as we review in Appendix A. Having established the gauge bundle

whose cohomology groups count the massless matter states using this machinery, the third and

final step consists in evaluating these cohomology groups.

In this work we make substantial progress along all three of these steps. In Section 3 we

systematically explore the gauge backgrounds underlying so-called vertical gauge fluxes in F-

theory. The idea is that each matter surface defines by itself a Chow class and hence a gauge

background. If this gauge background is to preserve the non-Abelian gauge group in the F-theory

limit extra modification terms have to added. The resulting Chow class defines a matter surface

flux.3 The relation between matter surfaces and gauge backgrounds has first been observed

1Deligne cohomology has been explored in M-theory and F-theory in [14–16] and, respectively, [17–22]. An
equivalent formulation can be given in terms of the theory of Cheeger-Simons differential characters [23] as
investigated in the context of F/M-theory e.g. in [24].

2This comes at the precise of introducing some redundancy in the description of gauge backgrounds via Chow
groups as the refined cycle map is not injective. This will not pose any problems in the applications of this
article.

3More appropriately, the term matter surface flux should be reserved for the cohomology class in H2,2(Ŷ4)
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in [26] and further described in [27]. If the homology class of the matter surface is vertical, then

the associated flux can alternatively be described as a linear combination of a basis of H2,2
vert(Ŷ4),

as investigated systematically in [26–38].

Equipped with this representation of gauge background data, we systematically develop the

intersection theoretic operations [22] which allow us to extract the relevant gauge bundles on the

matter curves. We observe that, as a consequence of non-trivial relations among Chow classes,

the intersections of interest can be chosen to be transverse. The Chow relations in question are

in fact deeply related to the absence of gauge anomalies in F-theory and are hence of interest by

themselves. We will develop this interesting point further in [39]. As it turns out, the relevant

gauge bundle on the matter curve can in general not be obtained as the pullback of a line defined

on an ambient space of the curve such as the 7-brane divisor or the base of the fibration. This

means that its pushforward to the base merely defines a (proper) coherent sheaf.

The remaining task is hence to develop the suitable machinery which allows us to compute

the cohomology groups of such coherent sheaves and thereby the massless matter content of

an F-theory compactification. A general framework addressing precisely this point has evolved

in computational algebraic geometry [40–45]. The idea is very simple: The coherent sheaf in

question is defined in terms of the (Chow) class of certain points on B3. It is precisely these

point classes which our intersection theoretic operations provide. The point classes are given

very explicitly in terms of the vanishing locus of a set of functions. This defines an ideal within

the coordinate ring of the space. In algebraic geometry, such ideals can be translated into

sheaves, more precisely into their associated ideal sheaves. This data is represented with the

help of an object known as an f.p. module, which, when the dust has settled, is nothing but a

matrix encoding the relations between the functions generating the vanishing ideal. Finally, the

cohomology groups we are after translate into suitable extension modules associated with this

module. We describe these steps in Section 6. In order to make this article self-contained and

more accessible to non-experts we are including an extended Appendix D which provides the

required mathematical background and fills in the more technical details.

The computation of the extension groups can be performed algorithmically with the help of

the computer programme gap [46] and is phrased in the language of categorical programming of

CAP [47–49]. We exemplify the use of this technology by computing the massless spectrum in

a family of four-dimensional F-theory compactifications with gauge group SU(5) × U(1) over

base P3. In particular we observe an explicit dependence of the massless matter spectrum on

the complex structure moduli defining the elliptic fibration.

This article is organized as follows: We begin by reviewing, in Section 2, how Chow groups en-

code the gauge background in F-theory [22], mathematical details being relegated to Appendix A.

In Section 3 we systematically describe the vertical gauge backgrounds including in particular

the matter surface fluxes. We also flesh out how to concretely apply intersection theory within

the Chow ring to deduce the gauge bundles to which the massless zero-modes couple. To exem-

plify this general technology we classify, in Section 4, the matter surface fluxes in an F-theory

fibration with gauge group SU(5)×U(1). Even though the geometry of this fibration has already

been worked out in [29], we collect all the required data, in particular the explicit structure of

the fibre in various codimensions, in Appendix B in order to make this article self-contained.

Section 5 contains the intersection theoretic manipulations for the vertical gauge backgrounds of

associated with this Chow class in CH2(Ŷ4) as this is what represents the flux G4, while the Chow class in
general encodes much more information about the gauge background than merely the curvature.
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this model, performed in two different ways. Further computational technicalities are collected

in Appendix C. The result is an explicit parametrization of the gauge bundles on the matter

curves in terms of vanishing ideals. In Section 6 and Appendix D we explain how this data can

be translated into a so-called f.p. graded module such that the computation of the cohomology

groups can be performed with the help of computer algebra. Applying this technology to our

example geometry we compute the exact charged massless matter for different choices of com-

plex structure and observe jumps in the number of vector-like pairs as we wander in the moduli

space. We conclude with a list of further directions of research in Section 7.

2. G4-Fluxes, Massless Spectra and Chow Groups

To set the stage we begin with a brief review of the essentials of F-theory compactifications to

four dimensions, with special emphasis on the formulation of the gauge background following

[22]. In particular we make the connection between the well established counting of charged bulk

and localised zero-modes in the local topologically twisted field theory approach to F-theory and

the global definition of the gauge background via Chow groups. More details can be found in

Appendix A.

2.1. F-Theory Compactifications on Smooth 4-Folds

We are compactifying F-theory to four dimensions on an elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau 4-fold Y4
with projection map π : Y4 → B3. By definition, the generic fibre is a smooth elliptic curve. It

degenerates and becomes singular over the discriminant locus ∆ ⊆ B3. A smooth resolution

π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3 (2.1)

of the singularities of Y4 can always be obtained by replacing singular fibres by a finite number

of P1s.

Throughout this work we assume the existence of a smooth resolution Ŷ4 which satisfies the

Calabi-Yau condition.4 We furthermore assume that the resolved fibration (2.1) admits a section,

typically referred to as the zero section S0 with associated (co)homology class [S0] ∈ H1,1(Ŷ4).
5

Resolutions along these lines have been constructed for four-dimensional F-theory compactific-

ations for instance in [26, 29–31,52–61] and references therein. F-theory compactifications that

do not require the existence of a section are discussed e.g. in [36, 51, 62–68].

The discriminant ∆ over which the fibre degenerates is decomposed of irreducible varieties

∆I ,

∆ =
⋃

I∈I

∆I . (2.2)

4This condition is violated in the presence of Q-factorial terminal singularities as studied systematically in [50]
and references therein. In such instances, we are forced to work on a singular space if we want to keep the
Calabi-Yau property.

5The existence of a section as such is not a restriction because one can always pass to the associated Jacobian
fibration even if a given fibration has no section. However, typically the Weierstrass model describing the
Jacobian has Q-factorial terminal singularities in codimension-two which cannot be resolvant crepantly [51].
In this sense, the prime assumption is really the absence of terminal singularities such that a smooth Calabi-
Yau fibration exists.
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Over the irreducible components ∆I , the extended Dynkin diagram of a Lie algebra gI is rep-

resented by the topology of the P1s in the resolved fibre.6 As a consequence, vector multiplets

in the adjoint representation of gI are found to propagate on ∆I . These gauge degrees of free-

dom can be described by a topologically twisted 8-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric gauge

theory [7, 8], where the gauge background data is provided by vector bundles on ∆I .

Additional localised matter arises on the so-called matter curves. Such a matter curve CIJ ⊆
B3 is a codimension-2 subvariety along which an intersection ∆I ·∆J of two of the irreducible

components ∆I of the discriminant ∆ occurs. This includes possible self-intersections, i.e. I = J .

Typically, the fibre structure over the matter curve CIJ represents the extended Dynkin diagram

of a Lie algebra hIJ into which the Lie algebras gI and gJ are embedded.7

In the limit of vanishing fibre volume, M2-branes that wrap suitable linear combinations of

P1s in the fibre over CIJ give rise to massless matter in some representation R of gI ⊕ gJ .

Therefore, to each state of the representation R one can associate a complex 2-cycle. More

precisely, let us label by a = 1, . . . dim(R) the different states in representation R and by βa(R)

the associated weight vector. Then to each βa(R) there exists a complex 2-cycle Sa
R

, termed

matter surface, which is given as the linear combination of the fibre P1s over the matter curve

CIJ associated with the corresponding state. Therefore one usually denotes this matter curve

as CR, and we will indeed adapt this notation in the remainder of this article. We will give

more details on the localised massless states in Section 2.2.2.

In addition to the geometric information encoded in the fibration π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3, defining an F-

theory compactification to four dimensions requires specifying the gauge background. By duality

with M-theory, the gauge background is encoded in the background data of the M-theory 3-form

C3 and its field strength G4. There exists a precise mathematical characterisation of this data

in terms of a Deligne cohomology class of Ŷ4, c.f. Appendix A.8 The Deligne cohomology class

H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)) [69] has been explored to describe the necessary gauge data both in M-theory and

F-theory in [14–16,24] and [17–22], respectively.

The key observation is that to each 3-form gauge background we can on the one hand associate

a quantised field strength G4, or flux, but in addition it is necessary to specify the holonomies

of C3 around non-trivial 3-cycles which correspond to flat gauge backgrounds, or Wilson ‘lines’.

This implies that the full gauge background data, as given by elements of H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)), fits into

the short exact sequence9

0 −→ J2
(
Ŷ4

)
−→ H4

D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

)
ĉ2−→ H2,2

Z

(
Ŷ4

)
−→ 0 . (2.3)

An element in H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)) is mapped to an integral (2, 2)-form via a surjective map ĉ2. The

so-obtained (2, 2)-form is interpreted as the G4 flux associated with the gauge background.

Since the map ĉ2 is only surjective, but not injective, it has a kernel, given by the intermediate

Jacobian J2(Ŷ4). This is the space of flat 3-form connections which, by definition, have vanishing

gauge flux even though such configurations are non-trivial topologically.

6If the fibre is of Kodaira type I1 or II, no resolution is required and the gauge algebra gI is trivial.
7Due to monodromy effects, the P1s associated with one or more nodes of the affine Dynkin diagram may be

absent in the resolved geometry.
8Note that there is also an equivalent formulation in terms of the theory of Cheeger-Simons differential characters

[23], as employed e.g. in [24] in F/M-theory.
9The existence of such an object follows from the Deligne-Beilinson complex [69]. See also [22] for a review and

further references.
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Elements of H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)) can in turn be represented by elements A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4), i.e. by

complex 2-cycles modulo rational equivalence [22]. As we review further in Appendix A, rational

equivalence for complex p-cycles is the direct generalisation of linear equivalence for divisors.

This means that two p-cycles on Ŷ4 are rationally equivalent if their difference can be written as

the zeroes or poles of a meromorphic function on a (p+1)-dimensional irreducible subvariety of

Ŷ4. The group of p-cycles up to such equivalence is the Chow group CHp(Ŷ4), while we denote

the group of codimension p cycles up to rational equivalence as CHp(Ŷ4). In particular, the

divisor class group Cl(Ŷ4) hence coincides with CH1(Ŷ4) on the smooth variety Ŷ4.

What makes Chow groups relevant to characterise the gauge background on Ŷ4 is the existence

of a group homomorphism called refined cycle map (see e.g. p. 123 in [70])

γ̂p : CH
p
(
Ŷ4

)
→ H2p

D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

)
(2.4)

which gives rise to a ring homomorphism

γ̂ : CH•
(
Ŷ4

)
→ H•

D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

)
, x 7→

⊕

p∈N≥0

γ̂p (x) . (2.5)

The case p = 2 is of particular importance to us because the map

γ̂2 : CH
2
(
Ŷ4

)
→ H4

D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

)
(2.6)

allows us to associate to each class of complex 2-cycles an element in H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)) defining the

gauge background.

Fortunately, the concrete form of γ̂ is not required for our computations, as we will see.

This map is surjective over Q if and only if the Hodge conjecture holds. It is in general not

injective. This means that two different Chow classes may in principle map to the same element

in H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)). This is not a big drawback for our purposes. What will be crucial is rather

the fact that two algebraic cycles which are rationally equivalent are guaranteed to map to the

same element in H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)). This means that manipulations modulo rational equivalence

do not change the 3-form background parametrised by an algebraic 2-cycle. This fact comes

in particularly handy whenever the 2-cycles representing the gauge background are in turn

obtained by pullback from an ambient space on which the Chow group is explicitly known. An

example would be a situation where Ŷ4 is embedded into a smooth toric ambient space XΣ. On

such smooth XΣ, rational equivalence and homological equivalence coincide. Therefore we can

manipulate the underlying 2-cycle as long as we keep its homology class on XΣ fixed, and are

guaranteed that the gauge data remains unchanged. This important property and a more precise

summary of the formalism of [22] are reviewed further in Appendix A. Fans of commutative

diagrams can find all information encrypted in Figure 4 therein.

The cohomology class associated with such a 2-cycle class in CH2(Ŷ4) is identified with the

4-form flux G4 ∈ H2,2(Ŷ4) [71–73]. However, unlike the parametrisation via CH2(Ŷ4), keeping

track only of G4 merely accounts for part of the information of the gauge background and is

hence in general incomplete. Such a (class of) differential forms is then supposed to have “one

leg along the fibre” [73]. Phrased explicitly, this means that the two transversality constraints

G4 · π∗ω4 = 0 , G4 · [S0] · π∗ω2 = 0 (2.7)
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must be enforced for every element ω4 ∈ H4(B3), ω2 ∈ H2(B3). Recall that [S0] ∈ H1,1(Ŷ4) is

the class of the zero section of the fibration π : Ŷ4 ։ B3, whose existence we assumed as stated

above.10 Furthermore, in combination with cohomlogy classes, the operation · denotes the

intersection product in the cohomology ring, here on Ŷ4. We will come back to these conditions

in Section 3.1.

The class G4 of differential forms is actually required to be an element of H2,2
Z/2(Ŷ4) as a

consequence of the quantisation condition [74]

G4 +
1

2
c2(Ŷ4) ∈ H2,2

Z (Ŷ4) . (2.8)

Once such aG4 ∈ H2,2
Z/2(Ŷ4) is specified, the chiral index of massless matter in representation R

localised on the matter curve CR can be obtained by evaluating the integral [7,24,26,28–31,75],

χR =

∫

Sa
R

G4 . (2.9)

More precisely, (2.9) counts the chiral index of the state with weight βa(R). If the gauge

flux does not break the non-Abelian gauge algebra this result is independent of the particular

state βa(R), or equivalently of the matter surface Sa
R

, a = 1, . . . ,R. Note that χR ∈ Z as a

consequence of [31, 55, 76]
1

2

∫

Sa
R

c2(Ŷ4) ∈ Z . (2.10)

For conceptual clarity, we would like to end this review with a word of caution. As we have

stressed, we are working on a smooth resolution Ŷ4 of the elliptic fibration, which allows us

to avoid dealing with singularities. Resolving Ŷ4 → Y4 by blowing-up the singularities in the

fibre is well-known to correspond to moving to the Coulomb branch of the dual 3d M-theory

vacuum. The non-Abelian gauge symmetry is restored in the dual 4d F-theory vacuum after

taking the fibre volume to zero. Nonetheless, this means that by working with Ŷ4 we are only

able to detect Abelian gauge backgrounds. Non-Abelian gauge bundles on the 7-branes, by

contrast, cannot be encoded in the Deligne cohomology or the Chow groups of the smooth

space. This is only a minor drawback for the applications envisaged in this paper because

non-Abelian gauge backgrounds would break the gauge algebra on the 7-branes, while Abelian

gauge backgrounds are already sufficient to generate a chiral spectrum. Nonetheless it would be

interesting to explore such more general backgrounds directly in M-theory, e.g. by studying the

Deligne cohomology of the singular 4-fold Y4 (see e.g. [21]) or by further developing alternative

techniques such as [77, 78].

2.2. Cohomologies in Local Setups via Topological Twist

So far we have reviewed the definition of an F-theory vacuum in terms of a globally consistent

elliptic fibration with 3-form background. Locally, the gauge theory on the 7-branes enjoys

a description as a partially topologically twisted 8d Super-Yang-Mills theory [7, 8]. In this

10The generalisation of this condition in absence of a section has been described in [36].
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language, the definition both of the gauge background and the computation of the exact massless

matter content is well established. As in [22], our strategy is to extract the local gauge data

from the globally defined geometry and 3-form background, which then allows us to determine

the massless matter content. To prepare ourselves for this task, we now briefly collect the

well-known description of massless matter in the local approach via topologically twisted gauge

theory.

2.2.1. Bulk Matter

Let us begin by recalling the nature of the so-called bulk 7-brane matter on a non-Abelian brane

stack. A stack of 7-branes wrapping the component ∆I of the discriminant locus carries, in

addition to a gauge multiplet, massless 4d N = 1 chiral multiplets in the adjoint representation

of the non-Abelian gauge algebra gI underlying the gauge group GI . As stressed at the end

of the previous section, we restrict ourselves to Abelian gauge backgrounds. Locally, these

are described by a line bundle LI in the Picard group Pic(∆I) on the 7-brane stack on ∆I .

Embedding the structure group U(1)I of LI into GI breaks GI → HI × U(1)I , which induces

the decomposition

adj(GI)→
⊕

mI

rmI
(2.11)

into irreducible representations of HI . Then the massless bulk matter in representation rmI
on

∆I is counted by the cohomology groups [7, 8, 79, 80]

H0(∆I , LmI
)

H1(∆I , LmI
) ⊕ H0(∆I , LmI

⊗K∆I
)

H2(∆I , LmI
) ⊕ H1(∆I , LmI

⊗K∆I
)

H2(∆I , LmI
⊗K∆I

) .

(2.12)

Here the relevant line bundle LmI
is given by

LmI
= L

qI(rmI
)

I (2.13)

with qI(rmI
) the U(1)I charge of representation rmI

. The second and third line count chiral

and, respectively, anti-chiral N = 1 multiplets in representation rmI
. The first and fourth line

vanish for supersymmetric fluxes [80] and can hence be discarded. The chiral index resulting

from this spectrum is

χrmI
= −c1(∆I) ·∆I

c1(LmI
) . (2.14)

2.2.2. Localised Matter and The Definition of The Spin Bundle

Consider next the massless matter localised on a curve CR, and denote by LR ∈ Pic(CR) the

local gauge background to which such matter in the twisted theory on R1,3 × CR is coupled.

The number of massless matter multiplets in representation R is given by the dimensions of the

cohomology groups [7, 8]

H i(CR, LR ⊗
√
KCR

) (2.15)
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with i = 0 and i = 1 counting chiral and anti-chiral N = 1 multiplets, respectively. It has

already been asserted in [22] that the correct choice of spin bundle
√
KCR

appearing in (2.15) is

the one induced by the holomorphic embedding of CR into the base B3, in the following sense:

Let Da,Db ∈ Cl(B3) and C = Da ∩Db ⊆ B3 a curve, then the adjunction formula for C and

Da gives

KC = KDa |C ⊗NC/Da
= (KB3 ⊗OB3(Da)⊗OB3(Db))|C ≡ M |C . (2.16)

The line bundle M ∈ Pic(B3) is uniquely determined by its first Chern class since b1(B3) = 0.

The latter is necessary for an elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau 4-fold Y4 ։ B3 to exist, for which

b1(Y4) = 0. If both Da and Db are spin11, c1(M) is an even class in H2(B3,Z) and
√
M is the

unique line bundle on B3 with first Chern class 1
2c1(M) ∈ H2(B3,Z). The spin structure to

take in (2.15) is then

√
KCR

=
√
M

∣∣∣
CR

. (2.17)

If Da or Db are not spin, then the Freed-Witten quantisation condition ensures that LR⊗
√
KCR

can be split up as a product of two integral bundles L1 ⊗ L2 such that L2 is a product of line

bundles obtained as the pullback of well-defined bundles on B3. The pullback bundles underlying

L2 include the contribution from the spin structure.

2.3. From C3-Backgrounds to Line Bundles

Our next task is now to extract the line bundles appearing in the cohomologies (2.12) and

(2.15) from the gauge background on the globally defined 4-fold Ŷ4. The general idea is that

the matter states are associated with the quantised moduli space of M2-branes [25] wrapping

suitable components of the fibre, as reviewed in Section 2.1. An M2-brane couples in a standard

way to the 3-form background via the Chern-Simons action SCS = 2π
∫
M2C3. We therefore

need to integrate the 3-form gauge background over the fibral curve wrapped by the M2-brane

associated with a given state. The resulting object then describes the Abelian gauge background

to which the M2-brane excitations along the base couple.

The formalism of Chow groups allows us to perform this operation of integration over the

fibre in a manner which is guaranteed to keep the full amount of information about the gauge

background [22]. Indeed, by using intersection theory within the Chow ring we are able to

extract a line bundle either on the 7-brane ∆I or on the matter curve CR on the base. The

compatibility of the refined cycle map (2.6) with intersection within the Chow ring and with

pushforward under the fibration π ensures that this procedure correctly recovers the information

both about the first Chern class and about the flat holonomies of the line bundle on the base.

2.3.1. Localised Matter

For localised matter this formalism has already been carried out in [22]. Consider a matter

surface Sa
R

, given by a fibration of rational curves over the matter curve CR on the base B3.

Furthermore fix a 2-cycle class A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) to represent the 3-form background as reviewed in

Section 2.1. We can then form the intersection product Sa
R
·ιR,a

A, loosely speaking by pulling

11This means there exists a Z-Cartier divisor ka such that 2ka is the canonical divisor on Da.
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back A to Sa
R

. The notation and details of this construction are explained in Appendix A.2.

Since the pullback is compatible with rational equivalence and preserves codimension, we can

view this as an object in CH2(Sa
R
), i.e. an element of the class of points on Sa

R
. The opera-

tion of integration along the fibre motivated above corresponds to projection onto the base by

considering the object

D (SaR, A) := πR∗(S
a
R ·ιR,a

A) ∈ CH0(CR) . (2.18)

Here πR,a denotes the projection from the surface Sa
R

to CR. We have therefore obtained a

Chow class of points on CR. Since

CH0(CR) ≃ CH1(CR) ≃ Pic(CR) (2.19)

this defines a line bundle

L (SaR, A) = OCR
(D (SaR, A)) (2.20)

on CR. By construction, this is the line bundle induced by the gauge background to which the

quantum excitations of the M2-brane wrapping the fibre of Sa
R

couple. If the gauge background

preserves the non-Abelian gauge symmetry in the F-theory limit, then for fixed R this construc-

tion gives the same line bundle for each choice of Sa
R

, a = 1, . . . ,dim(R), and we can omit the

index a. By comparison with (2.15), the massless chiral matter in representation R is counted

by

H i (CR,L (SR, A)) , L (SR, A) = L (SR, A)⊗
√
KCR

. (2.21)

A formalisation of these steps based on an accurate application of the intersection product

within the Chow ring has been given in [22] and is reviewed in Appendix A.2.

Note that (2.21) counts the exact massless matter spectrum modulo potential spacetime in-

stanton corrections in F-theory: For instance, if the matter is charged only under an Abelian

gauge group which acquires a Stückelberg mass, D3/M5-instantons can still generate non-

perturbative mass terms which are exponentially suppressed by the Kähler moduli in the sense

of [81–85]. These corrections are not accounted for by the topological field theory derivation of

(2.21).

2.3.2. Bulk Matter

In a similar manner, we can now define the line bundles on a stack of 7-branes wrapping ∆I to

which the bulk matter couples. The fibre of Ŷ4 over a generic point on ∆I takes the form of a

connected sum of rational curves P1
iI

intersecting like the nodes of the affine Dynkin diagram of

gI . Fibring P1
iI

over ∆I defines the so-called resolution divisor EiI .

Let us now consider the Chow class EiI ∈ CH1(Ŷ4) associated with EiI , and fix a gauge

background A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4). Recall that pullback is well-defined for CH•(Ŷ4). Therefore we

can pull A back to EiI by considering the intersection product. This produces an element

EiI ·ιiI A ∈ CH2(EiI ) ≃ CH1(EiI ). Integration over the fibre amounts to projection onto the

base of EiI via the pushforward of πiI : EiI ։∆I . This results in

πiI∗(EiI ·ιiI A) ∈ CH1(∆I) . (2.22)

On the complex 2-cycle ∆I , we have that

CH1(∆I) ≃ CH1(∆I) ≃ Pic(∆I) . (2.23)
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We therefore identify

LiI = O
(
πiI∗(EiI ·ιiI A)

)
(2.24)

as the line bundle on ∆I induced by the gauge background with structure group U(1)iI . This

process is to be repeated for all EiI , iI = 1, . . . , rk(gI). If the structure group U(1)I of the line

bundle LI appearing in Section 2.2.1 is given by the linear combination LI =
∑

iI
aiI U(1)iI ,

then

LI =
⊗

iI

L
aiI
iI
∈ Pic(∆I) . (2.25)

3. Systematics of Gauge Backgrounds

We now systematically describe the representation of a gauge background by an element A ∈
CH2(Ŷ4). As reviewed, the cohomology class G4 := [A] ∈ H2,2(Ŷ4) defines a 4-form flux on Ŷ4.

The cohomology group H2,2(Ŷ4) enjoys a decomposition into three orthogonal subspaces

H2,2(Ŷ4,R) = H2,2
vert(Ŷ4,R)⊕H2,2

hor(Ŷ4,R)⊕H2,2
rem(Ŷ4,R) . (3.1)

The primary vertical subspace H2,2
vert(Ŷ4,R) is generated by elements ofH1,1(Ŷ4)∧H1,1(Ŷ4), while

the primary horizontal subspace H2,2
hor(Ŷ4,R) is the subspace of H2,2(Ŷ4) obtained by variation

of Hodge structure starting from the unique (4, 0) form [86]. Finally, H2,2
rem(Ŷ4,R) denotes the

remainder piece which is neither vertical nor horizontal [34].

We first revisit, in Section 3.1, the constraints on a consistent gauge background posed by

gauge invariance and transversality, directly at the level of algebraic cycles rather than of co-

homology. To systematise the geometric description of vertical gauge backgrounds we then

introduce the notion of a matter surface flux in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we detail the inter-

section theoretic operations which extract from such backgrounds the sheaves whose cohomology

groups count the massless matter.

3.1. Gauge Invariance and Transversality

The condition for a flux G4 ∈ H2,2
vert(Ŷ4) not to break non-Abelian gauge symmetries in F-theory

is typically formulated in the literature as

G4 · [EiI ] · [Db

α] = 0 ∀ [Db

α] ∈ H1,1(B3) . (3.2)

However, this condition is not sufficient to ensure gauge invariance of a flux in H2,2
rem(Ŷ4): Due

to the orthogonality of H2,2
rem(Ŷ4) and H2,2

vert(Ŷ4) any flux H2,2
rem(Ŷ4) satisfies (3.2) even though it

might break the non-Abelian gauge group on a 7-brane, a prime example being the so-called

hypercharge flux in F-theory models based on gauge group SU(5). Furthermore, we seek to find

a condition not only for the gauge flux, but more generally for the Chow class A with [A] = G4

representing the full gauge background.

From the perspective of the topologically twisted theory on the 7-brane ∆I , the condition for

gauge invariance is that the gauge bundle embedded into the structure group of the non-Abelian
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group should be the trivial bundle on ∆I . Hence given an element A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) with [A] = G4

the correct condition to impose is

πiI∗ (EiI ·iI A) = 0 ∈ CH1(∆I) ≃ CH1(∆I) ∀EiI . (3.3)

The condition for a 4-form flux G4 ∈ H2,2(Ŷ4) to descend to a well-defined gauge flux in

F-theory is typically formulated as the transversality conditions

G4 · [Db

α] · [Db

β ] = 0 ∀ [Db

α ], [D
b

β ] ∈ H1,1(B3) (3.4)

and

G4 · [Db

α] · [S0] = 0 ∀ [Db

α ] ∈ H1,1(B3) . (3.5)

One possible derivation of these constraints is via the observation that they are equivalent

to the absence of certain Chern-Simons-terms in the dual 3d M-theory vacuum of the form∫
R1,2 Aα ∧ Fβ and, respectively,

∫
R1,2 Aα ∧ F0. Here Aα and its field strength refer to the h1,1(B3)

vector multiplets associated with the Kähler moduli of the base B3 in the 3d N = 2 theory,

and A0, F0 refer to the vector multiplets associated with the Kaluza-Klein U(1) associated with

circle reduction of the 4d F-theory to the 3d M-theory [30]. Now, since these Chern-Simons

terms are not generated at one loop in the transition from the 4d F-theory to the 3d M-theory

vacuum, and they do not either descend from classical terms in 4d upon circle reduction, they

must be absent in the M-theory effective action in order for the 3d vacuum to lift to a Poincaré

invariant F-theory vacuum [30].

While conceptually very clear, this derivation is only sensitive to the intersection product in

cohomology. In particular, these conditions are again trivially satisfied by a gauge flux G4 not

in H2,2
vert(Ŷ4). An alternative derivation of condition (3.4) is to require that G4 do not affect the

chirality of states wrapping the full fibre as these correspond to the higher KK modes in M-

theory. Their chirality must therefore equal that of the zero-mode in order for the 4d F-theory

vacuum to be Lorentz invariant. In particular, consider a matter surface Sa(R) over a curve CR

in the base. The surface San(R) is defined by adding to the fibral curves over CR n multiples

of the full fibre F . M2-branes wrapping the fibre of San(R) correspond to the n-th KK state

associated with the 4d F-theory multiplet with weight βa(R). The condition (3.4) guarantees

that

G4 · [San(R)] = G4 · [Sa(R)] ∀n . (3.6)

Hence the 3d chirality of the spectrum of KK modes with weight βa(R) equals that of the KK

zero-mode in the 3d N = 2 M-theory vacuum.12

However, once we specify the gauge background beyond its flux, we require not only that the

3d net chirality of KK modes should agree, but rather that the exact number of 3d KK states

in representation R and R must match that of the zero modes. This is guaranteed if13

π∗(S
a
n(R) · A) = π∗(S

a(R) · A) ∀n . (3.7)

12Clearly there is no notion of chirality in 3d in the sense of Weyl spinors. Rather, a 3d N = 2 theory is defined
to be vectorlike if the number of 3d N = 2 chiral multplets in representation R and R coincides, and chiral
otherwise.

13Here and in the sequel, whenever the precise meaning is clear by the context, we abbreviate the intersection
product within the Chow ring simply by · and the projection just by π to avoid too heavy notation.
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Given the construction of San(R) described above, a sufficient condition generalizing (3.4) is to

require that

π∗(π
−1C · A) = 0 ∀C ∈ CH1(B3) . (3.8)

From a conceptual point of view this is therefore proposed as the condition replacing (3.4) at

the level of Chow groups. It would be interesting to investigate if there exist gauge backgrounds

whose associated flux satisfies (3.4) even though its underlying Chow class violates (3.8).

Less clear is the correct interpretation of (3.5) at the level of Chow groups. In view of (3.3)

and (3.8), a natural generalisation would be to require that

π∗(S0 ·A) = 0 . (3.9)

Again, we leave it for future investigations to determine if there are any non-trivial examples of

gauge backgrounds which distinguish between (3.9) and (3.5). For the cycles considered in this

article, both conditions lead to equivalent constraints.

3.2. Systematics of Vertical Gauge Backgrounds

We will focus in this article on gauge backgrounds whose associated G4 flux lies in H2,2
vert(Ŷ4,R),

subject to the transversality conditions (2.7).14 These can be classified, on a fibration over a

generic base space B3, as follows:

Matter Surface Flux Consider a matter surface and its associated element Sa
R
∈ CH2(Ŷ4).

By construction G4 = [Sa
R
] satisfies (3.8) and (3.9). If we are interested in describing a gauge

background which does not break the non-Abelian gauge algebra in the F-theory limit, we must

modify the Chow class Sa
R

by adding suitable terms of the form

A(R) = SaR +∆a(R) ∈ CH2(Ŷ4)

∆a(R) =
(
βa(R)TiIC

−1
iIjJ

)
EjJ |CR

.
(3.10)

Here EiI denotes the resolution divisors for the gauge algebra gI , and EjJ |CR
their restriction

to the curve CR. Furthermore, C−1
iI jJ

= δIJ C
−1
iI jI

with C−1
iIjI

the inverse of the Cartan matrix

of gI . The expression (3.10) is indeed gauge invariant because the intersection of any EiI with

Sa(R) in the fibre reproduces the entry βa(R)iI in the weight vector, and likewise intersection

of EiI with the component EjJ in the fibre reproduces the negative of the corresponding Cartan

matrix entry.

One can convince oneself that the final result after adding the correction terms ∆a(R) to Sa
R

is independent of the index a = 1, . . . ,dim(R), which is why AR carries no such index. We

term gauge backgrounds of this form matter surface fluxes. As long as [Sa
R
] ∈ H2,2

vert(Ŷ4)
15, also

A(R) ∈ H2,2
vert(Ŷ4). The first example of such a flux has been given, at the level of cohomology,

in [26], and this approach to fluxes has been developed systematically in [27].

14For an incomplete list of more recent works on aspects of fluxes in H
2,2
hor(Ŷ4,R) and the induced superpotential

see e.g. [24,28,33,87–89] and references therein.
15This property is satisfied for most models discussed so far in the literature, an exception being [90].
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U(1) Flux A second type of vertical gauge background arises in the presence of extra inde-

pendent rational sections SX . Via the Shioda map, each independent such section is associated

with a divisor class UX ∈ CH1(Ŷ4) such that C3 = AA ∧ [UX ] + . . . defines a U(1)A gauge

potential AX . Given any divisor class F ∈ CH1(B3) the object

AX(F ) = F · UX ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) (3.11)

defines a gauge background which is automatically vertical and respects the non-Abelian gauge

algebras. At the level of fluxes these backgrounds have been introduced in [29,91] (see also [28]).

Cartan Flux Third, we can consider the gauge background for the Cartan U(1)iI by restricting

the resolution divisor EiI to any curve C ⊆ ∆I . This defines the element

AiI (C) = EiI |C ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) . (3.12)

While automatically vertical, this gauge background clearly breaks the gauge algebra gI . If the

curve class [C] is in the image of H1,1(B3) restricted to ∆I , the class [AiI (C)] lies in H2,2
vert(Ŷ4).

Indeed, if we denote by [DC ] ∈ H1,1(B3) the divisor class such that [C] = [∆I ] · [DC ], then

[AiI (C)] = [DC ] · [EiI ]. More generally, the curve class [C] ∈ H2(∆I) might contain components

trivial in H2(B3), but this still defines a valid flux [90, 92]. In this case, [AiI (C)] contains a

component in H2,2
rem(Ŷ4) [34].

Let us stress again that these three types of vertical fluxes and their underlying elements in

CH2(Ŷ4) are the ones which exist for a generic choice of base B3. However, they are not all

independent due to a number of non-trivial relations within the Chow group, which descend

to corresponding relations in H2,2(Ŷ4) via the cycle map. In particular, in [39] we prove that

anomaly cancellation implies that the matter surface fluxes satisfy a set of linear relations in

H2,2(Ŷ4), thereby generalising previous observations in [38]. We furthermore exemplify that this

relation holds at the level of the Chow group, and conjecture this to hold true more generally.

An equivalent approach to classifying gauge backgrounds with G4 ∈ H2,2
vert(Ŷ4) is by system-

atically forming all intersections of two elements in CH1(Ŷ4) and determining the linearly inde-

pendent combinations whose cohomology classes satisfy verticality and gauge invariance. This

approach requires finding a basis of H2,2
vert(Ŷ4) by analysing the relations in the intersection ring.

The first systematic such classification for F-theory fibrations over general base has been carried

out in [31]. This approach is widely used in the literature, including [29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38].

3.3. Intersection Theory for Vertical Gauge Backgrounds

We now describe how to perform the programme outlined in section Section 2.3 of extracting

the line bundle from the various types of gauge backgrounds. The advantage of representing the

gauge background by the Chow group class of an algebraic cycle is that transverse intersection

products can be evaluated very intuitively. Such transverse intersections factorise into a piece

in the fibre and a piece in the base, and the projection onto the base is easily evaluated. Non-

transverse intersections, on the other hand, can be expressed as sums or differences of transverse

intersections by making use of the relations within the Chow group between the Chow classes

representing the gauge background. It is here where the formalism of Section 2.1 becomes

most crucial: The fact that the refined cycle map (2.6) is defined at the level of Chow groups
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guarantees that using such relations within CH2(Ŷ4) does not alter the gauge background and

is hence permissible in evaluating the intersections.

For the matter surface fluxes of the form (3.10), we therefore proceed as follows:

1. Matter surface flux:

Consider a matter curve C
R̃
⊆ B3 for some representation R̃, a matter surface Sa(R̃) and

the associated matter surface flux A(R̃) ∈ CH2(Ŷ4). It is given by a formal linear sum of

P1- fibrations over C
R̃

, depicted in green colour in Figure 1.

2. State:

Next we consider a state over the matter curve CR. Such a state is encoded by a matter

surface Sa
R

, whose fibre structure in Figure 1 is indicated in red.

3. ’Intersection’ of Sa
R

and A(R̃):

We assume that the curves C
R̃

and CR intersect transversely in B3. We discuss the case

of non-transverse intersections below.

For simplicity we assume in Figure 1 that the two curves intersect in one point I only,

with multiplicity m(C
R̃
∩CR, I).

16 From knowledge of the splittings in the fibre we have

A(R̃)
∣∣∣
I
= α+ δ + ǫ, SaR|I = β + γ . (3.13)

Consequently we can compute the intersection number nf in the fibre over I as

nf (I) =
(
A(R̃)

∣∣∣
I

)
· (SaR|I) = (α+ δ + ǫ) (β + γ) . (3.14)

We can therefore consider the divisor

D
(
SaR, A(R̃)

)
= πR∗

(
SaR ·ιR,a

A(R̃)
)
=

(
nf (I) ·m

(
C
R̃
∩ CR, I

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=mI

·I ∈ CH1 (CR)

(3.15)

and its associated line bundle

L
(
SaR, A(R̃)

)
= OCR

(mI · I) . (3.16)

Then the sheaf cohomologies

H i
(
CR, L

(
SaR, A(R̃)

)
⊗

√
KCR

)
(3.17)

count the massless excitations of the state Sa
R

in the presence of A(R̃).

4. ’Non-Transverse-Intersections’:

If the curves C
R̃

and CR do not intersect transversely, then we can use linear relations

among the Chow classes representing the various gauge backgrounds to exchange the

specific A(R̃) under consideration by a linear combination of other A(R̃), for which the

relevant intersections are indeed transverse. We will show this in more detail in an example

in Section 5.1.

16Note that in general multiple such intersection points will exist. Then our strategy has to be repeated for
every intersection point.
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Figure 1: Schematic idea for the identification of the massless spectra of matter surface fluxes.

For a U(1)X gauge background described by AX(F ) = F · UX , a very similar logic has

already been applied in [22] to deduce the relevant line bundles on the base. Consider a state

in representation R with U(1)X charge qX(R). This state is associated with a matter surface

SR over a curve CR on the base B3.
17 We are also introducing the notation

ιCR
: CR →֒ B3 (3.18)

for the embedding of the curve CR into B3. Then the line bundle on CR to which the zero

modes couple is given by L(SR, AX(F )) = OCR
(D(SR, AX(F ))) with

D(SR, AX(F )) = πR∗ (SR ·ιR AX(F )) = qX(R)
(
CR ·ιCR

F
)
∈ CH1(CR) , (3.19)

and the number of zero modes is counted by the dimensions of H i(CR, L(SR, AX(F ))⊗
√
KCR

).

This result follows from the fact that, as in the construction above, the intersection between the

gauge background AX(F ) and the matter surface SR factors into an intersection in the fibre

and in the base. Projecting onto CR gives a multiplicity, which by construction of UX is exactly

the U(1)X charge qX(R). The term in brackets in (3.19) describes the intersection on the base.

As a somewhat special case this reasoning can be applied to the Cartan gauge backgrounds

(3.12), where we now invoke the embedding of the matter curve ιCR
: CR →֒ ∆I directly into

the divisor ∆I wrapped by the 7-brane stack to obtain

πR∗ (S
a
R ·ιR EiI |C) = βa(R)iI

(
CR ·ιCR

C
)
∈ CH1(CR) . (3.20)

17Note that we are suppressing the superscript a in SR since the U(1)X background is gauge invariant.
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Here the weight βa(R)iI is of course by definition the charge of the state under the Cartan

U(1)iI .

We have focused here on the geometric interpretation of the Chow group elements represent-

ing the gauge background, for instance as a matter surface flux. Equivalently, one can evaluate

the intersection theoretic pairing if one explicitly presents the vertical gauge data via the in-

tersection of two elements in CH1(Ŷ4), as remarked at the end of the previous section. The

computations within the Chow ring on Ŷ4 are significantly simplified if it is possible to express

these intersections as the pullback of intersections of elements of CH1(X̂Σ) of a toric ambient

space XΣ of Ŷ4. As stressed after (2.6) and further in Appendix A, in this case we can use ho-

mological relations on XΣ to evaluate the intersection product. We will encounter this explicitly

in the concrete examples studied in the remainder of this article.

4. F-Theory GUT-Models with SU(5)×U(1)X-Symmetry

Our next goal is to demonstrate our formalism of computing the line bundles and their sheaf

cohomology groups in an explicit example. We shall design the example to be as simple as

possible while at the same time exhibiting all ingredients of our general discussion so far. In

order to exemplify the role of Abelian fluxes of type (3.11), we need at least one extra rational

section. The arguably simplest type of such fibrations is obtained by a U(1) restricted Tate

model [91]. To study the behaviour of massless matter charged also under a non-Abelian gauge

algebra, we model an extra non-Abelian gauge factor, the simplest class being represented by

Tate models with an In singularity. The existence of additional non-trivial vertical gauge fluxes

in such models requires the non-Abelian gauge group to be at least SU(5) [31]. In this sense

a U(1) restricted Tate model with gauge group G = SU(5) × U(1)X is indeed minimal. The

top describing the resolved fibre of this model was originally introduced in [29]. We will now

provide a brief review on the topic. The interested reader is referred to the above references for

further details.

4.1. SU(5)×U(1)X Fibration

Our starting point is a Tate model over a smooth base B3, described as the vanishing locus

V (PT ) of a hypersurface equation

PT = y2 + a1xyz + a3yz
3 − x3 − a2x2z2 − a4xz4 − a6z6 (4.1)

in an ambient space X5. This ambient space X5 is given by a fibration of P2,3,1 over B3. The

homogeneous coordinates on each P2,3,1 fibre are [x : y : z] and the ai are sections of the i-th

power of the anti-canonical bundle KB3 of the base. We are considering fibrations over base

spaces B3 compatible with Ŷ4 being Calabi-Yau. In particular this implies H1(B3,Q) = 0.

In addition, we are restricting ourselves in the sequel to B3 without torsional 1-cycles, i.e.

H1(B3,Z) = 0. By this assumption, the divisor class group on B3 coincides with H1,1(B3).

An SU(5)× U(1)X gauge symmetry is engineered by specialising the sections ai further to

a1 = a1, a2 = a2,1w, a3 = a3,2w
2,

a4 = a4,3w
3, a6 = 0 .

(4.2)
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e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 x y z s

KB3 · · · · · 2 3 · ·
W 1 · · · · · · · ·
E1 -1 1 · · · -1 -1 · ·
E1 -1 · 1 · · -2 -2 · ·
E1 -1 · · 1 · -2 -3 · ·
E1 -1 · · · 1 -1 -2 · ·
Z · · · · · 2 3 1 ·
S · · · · · -1 -1 · 1

Table 4.1: Toric coordinates and weights for the top describing the resolved fibre ambient
space.

The discriminant component associated with the SU(5) gauge group is

W = V (w) := {w = 0} ⊆ B3 , (4.3)

and setting a6 ≡ 0 implements the extra section associated with U(1)X . To resolve the sin-

gularities one introduces blowup coordinates ei, i = 1, . . . , 4 and s. The coordinate s can be

associated with the second section of this fibration [29]. The resolved fibration π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3

can be described as hypersurface V (P ′
T ) ⊆ X̂5, where X̂5 is a new ambient space and P ′

T the

so-called proper transform of the Tate polynomial. Explicitly it is given by

P ′
T = y2se3e4 + a1xyzs+ a3,2yz

3e20e1e4 − x3s2e1e22e3
− a2,1x2z2se0e1e2 − a4,3xz4e30e21e2e4 ,

(4.4)

where due to the blow-ups π̂∗w = e0e1e2e3e4. The resolved fibre ambient space is itself toric

with toric coordinates and weights as given in Table 4.1. Its Stanley-Reisner ideal takes the

form

ISR (top) = {xy, xe0e3, xe1e3, xe4, ye0e3, ye1, ye2, zs, ze1e4, ze2e4,
ze3, se0, se1, se4, e0e2, ze4, ze1, ze2, se2, e0e3, e1e3} ,

(4.5)

which corresponds to resolution T11 in [29].

We will denote by Ei ∈ CH1(Ŷ4) the class of algebraic cycles rationally equivalent to the

vanishing locus V (ei) ⊆ X̂5.
18 These classes correspond to the generators of the Cartan U(1)

symmetries of SU(5). We use S and Z to denote the classes of the extra rational section V (s)

and zero section V (z) in CH1(Ŷ4), respectively. These allow us to express the generator of the

U(1)X gauge symmetry as

UX := −
(
5(S − Z −K) + 2E1 + 4E2 + 6E3 + 3E4

)
∈ CH1(Ŷ4) . (4.6)

Matter in representations 101, 53, 5−2 and 15 localises on the following curves on B3,

C101 = V (w, a1,0) , C53 = V (w, a3,2) ,

C5−2 = V (w, a1a4,3 − a2,1a3,2) , C15 = V (a4,3, a3,2) .
(4.7)

18We apply similar notations for the vanishing loci associated to the other homogeneous coordinates of the top.
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The subscripts denote the charges of the respective SU(5) representations under the Abelian

gauge group factor U(1)X .

The matter surfaces Sa(R) ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) over these matter curves can be obtained by analysing

the fibre structure of π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3 [29, 31]. We briefly review this subject in Appendix B. In

particular note that the U(1)X -charge of a state encoded by matter surface Sa(R) is encoded

in the intersection with UX in the fibre.

For explicit computation, it will be crucial to make use of the so-called linear relations of the

SU(5)× U(1)X -top. There are three generators for these relations, namely

X − Y + Z + E0 + E1 + E2 −W +KB3 = 0 ∈ CH1(X̂5)

−3X + 2Y − S − E1 − 2E2 + E4 = 0 ∈ CH1(X̂5)

2X − Y − Z + S + E1 + 2E2 + E3 −KB3 = 0 ∈ CH1(X̂5) .

(4.8)

Here X ∈ CH1(X̂5) is the class of algebraic cycles rationally equivalent to V (x) ⊆ X̂5, and

similarly for the other divisors. In particular we have X|
Ŷ4
≡ X ∈ CH1(Ŷ4), this being the class

of algebraic cycles in Ŷ4 which are rationally equivalent to V (x)|
Ŷ4

= V (x, P ′
T ) ⊆ Ŷ4.

4.2. (Self-)Intersections of Matter Curves

To evaluate expressions such as (3.15) we need the (self-)intersections of the matter curves C101 ,

C53 and C5−2 in the SU(5) stack divisor W . In anticipation of this application, let us derive

the relevant results in this section.

Two curves Ci, Cj ⊆W can be regarded as divisors on W , i.e. elements of CH1(W ), and hence

their intersection product is a special case of the general intersection product within the Chow

ring reviewed in Appendix A.2. Since it is clear that we will be using the canonical embedding

ιCi
: Ci →֒ W , we will abbreviate Ci ·ιCi

Cj as simply Ci · Cj and interpret this as the pullback

of Cj to Ci, i.e. as an element in CH0(Ci) ≃ CH1(Ci) given by

Ci · Cj =
N∑

k=1

mk · pk ∈ CH0(Ci) . (4.9)

Here N ∈ N is a non-negative integer, mk ∈ Z and pk ∈ Cj are points. To this element we

associate the line bundle OW (Cj)|Cj
, and the intersection number |Ci · Cj | is simply [93, 94]

|Ci · Cj | = deg
(
OW (Ci)|Cj

)
=

∫

Cj

c1

(
OW (Ci)|Cj

)
=

N∑

k=1

mk . (4.10)

In this sense, the intersection D = Ci ·Cj occurs over the points pk with multiplicities mk. Note

however that this notion of ‘intersection points’ is only well-defined up to linear equivalence of

divisors - pick a divisor D′ 6= D but with D′ ∼ D, then D′ will denote different intersection

points with different multiplicities.

Bearing this in mind, let us work out intersection points and their associated multiplicities

for the intersections of the matter curves C101 , C53 and C5−2 . We first define

Y1 = V (w, a1,0, a2,1) , Y2 = V (w, a1,0, a3,2) , Y3 = V (w, a4,3, a3,2) . (4.11)
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W

C15 C101

C53C5−2
Y1 (2, 1

2
)

Y2 (−1, 1
3
, 2)

Y3 ( 2
3
, 3

2
)

Figure 2: Schematic picture of the intersection properties of the matter curves C101 , C53 ,
C5−2 and C15 in the base space B3. We indicate the self-intersection numbers of the
matter curves in W by the tiny coloured numbers attached to Yi. The outer box is
to represent the base space B3.

Then in view of the explicit realisation (4.7) of the curves we find for the transverse intersections

C53 · C101 = Y2 ,

C5−2 · C101 = Y1 + Y2 ,

C5−2 · C53 = Y2 + Y3 .

(4.12)

This structure is depicted schematically in Figure 2. Note that the loci Yi are in general reducible

and consist of the following number of points,

nY1 =
[
KB3

]
·W

[
2KB3 −W

]
,

nY2 =
[
KB3

]
·W

[
3KB3 − 2W

]
,

nY3 =
[
4KB3 − 3W

]
·W

[
3KB3 − 2W

]
.

(4.13)

For the self-intersections we proceed very similarly. Let us start with C101 and note that

NC101⊆W
= OW

(
KB3

)∣∣
C101

∼= OW
(
2 ·

(
2KB3 −W

))∣∣
C101

⊗ OW
(
−1 ·

(
3KB3 − 2W

))∣∣
C101

∼= OC101
(2Y1 − Y2) .

(4.14)

Consequently, up to linear equlvalence, C101 self-intersects at Y1, Y2 with multiplicites +2 and
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Y1 Y2 Y3 overall intersection number

101 · 101 2 · nY1 (−1) · nY2 ·
∫
W

[
KB3

]
∧
[
KB3

]

101 · 53 · 1 · nY2 ·
∫
W

[
KB3

]
∧
[
3KB3 − 2W

]

101 · 5−2 1 · nY1 1 · nY2 ·
∫
W

[
KB3

]
∧
[
5KB3 − 3W

]

53 · 53 · 1
3 · nY2 2

3 · nY3
∫
W

[
3KB3 − 2W

]
∧
[
3KB3 − 2W

]

53 · 5−2 · 1 · nY2 1 · nY3
∫
W

[
5KB3 − 3W

]
∧
[
3KB3 − 2W

]

5−2 · 5−2
1
2 · nY1 2 · nY2 3

2 · nY3
∫
W

[
5KB3 − 3W

]
∧
[
5KB3 − 3W

]

Table 4.2: Intersection points and intersection multiplicites (up to linear equivalence) of the
matter curves C101 , C53 and C5−2 in W .

−1 respectively. Similarly we have for C53

NC53⊆W
= OW

(
3KB3 − 2W

)∣∣
C53

∼= OW
(
1

3
KB3

)∣∣∣∣
C53

⊗ OW
(
2

3
·
(
4KB3 − 3W

))∣∣∣∣
C53

∼= OC53

(
1

3
Y2 +

2

3
Y2

)
(4.15)

and for C5−2

NC5−2⊆W
= OW

(
5KB3 − 3W

)∣∣
C5−2

∼= OW
(
3

2

(
3KB3 − 2W

))∣∣∣∣
C5−2

⊗ OW
(
1

2
·KB3

)∣∣∣∣
C5−2

∼= OC5−2

(
1

2
Y1 + 2Y2 +

3

2
Y3

)
.

(4.16)

The above manipulations manifestly involve rational coefficients. This is correct by our assump-

tion that B3 does not contain torsional divisors as explained at the beginning of Section 4.1.

Irrespective of the appearance of rational coefficients, note that by construction the line bundles

here are integer quantised. We summarise our findings in Table 4.2.

4.3. Vertical and Gauge Invariant Matter Surface Fluxes over Matter Curves

We now turn to constructing the matter surface fluxes (3.10) over the matter curves C101 , C53 ,

C5−2 and C15 , beginning with the flux associated to one of the matter surfaces Sa(101). The

2-cycle A(101) obtained by subtracting suitable correction terms will be a linear combination

of rational curves fibred over C101 . These rational curves arise from the splitting of the fibres

of the resolution divisors Ei ⊆ Ŷ4, i = 1, . . . 4, over C101 . For example, the fibre of E2 splits

into two rational curves P1
24 and P1

2B. The 2-cycles obtained by fibring these over C101 will be
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denoted by P1
24(101) and P1

2B(101), respectively. An overview of such fibral curves and their

associated 2-cycles is given in Appendix B. More details can be found in [29, 31].

Explicitly, evaluating the general expression (3.10) following the logic of [27], we find the

complex 2-cycle A(101) ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) given by

A (101) = Sa (101) + βa(10)T · C−1 ·




P1
14 (101)

P1
24 (101) + P1

2B (101)
P1
3C (101)

P1
14 (101) + P1

24 (101) + P1
4D (101)


 . (4.17)

This expression uses the inverse of the SU(5) Cartan matrix

C =




2 −1 0 0
−1 2 −1 0
0 −1 2 −1
0 0 −1 2


 . (4.18)

Note that the column vector appearing in (4.17) contains precisely those P1-fibrations over C101

which arise from restriction of E1, E2, E3 and E4 to C101 . Since this procedure gives the same

cycle class for all matter surfaces Sa(101) we have dropped the superscript ‘a’ in A(101). The

result can be expressed as 19

A (101) (λ) := A (101)

(
0, 0,

2λ

5
,−λ

5
,
λ

5
,−2λ

5

)
∈ CH2(Ŷ4) . (4.19)

In this expression we are introducing a rational coefficient λ ∈ Q and apply the short-hand

notation

A (101) (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5) = a0 · P1
0A (101) + a1 · P1

14 (101) + a2 · P1
24 (101)

+ a3 · P1
2B (101) + a4 · P1

3C (101) + a5 · P1
4D (101) .

(4.20)

The coefficient λ ∈ Q has to be chosen subject to the flux quantisation condition (2.8).

It is not too hard to repeat this analysis for matter surface fluxes over C53 and C5−2 . We

list the relevant P1-fibrations and the corresponding short-hand notations in Appendix B. This

enables us to state the result as

A (53) (λ) = A (53)

(
0,
λ

5
,
2λ

5
,
3λ

5
,−2λ

5
,−λ

5

)
∈ CH2(Ŷ4),

A (5−2) (λ) = A (5−2)

(
0,
λ

5
,
2λ

5
,
3λ

5
,−2λ

5
,−λ

5

)
∈ CH2(Ŷ4) ,

(4.21)

using analogous notation for the respective fibral curves in the order listed in (B.17) and (B.23).

By similar arguments it can be shown that

A (15) (λ) = λP1
A (15) = λV

(
P ′, s, a3,2, a4,3

)
∈ CH2(Ŷ4) (4.22)

is both vertical and gauge invariant.20

19The fractions 1
5

originate from the inverse of the Cartan matrix C.
20The fluxes described above are the ones which exist generically for every choice of B3. In addition, there can

be extra gauge invariant matter surface fluxes if B3 has special properties, for instance if the matter curves
are forced to split.
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As remarked at the very end of Section 3.3 it is sometimes convenient to express these cycles

as elements A ∈ CH2(X̂5) such that A|Ŷ4 = A. These take the form

A (101) (λ) =
λ

5
· (2E1 − E2 + E3 − 2E4) · KB3 + λ · E2 · E4 ,

A (53) (λ) =
λ

5
· (E1 + 2E2 − 2E3 − E4) ·

(
3KB3 − 2W

)
+ λ · E3 · X ,

A (5−2) (λ) =
λ

5
· (E1 + 2E2 + 3E3 − E4) ·

(
5KB3 − 3W

)

− λ ·
(
E3 · KB3 + E3 · Y − E3 · E4

)
,

A (15) (λ) = λ · S ·
(
3KB3 − 2W

)
− λ · S · X .

(4.23)

In writing down the equality for the flux A (5−2) (λ) we have used that on X̂5

P1
3H (5−2) = V

(
P ′
T , e3, a2,1e0xze1e2 − a1,0y

)
− V

(
P ′
T , e3, e4

)
. (4.24)

Also note that the U (1)X-flux – as introduced in [29,31] – can be expressed in terms of X̂5 as21

AX (F) = −1

5
· F ·

(
5S − 5Z − 5KB3 + 2E1 + 4E2 + 6E3 + 3E4

)
. (4.25)

In this expression F ∈ CH1(B3) and F ∈ CH1(X̂5) is chosen such that F|Ŷ4 = π̂∗F .

5. Line Bundles Induced by Matter Surface Fluxes

In this section we take the first step towards computing the massless spectra in the presence

of gauge backgrounds associated with the matter surface fluxes derived in Section 4.3. Follow-

ing our general formalism we have to compute the intersection product of the 2-cycle classes

defining the gauge background with the relevant matter surfaces, and then project the result

onto the matter curves in question. There are two ways to perform these computations in prac-

tice. We begin, in Section 5.1, with the first approach, which has been outlined in Section 3.3.

Equivalently, though computationally more involved, we can perform the intersection computa-

tions with the help of the presentations (4.23) of the gauge data as pullbacks from the ambient

space. In Section 5.2 we will demonstrate this approach for the U(1)X gauge background and

we present the detailed computation for all matter surface fluxes in Appendix C. The two

approaches match precisely.

5.1. Massless Spectrum of A(101)(λ) via Transverse Intersections

To derive the massless spectrum for the gauge background A(101)(λ), we first notice that

the matter curve C101 intersects the matter curves C53 , C5−2 and C15 transversely. Hence

to compute the massless spectra induced by A(101)(λ) of states localised on the latter three

matter surfaces, we can directly apply (3.15). The transverse intersection numbers in the base

21Strictly speaking, we should call this AX

(
1
5
F
)
. The normalization factor of 1

5
has been introduced for historical

reasons.
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have already been computed in (4.12), and it merely remains to determine the intersection

numbers in the fibre over these intersection points. These intersection numbers are computed in

Appendix B and specifically listed in Appendix B.3. As explained in more detail therein, due to

a seeming Z2-orbifold singularity in the top over the Yukawa locus Y1 (despite Ŷ4 being smooth)

some of the intersection numbers of the rational curves in the top over the locus Y1 are in fact

fractional, see (B.36). By use of the information displayed in Appendix B.3 the intersection

products (4.23) eventually take the form 22

π∗ (S53 · A (101) (λ)) =
2λ

5
· Y2 ,

π∗
(
S5−2 ·A (101) (λ)

)
=

2λ

5
· Y2 −

3λ

5
Y1 ,

π∗ (S15 · A (101) (λ)) = 0 .

(5.1)

As an example consider the intersection in the second line. The 2-cycle A(101)(λ) is given

explicitly in (4.19) in terms of P1-fibrations over the curve C101 . As for S5−2 , since the gauge

background respects the SU(5) gauge symmetry, we can pick a matter surface for any of the five

states in 5−2 as listed in (B.28) of Appendix B.2. For instance, take S
(4)
5−2

= P1
3H(C5−2X

). Now,

from (4.12) we read off that C101 and C5−2X
intersect over the two point sets Y1 and Y2. We

hence need to study the splitting of the fibres of A(101)(λ) and of S
(4)
5−2

over these two loci and

compute the intersection numbers in the fibre. The relevant fibre splittings over Y1 are listed in

(B.34), (B.35), the ones over Y2 are listed in (B.39) and (B.41). For instance, over Y1

A (101)|Y1 =
2

5
P1
24(Y1)−

1

5
P1
23(Y1) +

1

5
(P1

34(Y1) + P1
3J(Y1))

− 2

5
(P1

24(Y1) + P1
34(Y1)) ,

S
(4)
5−2

∣∣∣
Y1

=P1
3J(Y1) .

(5.2)

The only non-zero intersection numbers between the fibral curves involved, as tabulated in

(B.36), are ∣∣P1
3J(Y1) · P1

3J(Y1)
∣∣ = −2,

∣∣P1
3J(Y1) · P1

34(Y1)
∣∣ = 1 . (5.3)

These are to be viewed as intersection numbers between two rational curves in the complex two

dimensional top over Y1. Summing everything up explains the term proportional to Y1 in the

second line of (5.1). A similar analysis is to be performed over Y2.

The element 2λ
5 ·Y2− 3λ

5 Y1 ∈ CH0(C5−2) ≃ Pic1(C5−2) defines a line bundle on C5−2 given by

L5−2 = OC5−2

(
2λ

5
Y2 −

3λ

5
Y1

)
. (5.4)

This line bundle has the property that it cannot be obtained by restriction of another line bundle

on W to the curve C5−2 . This is equivalent to the statement that the divisor 2λ
5 Y2 − 3λ

5 Y1 does

not arise as a complete intersection of C5−2 with another divisor on W . This will be important

22Since their precise meaning is now clear, we omit the subscripts in the symbols for the projection and the
intersection product.
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when it comes to evaluating the sheaf cohomology groups associated to this line bundle counting

the massless matter states on C5−2 .

The computation of π∗(S101 ·A(101)(λ)) is more involved due to the self-intersection of C101 .

However, as pointed out before, there exist non-trivial linear relations between the 2-cycle

representing the gauge backgrounds which allow us to treat non-transverse intersections of this

type for a linear combination of transverse ones. In [39] we explicitly show that in the model at

hand these relations take the form

A (101) (λ) = A (53) (−λ) +A (5−2) (−λ) ,
A (5−2) (λ) = AX (−λW ) ,

A (15) (λ) = AX
(
−λ

[
6KB3 − 5W

])
+A (101) (−λ) .

(5.5)

These are the manifestation of a more general set of relations between 2-cycle classes which in

fact follow, at a general level, from absence of gauge and gravitational anomalies in F-theory [39].

With the help of the first relation, it is readily verified that23

π∗ (S101 · A (101) (λ)) = π∗ (S101 · A (53) (−λ)) + π∗ (S101 · A (5−2) (−λ))

=
3λ

5
Y1 −

4λ

5
Y2 ,

(5.6)

where the two transverse intersections appearing in the first line are computed analogously and

the result is tabulated in Table 5.2. This table also contains all other intersections between

2-cycles for matter surface backgrounds and matter surfaces.

Another straightforward application of this formalism is a derivation of the line bundle induced

by a Cartan flux on the matter curves. Such a gauge background can be expressed as

A (C) :=
4∑

i=1

aiEi|C ∈ CH2
(
Ŷ4

)
, (5.7)

which automatically satisfies the transversality conditions (3.8) and (3.9) but of course violates,

by construction, (3.3). Here C ∈ CH1(W ) denotes any curve on the 7-brane divisor. For

instance, the hypercharge flux takes the form [90,92, 95]

AY (C) = (2E1 + 4E2 + 6E3 + 3E4)|C . (5.8)

The intersections in the fibre of A (C) |CR
with the matter surfaces Sa

R
are readily worked out

from the results of Appendix B for the representations present in this model and explicitly

confirm the result (3.20).

23The first relation in (5.5) is equivalent to P1
3x(53) + P1

3G(5−2) = P1
24(101) ∈ CH2(Ŷ4). Alternatively, this

enables us to rewrite the relevant matter surface such that the intersection in question is given as sum of two
transverse intersections, leading to the same result.
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AX (F ) A (101) (λ) A (53) (λ) A (5−2) (λ) A (15) (λ)

C101
1
5 F |C101

3λ
5 Y1 − 4λ

5 Y2
2λ
5 Y2 −3λ

5 Y1 +
2λ
5 Y2 0

C53
3
5 F |C53

2λ
5 Y2

2λ
5 Y2 − λ

5Y3
λ
5Y3 − 4λ

5 Y2 −λY3
C5−2 −2

5 F |C5−2
−3λ

5 Y1 +
2λ
5 Y2 −4λ

5 Y2 +
λ
5Y3

3λ
5 Y1 +

2λ
5 Y2 − λ

5Y3 +λY3

C15 F |C15
0 λY3 −λY3 − λ

(
6KB3 − 5W

)∣∣
C15

Table 5.1: Line bundles (viewed as divisors on the matter curves) induced by the fluxes AX (F ), A (101), A (53), A (5−2) and A (15).
Tensoring with the respective spin bundles gives the line bundles whose cohomologies count the massless matter.

AX (F ) A (101) A (53) A (5
−2) A (15)

C101

1
5 F |SGUT

· KB3

∣∣
SGUT

−λ

5KB3

(
6KB3

− 5W
)

2λ
5 KB3

(
3KB3

− 2W
)

−λ

5KB3
W 0

C53

3
5 F |SGUT

·
(
3KB3

− 2W
)∣∣

SGUT

2λ
5 KB3

(
3KB3

− 2W
)

λ

5

(
3KB3

− 2W
) (

3W − 2KB3

)
− 3λ

5

(
3KB3

− 2W
)
W

−λ
(
3KB3

− 2W
)

×
(
4KB3

− 3W
)

C5−2
− 2

5 F |SGUT
·
(
5KB3

− 3W
)∣∣

SGUT

−λ

5KB3
W − 3λ

5

(
3KB3

− 2W
)
W 2λ

5 W ·
(
5KB3

− 3W
) λ

(
3KB3

− 2W
)

×
(
4KB3

− 3W
)

C15
F ·

(
3KB3

− 2W
) (

4KB3
− 3W

)
0

λ
(
3KB3

− 2W
)

×
(
4KB3

− 3W
) −λ

(
3KB3

− 2W
)

×
(
4KB3

− 3W
)

−λ
(
6KB3

− 5W
)

×
(
4KB3

− 3W
)

×
(
3KB3

− 2W
)

Table 5.2: Chiralities of the massless spectra of the fluxes AX (F ), A (101), A (53), A (5−2) and A (15). These chiralities include the
contributions from the spin bundle.
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5.2. Projection via Restriction from Ambient Space

In this section we exemplify the explicit evaluation of the projection formula (2.18) using a dif-

ferent method. It is based on the representation of the 2-cycles describing the gauge background

as the pullback of elements of CH2(X̂5) with X̂5 the ambient space of Ŷ4. Let us make this

concrete for the U(1)X -background AX(F ), postponing the analogous computation for the other

types of gauge backgrounds to Appendix C. In Section 4.3 we pointed out that this background

can be described by restriction to Ŷ4 of

AX (F ) = −1

5
F ·

(
2E1 + 4E2 + 6E3 + 3E4 + 5S − 5Z − 5KB3

)
∈ CH2

(
X̂5

)
. (5.9)

Our task is to compute the intersections Sa
R
·ιR AX(F ) for the matter curves C101 , C53 , C5−2

and C15 . We do so by interpreting also Sa
R

as an element Sa
R
∈ CH3(X̂5) and working entirely

on X̂5. By construction AX(F ) is gauge invariant. Therefore the result does not depend on

which of the matter surfaces listed in (B.16), (B.22), (B.28) of Appendix B.2 over a given matter

curve we pick for each representation. For example, focus on intersections with the following

matter surfaces 24

S
(6)
101

= P1
4D (101) = V

(
a10, e4, xse2e3 + a21z

2e0
)
,

S
(4)
53

= −P1
3x (53) = −V (a32, e3, x) ,

S
(4)
5−2

= P1
3H (5−2) = V (a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e3, a4,3e0xze1e2 − a3,2y, a2,1e0xze1e2 − a1,0y)

= V (e3, a43e0e1e2xz − a32y, a21e0xze1e2 − a10y)
S15 = P1

A (15) = V (a32, a43, s) .

Let us compute P1
4D(101) ·ι101 AX(F ) term by term by first determining the vanishing ideal

representing the intersection points in X̂5. In determining this ideal, we are free to use the

relations in CH(X̂5) without changing the result up to rational equivalence. The key point is now

that, as far as the toric fibre ambient space is concerned, rational and homological equivalence

agree. We are therefore free to use the linear relations (4.8) and the relations encoded in the

SR-ideal (4.5) of the ambient space. Furthermore, in the following f will denote a polynomial

in the coordinate ring of X̂5 in the same Chow class as F . With this in mind, we find

F · E1 · P1
4D (101) = V (a1,0, f, e1, e4, e2 + a2,1e0) ,

F · E2 · P1
4D (101) = V (a1,0, f, e2, e4, a2,1) ,

F · E3 · P1
4D (101) = V (a1,0, f, e3, e4, a2,1) ,

F · E4 · P1
4D (101) = V (a1,0, f, e1, e4, e2 + a2,1e0)− 2V (a1,0, f, y, e4, e3 + a2,1e0) ,

F · S · P1
4D (101) = ∅ ,

F · Z · P1
4D (101) = ∅ ,

F · KB3 · P1
4D (101) = V (a1,0, f, e1, e4, e2 + a2,1e0)− V (a1,0, f, y, e4, e3 + a2,1e0) .

(5.10)

24In (B.22) S
(4)
53

is given as P1
3F (53). Since P1

3 splits into P1
3x and P1

3F over C53
and since we only consider

intersections with 2-cycles representing gauge invariant backgrounds here, we can represent the matter state
in this way.
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matter curve L
(
SaC∗

,AX (F )
)

C101 OC101

(
1
5 · F |C101

⊗√
KC101

)

C53 OC53

(
3
5 · F |C53

⊗√
KC53

)

C5−2 OC5−2

(
−2

5 · F |C5−2
⊗
√
KC5−2

)

C15 OC15

(
F |C15

⊗√
KC15

)

Table 5.3: The massless spectrum of states localised on the various matter curves in the pres-
ence of the flux AX(F ) [29, 31] with F ∈ Pic(B3) is counted by the sheaf cohomo-
logies of the line bundles listed above.

In the fourth line we used the linear relation E4 = E1 +2E2 +S +3X − 2Y, and for the last line

KB3 = E1+2E2+E3+S+2X−Y−Z. Concerning the vanishing locus V (a1,0, f, e2, e4, a2,1), note

that e2 = 0 implies that this is a sublocus of the fibration over the GUT-surface. Inside B3 this

locus is described by the intersection of the divisors F (associated to f), KB3 and 2KB3 −W
inside this surface. This intersection is the empty set. Therefore, we can discard this vanishing

locus. Along the same lines we can discard V (a1,0, f, e3, e4, a2,1).

Summing up all contributions we obtain

P1
4D (101) ·ι101 AX (F ) =

1

5
· V (a10, f, y, e4, e3 + a21e0) ∈ CH0

(
Ŷ4|C101

)
. (5.11)

Upon use of the projection π101 : Ŷ4|C101
։ C101 this yields

π101∗

(
P1
4D (101) ·ι101 AX (F )

)
=

1

5
· F|C101

∈ CH0 (C101) . (5.12)

It is a simple but teadious exercise to repeat this type of computation for the other matter

surfaces with the result

π53∗

(
−P1

3x (53) ·ι53 AX (F )
)
=

3

5
· F|C53

∈ CH0 (C53) ,

π5−2∗

(
P1
3H (5−2) ·ι5−2

AX (F )
)
= −2

5
· F|C5−2

∈ CH0

(
C5−2

)
,

π15∗

(
P1
A (15) ·ι15 AX (F )

)
= F|C15

∈ CH0 (C15) .

(5.13)

Consequently the massless spectrum of the flux AX(F ) is counted by the sheaf cohomology

groups of the line bundles listed in Table 5.3.

6. Computing Massless Spectra of Matter Surface Fluxes in an

F-theory Model

In this final section we compute the cohomology dimensions of the line bundles on the matter

curves deduced previously. If the base space B3 is embedded into a toric variety XΣ, we can
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interpret these line bundles as coherent sheaves on XΣ. The computation of the massless

spectrum then reduces to the computation of sheaf cohomology groups/dimensions on toric

spaces. This mathematical problem has been investigated in great detail by M. Barakat and

collaborators [40–45], whose technology we adapt for our purposes. This requires making a

concrete choice of a base spaceB3 and 7-brane divisorW therein, i.e. fixing the complex structure

moduli defining the fibration.

In Section 6.1 we outline the algorithm for the computation of the sheaf cohomology groups/di-

mensions on XΣ. Our algorithms are implemented in gap [46] and phrased in the language of

categorical programming of CAP [47–49]. For the reader’s convenience, we provide more intro-

ductory material on this rather mathematical topic in Appendix D. We describe our definition

of the concrete model on the toric base B3 = P3 in Section 6.2.

In Section 6.3 we finally demonstrate our computations for different choices of complex struc-

ture moduli of the matter curves. Thereby we observe jumps in the cohomology dimensions

across the moduli space. Such phenomenon is of relevance when it comes, for instance, to

scanning for Standard-Model-like spectra in F-theory compactifications.

6.1. Computing Sheaf Cohomologies with GAP and CAP

Our results so far imply that we need to compute sheaf cohomologies of line bundles

L(SR, A) = OCR
(D(SR, A)) ⊗

√
KCR

∈ Pic (CR) (6.1)

on curves CR which in general cannot be obtained as pullback line bundles from the 7-brane

divisor W or any toric ambient space. For instance, this is the case for the line bundle induced

by the gauge background A(101) on C5−2 , i.e.

∀L ∈ Pic (W ) : L|C5−2
6∼= L

(
S5−2 , A (101) (λ)

)
. (6.2)

A similar obstruction exists for the hypercharge gauge background in F-theory GUT-Models

[90,96] on the divisor W , which cannot be obtained as a pullback bundle from the base. For line

bundles on CR obtained by pullback, the computation of the associated sheaf cohomologies can

oftentimes be performed with cohomCalg [97–101] or techniques employed in heterotic string

compactifications for CICYs [102]. Given the above obstruction, these methods are, however,

not applicable in our case and we hence need to go beyond this framework.

Even though L(SR, A) does in general not descend from a line bundle on an ambient space,

we can extend this line bundle L(SR, A) by zero outside of CR. The so-obtained object is a

coherent sheaf F(SR, A) on the space into which CR is embedded. In case CR is embedded

into a toric ambient space XΣ, we thus obtain elements in Coh(XΣ), the category of coherent

sheaves on the toric ambient space XΣ. In this sense, the remaining task is to compute sheaf

cohomology groups for such objects.

Our methods to compute the sheaf cohomologies for all elements of Coh(XΣ) are based on [40–

45]. These methods, which we are extending further, apply as long asXΣ is a normal toric variety

which is either smooth and complete or simplicial and projective. Note that Coh(XΣ) includes

the above mentioned non-pullback line bundles and the hypercharge flux, but is far bigger than

that. Also vector bundles which are not direct sums of lines bundles, quotients thereof, T-branes
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in the language of [103] or skyscraper sheaves can be modelled by our technology. In particular

smoothness of the matter curves is not required.

In Appendix D we briefly review topics from algebra, category theory and algebraic geometry

which are necessary to understand our approach to computing sheaf cohomologies of coherent

sheaves. Experts may well skip these sections, interested readers can find additional information

in [94, 104,105].

Let us return to our task of computing the sheaf cohomology groups of the line bundle

L(SR, A) defined, as in (6.1), via a divisor

D = D(SR, A) +
√
KCR

∈ CH1(CR) . (6.3)

Here
√
KCR

denotes, by slight abuse of notation, the divisor on CR associated with the spin

bundle induced by the embedding of the curve CR into B3. It is well-known that a Cartier divisor

D on a complex variety X gives rise to a line bundle OX(D), and we take this opportunity to

recall how this line bundle is actually defined. Namely OX(D) can be understood as a sheaf

on X.25 A sheaf F (of Abelian groups) on X assigns to every open subset U ⊆ X an Abelian

group F(U). For the line bundle OX(D) this Abelian group is given by

OX (D) (U) = {f ∈ C (X)∗ : (div (f) +D)U ≥ 0} ∪ {0} , (6.4)

where div(f) denotes the divisor associated with the not identically vanishing meromorphic

function f . The requirement that (div(f) + D)|U ≥ 0, i.e. that (div(f) + D)|U is effective,

means that the product f dU has no poles on U , where we locally express D on U as the

zero-locus of the function dU , i.e. D|U = V (dU ).

This definition is rather abstract. In addition it is not at all obvious at this stage how we

could actually encode this data in a form understandable for computers. To bridge this gap,

let us also recall the notion of a so-called ideal sheaf. To this end we first look at the sheaf of

holomorphic functions OX on a complex variety X, which assigns to every open subset U ⊆ X
the set OX(U) = {f : U → C , f holomorphic}. It turns out that OX(U) is a (commutative

and unitial) ring. Now let us consider global sections fi ∈ H0 (X,OX (Di)) for suitable divisors

Di ∈ Cl(X) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In addition let U = {Uj}j∈J be an affine open cover of X.

Consequently fi|Uj
∈ OX(Uj). Therefore these global sections fi cut out an analytic subvariety

Y ⊆ X given by

Y ∩ Uj = V
(
f1|Uj

, . . . , fn|Uj

)
. (6.5)

For every open W ⊆ Uj we have the ideal 〈f1|W , f2|W , . . . , fn|W 〉 ⊆ OX (W ). This assignment

of ideals forms a sheaf on Uj . Finally, these sheaves on the affine patches Uj glue to form a

sheaf on X – the ideal sheaf IX(f1, . . . , fn) of Y .26

Now let us look at a Cartier divisor D ⊆ CR. We assume that D = V (f1, . . . , fn) for

global sections f1, . . . , fn.
27 We can then wonder if there is a relation between the ideal sheaf

25If the divisor D is Cartier, the sheaf OX(D) is invertible, which means that it actually defines a line bundle.
Equivalently, there exists another sheaf on X – in the case at hand OX(−D) – which satisfies the property
OX(D)⊗OX

OX(−D) ∼= OX , hence the name invertible. We will exploit this invertibiliy momentarily. Recall
also that on a smooth variety every Weil divisor is Cartier.

26More generally, one can use any closed embedding ι : Y →֒ X to define the morphism of sheaves ι♯ : OX → ι∗OY .
The kernel of ι♯ is then termed the ideal sheaf of Y in X.

27The divisor D need not be a complete intersection. Consequently there is no contradiction between D being
of codimension 1 and D being cut out by more than one global section.
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ICR
(f1, . . . , fn) and the line bundle OCR

(D). And indeed, by proposition 6.18 of [105],

OCR
(−D) ∼= ICR

(f1, . . . , fn) . (6.6)

Up to an important −1, this brings us close to handling the line bundles OCR
(D).

To overcome this additional −1, let us recall that line bundles OCR
(D) are invertible sheaves.

This means that there exists another sheaf F on CR with the property OCR
(D)⊗OCR

F ∼= OCR
.

We can describe this sheaf quite explicitly. Namely we consider all sheaf homomorphisms from

the sheaf OCR
to the line bundle OCR

(D). It is a well-known fact that these homomorph-

isms form a sheaf, the so-called sheaf-Hom HomOCR
(OCR

,OCR
(D)). It can be shown that

HomOCR
(OCR

(D),OCR
) is isomorphic to OCR

(−D). Therefore we reach the conclusion

OCR
(D) ∼= HomOC

R
(ICR

(f1, . . . , fn) ,OCR
) . (6.7)

This formula connects the defining data of the divisor D = D(SR, A) +
√
KCR

∈ CH1(CR) to

the line bundle L(SR, A) far more explicitly than e.g. (6.4). But we can still do better.

To achieve an even more explicit description, we now turn our attention to toric varieties XΣ

without torus factor. As we are eventually interested in algorithms applicable to computers,

we use this opportunity to also let go of analytic geometry and model these varieties XΣ over

the rational numbers Q. In particular we then employ the language of algebraic geometry to

describe these toric varieties XΣ. A brief review of the topic is given in Appendix D.

Recall that XΣ comes equipped with a coordinate ring S – typically refered to as the Cox

ring – which is graded by Cl(XΣ). The assumption that XΣ has no torus factor ensures the

existence of the so-called sheafification functor

˜ : S-fpgrmod→ CohXΣ . (6.8)

This functor turns a so-called finitely presented (f.p.) graded S-module into a coherent sheaf

on XΣ. Homogeneous ideals I ⊆ S are special examples of f.p. graded S-modules. Hence for

homogeneous polynomials f1, . . . , fn ∈ S, we can turn the ideal I = 〈f1, . . . , fn〉 ⊆ S into a

coherent sheaf Ĩ on XΣ. And indeed Ĩ ∼= IXΣ
(f1, . . . , fn), i.e. the sheafification of the ideal I

provides nothing but the ideal sheaf on XΣ generated by f1, . . . , fn. In this sense, our next best

model for the sheaf IXΣ
(f1, . . . , fn) is the ideal 〈f1, . . . , fn〉 itself, which provides a very explicit

description for this sheaf.

For the representation of the ideal it turns out more practical to specify the relations satisfied

by its generators than specifying them. Such relations are conveniently expressed as a linear

map M acting on (finite) direct sums of modules over S (respecting the grading, which is

explained further in Appendix D.1). Such a homomorphism M is a finitely presented (f.p.)

graded S-module, in the sense defined in Appendix D.2.

The rough idea behind the functor (6.8) is then the following. The toric variety XΣ is defined

by the combinatorics of a fan Σ. For every cone σ ∈ Σ there is an affine patch Uσ and a

monomial xσ̂ ∈ S. Given an f.p. graded S-module M , we can perform a so-called homogeneous

localisation of M with respect to xσ̂. This is explained in Appendix D.4. The result is an f.p.

S(xσ̂)-module M(xσ̂), which defines a unique coherent sheaf M̃(xσ̂) on Uσ with the property [105]

M̃(xσ̂) (Uσ) =M(xσ̂) . (6.9)
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We have thus obtained a coherent sheaf on every affine patch Uσ of XΣ. It turns out that these

sheaves glue together to form a sheaf on the entire variety XΣ.

For a divisor D = V (f1, . . . , fn) ⊆ XΣ, we see from (6.7) that we need to invert the sheaf

Ĩ associated with I = 〈f1, . . . , fn〉 to describe OX(D). We are thus looking for an analogue of

this equation in terms of f.p. graded S-modules. Motivated by the fact S̃ ∼= OX , which can of

course be proven rigorously, the analogue in question is M = HomS(I, S) (c.f. Appendix D.11).

The so-defined f.p. graded S-module M now satisfies M̃ ∼= OXΣ
(D). We provide more details

in Appendix D.10.

Finally note that in general the matter curve CR is not a divisor in a toric ambient space XΣ

but of higher codimension. Suppose therefore that CR = V (g1, . . . , gk) and D = V (f1, . . . , fn) ⊆
CR for homogeneous polynomials gi, fi ∈ S. Then we can consider the graded ring S(CR) =

S/〈g1, . . . , gk〉 and construct from f1, . . . , fn an f.p. graded S(CR)-module MCR
such that

M̃CR

∼= OCR
(D). To make use of the structure of the toric ambient space XΣ, where we

can for example apply the cohomCalg-algorithm [97–101], we now turn this module MCR
into

an f.p. graded S-module M such that M̃ ∈ Coh(XΣ) is the coherent sheaf on XΣ which is zero

outside of CR and matches OCR
(D) on the matter curve CR. We explain the transition from

MCR
to M in Appendix D.9.

This now brings us to the final question: Given an f.p. graded S-module M , how do we

compute the sheaf cohomology dimension of M̃ from the data defining M? Before we answer

this question, let us mention that for any two f.p. graded S-modules M , N one can compute

extension groups – denoted by ExtiS(M,N) – which are f.p. graded S-modules themselves. Note

that Ext0S(M,N) ∼= HomS(M,N), which we already encountered before. In particular we can

truncate ExtiS(M,N) to any d ∈ Cl(XΣ). Now, to compute the sheaf cohomologies of M̃ , we

have designed algorithms which compute an ideal I ⊆ S such that

H i
(
XΣ, M̃

)
∼= ExtiS (I,M)0 . (6.10)

In addition we have implemented performant algorithms for the computation of ExtiS(I,M)0.

They are optimised in that Gröbner basis computations are replaced by Gauss eliminations. In

addition, the algorithms are parallised. We explain this step in more detail in Appendix D.10.

See also Appendix D.11 for the computation of ExtiS (I,M)0.

The packages [106–109] provide the implementation of the category S-fpgrmod in the language

of categorical programming of CAP [47–49]. Basic functionality of toric varieties is provided by

the gap-package ToricVarieties of [110]. This package is extended by [111], which provides

the algorithms that identify the above-mentioned ideal I. Also the specialised algorithms for

the computation of ExtiS(I,M)0 are provided by [111]. The overall procedure is summarised

compactly in Figure 3.

6.2. Simplifying Assumptions and Geometric Consequences

To explicitly perform the computation of sheaf cohomologies we return to the fibration defined

in Section 4.1 and specialise B3 = P3
Q, with [z1 : z2 : z3 : z4] denoting its homogeneous coordin-

ates. The 7-brane divisor is chosen as W = V (z4) ∼= P2
Q. Consequently the elliptic fibra-

tion Ŷ4 is a complete intersection in the toric ambient space X̂Σ whose Cox ring S(X̂Σ) =

Q[z1, z2, z3, e0, e4, e3, e2, e1, x, y, z, s] is graded by Z7 as summarized in Table 6.1. The Stanley-
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Gauge background A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4) (Appendix A)

Intersection theory in the Chow ring

Divisor D on matter curve CR (Appendix A)
Massless matter ↔ H i(CR,OCR

(D))

D = V (f1, . . . , fn) ⊆ CR

Line bundle OCR
(D) ∼= HomOC

R
(ICR

(f1, . . . , fn),OCR
)

• Toric variety XΣ over Q (Appendix D.7)

• CR = V (g1, . . . , gk), D = V (f1, . . . , fn) in XΣ, S(CR) = S/〈g1, . . . , gk〉.

f.p. graded S(CR)-module MCR
with M̃CR

∼= OCR
(D) (Appendix D.9)

Extend M̃CR
by zero outside of CR.

M ∈ S-fpgrmod s.t. M̃ ∈ Coh(XΣ) satisfies M̃
∣∣∣
CR

∼= OCR
(D) (Appendix D.9)

Analyse M with the gap-package [111].

I ⊆ S such that H i(XΣ, M̃) ∼= ExtiS(I,M)0 via [111] (Appendix D.10)

Figure 3: The sheaf cohomologies H i(CR,OCR
(D)) ≃ H i(XΣ, M̃) encode the massless matter.

We compute them along the above algorithm by use of the gap-package [111].
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z1 z2 z3 z4 ≡ e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 x y z s

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 12 0 0

· . . . · -1 1 · · · -1 -1 · ·
· . . . · -1 · 1 · · -2 -2 · ·
· . . . · -1 · · 1 · -2 -3 · ·
· . . . · -1 · · · 1 -1 -2 · ·
· . . . · · · · · · 2 3 1 ·
· . . . · · · · · · -1 -1 · 1

Table 6.1: Scaling relations of the elliptic fibration over B3 = P3
Q.

Reisner ideal is

ISR

(
X̂Σ

)
= 〈xy, xe4, zs, ze1, ze2, ze3, ze4, se0, se1, se2, se4, ye1, ye2, e0e3,

e1e3, e0e2, e0z1z2z3, e1z1z2z3, e2z1z2z3, e3z1z2z3, e4z1z2z3〉 .

This toric space X̂Σ is not smooth, but rather a toric orbifold. The elliptic fourfold is embedded

as Ŷ4 = V (P ′
T ) ⊆ X̂Σ with

P ′
T = y2se3e4 + a1 (zi) xyzs+ a3,2 (zi) yz

3e20e1e4 − x3s2e1e22e3
− a2,1 (zi) x2z2se0e1e2 − a4,3 (zi) xz4e30e21e2e4 .

(6.11)

The section ai,j are taken according to

a1,0 ∈ H0
(
P3
Q,OP3

Q
(4)

)
, a2,1 ∈ H0

(
P3
Q,OP3

Q
(7)

)
,

a3,2 ∈ H0
(
P3
Q,OP3

Q
(10)

)
, a4,3 ∈ H0

(
P3
Q,OP3

Q
(13)

)

since KB3
∼= OP3

Q
(4) and W = V (z4). In particular Ŷ4 is smooth for generic such sections, and

the matter curves contained in SGUT can be described in terms of these generic polynomials as

C101 = V (z4, a1,0) , C53 = V (z4, a3,2) , C5−2 = V (z4, a1,0a4,3 − a2,1a3,2) . (6.12)

From the computational point of view, this toy model has a very appealing feature – the

GUT-surface W is itself a toric variety. In such a situation it is always favourable to apply

the tools provided by gap [46] to this toric GUT-surface directly, rather than describing it as a

subvariety in B3. In particular we can model the matter curves in W ∼= P2
Q with homogeneous

coordinates [z1 : z2 : z3] by use of the homogeneous polynomials

ã1,0 ∈ H0
(
P2
Q,OP2

Q
(4)

)
, ã2,1 ∈ H0

(
P2
Q,OP2

Q
(7)

)
,

ã3,2 ∈ H0
(
P2
Q,OP2

Q
(10)

)
, ã4,3 ∈ H0

(
P2
Q,OP2

Q
(13)

) (6.13)

as the loci

C101
∼= V (ã1,0) , C53

∼= V (ã3,2) , C5−2
∼= V (ã1,0ã4,3 − ã2,1ã3,2) . (6.14)
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d ∈ Z h0
(
P3
Q,OP3

Q
(d)

)
h0

(
P2
Q,OP2

Q
(d)

)

4 35 15
7 120 36
10 286 66
13 560 105

Table 6.2: Comparision of sections over B3 = P3
Q and their restriction to W = P2

Q.

To appreciate to what degree the defining polynomials for the matter curves simplify upon

restriction to W we compare the number of polynomials defining ai,j and their restrictions ãi,j
displayed in Table 6.2. In particular, whilst a4,3 ∈ H0(P3

Q,OP3
Q
(13)) generically consists of 560

monomials, the corresponding ã4,3 ∈ H0(P2
Q,OP2

Q
(13)) merely consists of 105 monomials.

With this preparation we now turn to the actual quantities to evaluate. For instance, the

massless spectrum on C5−2 induced by the gauge background A(101)(λ) is counted by the sheaf

cohomologies of the line bundle

L
(
S5−2 , A (101) (λ)

)
= OC5−2

(
−3λ

5
Y1 +

2λ

5
Y2

)
⊗ OP2

Q
(7)

∣∣∣
C5−2

,

∼= OC5−2
(−λY1)⊗ OP2

Q

(
7 +

8λ

5

)∣∣∣∣
C5−2

.

(6.15)

As outlined in the previous section, with the help of gap [46] we can in principle compute an

f.p. graded S(P2
Q)-module which sheafifies to L on C5−2 . The question whether this also works

in practice strongly depends on the complexity of the involved polynomials ai,j. Although

the restriction from B3 = P3
Q to W ∼= P2

Q removes many moduli from the polynomials ai,j,

we are still left with a huge polynomial ã1,0ã4,3 − ã3,2ã2,1. For such a big polynomial, the

currently available Gröbner basis algorithms come to their limits, which means that for such

big polynomials defining the matter curve C5−2 we are in practice unable to compute the f.p.

graded S(P2
Q)-module which sheafifies to give the above line bundle.

To overcome this shortcoming, we will compute the massless spectrum for non-generic matter

curves instead. In our first example, we pick

a1,0 = c1 (x1 − x2)4 , a2,1 = c2x
7
1, a3,2 = c3x

10
2 , a4,3 = c4x

13
3 (6.16)

with ci ∈ N>0 (pseudo-)random integers. Then the discriminant ∆ of PT can be expanded in

terms of the GUT-coordinate w as

∆ = 16a41,0a3,2 (−a2,1a3,2 + a1,0a4,3)w
5

+ 16a21,0
(
−8a22,1a23,2 + 8a1,0a2,1a3,2a4,3 + a1,0

(
a33,2 + a1,0a

2
4,3

))
w6 +O

(
w7

)
,

(6.17)

where for simplicity we have not written out the ai,j explicitly. No further factorisation occurs,

and hence this choice of non-generic matter curves still leaves us with a SU(5) × U(1)X -gauge

theory. The curve C5−2 is given by

C5−2 = V (a1,0a4,3 − a2,1a3,2) = V

(
(x1 − x2)4 x133 −

c2c3
c1c4

x72x
10
3

)
. (6.18)
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This curve C5−2 is not smooth. Let us therefore emphasize again that the techniques implemen-

ted in gap [46] are not limited to generic or smooth matter curves. In fact we are able to handle

just about any subvariety of smooth and complete toric varieties, provided its defining polyno-

mials are of reasonable size so that the currently available Gröbner basis algorithms terminate

in a timely fashion. We will have far more to say about this in [112].

6.3. Massless Spectrum on Non-Generic Matter Curves

As an example consider the gauge background

A ≡ A (101) (5) +AX

(
5

2
·H

)
(6.19)

with H ∈ Cl
(
P3
Q

)
the hyperplane class on P3

Q. This gauge background can be checked to

satisfy the quantisation condition (2.8). This follows already from the analysis in [31] around

equ. (3.18) therein. The massless spectrum is counted by the sheaf cohomologies of the line

bundles

L (A,C101) = OP2
Q
(−18)

∣∣∣
C101

, L (A,C53) = OP2
Q
(13)

∣∣∣
C53

,

L
(
A,C5−2

) ∼= OC5−2
(−5Y1)⊗ OP2

Q
(14)

∣∣∣
C5−2

, L (A,C15) = OP3
Q
(12)

∣∣∣
C15

.
(6.20)

The first two and the fourth line bundle manifestly arise by pullback of a line bundle on the

toric base P3
Q. Therefore we can resolve these bundles by Koszul resolutions, formed from

vector bundles on P3
Q. For all of these vector bundles it is possible to compute the cohomology

dimensions e.g. via cohomCalg [97–101].

In general this information alone does not suffice to determine the cohomology dimensions

of a pullback line bundle uniquely, rather the maps in the resolution need to be taken into

account. However, in fortunate cases the exact sequences describing the resolution involve

a sufficient number of zeroes which allow one to predict the cohomology dimensions of the

pullback line bundle without any knowledge about the involved mappings in the resolution.

Indeed, the bundles on C101 , C53 and C15 are such fortunate instances. Therefore we are

able to determine their cohomology dimension along the algorithms implemented in the Koszul

extension of cohomCalg [97–101]. The results are

hi (C101 ,L (A,C101)) = (0, 74) , hi (C53 ,L (A,C53)) = (95, 0) ,

hi (C15 ,L (A,C15)) = (445, 120) .
(6.21)

Note that as a consequence of the zeroes in the resolution, these values are independent of the

complex structure moduli of the matter curves. In fact, if the matter curves in question were

smooth, the above results for the cohomology groups on C101 and C53 would follow already

from the Kodaira vanishing theorem and the Riemann-Roch index theorem.28

By contrast, to determine the cohomology dimensions of the line bundle L(A,C5−2) we have

to invoke the machinery described in Section 6.1 as this line bundle does not descend from a line

28For a line bundle L on a smooth genus g curve C this theorem states that if deg(L) < 0, h0(C,L) = 0. By
Serre duality, this implies that if deg(L) > deg(KC) = g − 1, h1(C,L) = 0.
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bundle on P3
Q. As it turns out, the result is sensitive to the actual choice of Tate polynomials

ãij , i.e. of complex structure moduli defining the elliptic fibration.

For a number of choices, we compute an f.p. graded S-module M and then deduce the co-

homology dimension of M̃ by use of the technologies described in Appendix D.10. The relevant

technical details of the modules involved are displayed in Appendix E. We summarise our

findings in the following table:

Module ã1,0 ã2,1 ã3,2 ã4,3 hi
(
C5−2 ,L

(
A,C5−2

))

M1 (x1 − x2)4 x71 x102 x133 (22, 43)
M2 (x1 − x2) · x33 x71 x102 x133 (21, 42)

M3 x43 x71 x72 · (x1 + x2)
3 x123 · (x1 − x2) (11, 32)

M4 (x1 − x2)3 · x3 x71 x102 x133 (9, 30)

M5 x43 x71 x82 (x1 + x2)
2 x113 · (x1 − x2)2 (7, 28)

M6 x43 x71 x102 x83 · (x1 − x2)5 (6, 27)

M7 x43 x71 x92 · (x1 + x2) x103 · (x1 − x2)3 (5, 26)

In particular we observe jumps in the cohomology dimensions of the line bundle on C5−2 as we

wander in the moduli space of the elliptic fibration π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3. E.g. moving from the first line

to the second, we observe that a pair of a chiral and anti-chiral (super)-field becomes massive,

and is therefore no longer accounted for by the massless spectrum. In moving to the last line,

another 16 such pairs become massive.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

In this work we have taken what we believe is an important step forward in our understanding

of F-theory vacua beyond the computation of topologically protected quantities such as chiral

indices or gauge anomalies. By extending the framework developed in [22] we have computed

the exact massless charged spectrum in F-theory compactifications to four dimensions. Our

first main result is to extract the gauge bundles on matter curves induced in presence of all

types of gauge backgrounds underlying gauge fluxes in H2,2
vert(Ŷ4). This includes both the gauge

backgrounds in the presence of U(1) gauge group factors, studied already in [22], and all ad-

ditional types of vertical gauge backgrounds, which we have called matter surface fluxes. The

gauge bundle induced on the matter curves by this second type of backgrounds pushes forward

to a coherent sheaf - as opposed to a line bundle - on the ambient space of the curve. Our

second main result is to apply and further develop methods from constructive algebraic geo-

metry to calculate the associated sheaf cohomology groups. This technique has allowed us to

determine the exact massless charged matter spectrum in an F-theory vacuum with gauge group

SU(5)× U(1). In particular we have explicitly observed an explicit dependence on the number

of chiral-anti-chiral pairs of massless matter on the complex structure moduli.

The framework developed here opens up many new directions both of conceptual interest and

of practical relevance. In [112] we will apply similar techniques to evaluate also the cohomology

groups associated with non-vertical gauge backgrounds, in particular of the type which in the

F-theory GUT literature goes by the name of ‘hypercharge flux.’ Again these backgrounds have
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the property that they do not descend from line bundles on the base and hence the full power

of the machinery to compute sheaf cohomology groups will be at work.

As a spin-off of our investigation of the Chow groups describing the gauge backgrounds we

will present in [39] an intriguing set of relations between cohomology classes of rational 2-

cycles. These will be proven to hold on every smooth elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau 4-fold as

a consequence of anomaly cancellation in the associated F-theory vacuum. This generalizes

and extends observations made in [38]. We conjecture that these relations hold even in the

Chow ring, as we verify in non-trivial examples. In fact, said relations in the Chow ring have

been used in the present work in order to simplify the intersection theoretic operations which

extract the gauge bundles on the matter curves. They are yet another manifestation of the close

interrelations between the consistency conditions of effective field theories obtained from string

theory and the geometry of the compactifications spaces.

More generally it would be desirable to advance our understanding of the second Chow group

on elliptic 4-folds further. There are two aspects to this, one depending on the fibration and one

depending on the explicit choice of base. Concerning the first, the example fibration studied in

this work has the property that h2,1(Ŷ4) = 0 so that the intermediate Jacobian in (2.3) is trivial.

As a result, Deligne cohomology and ordinary cohomology coincide. Despite this simplification it

is important to perform all computations within the Chow ring, as done in this work, if we want

to extract the exact matter spectrum and not only the chiral index. Nevertheless it would be

exciting to explore gauge backgrounds associated with non-trivial, but flat configurations of C3

as encoded in a non-trivial intermediate Jacobian. A generalized Abel-Jacobi map relates these

data to the kernel of the cycle map from CH2(Ŷ4)→ H2,2
alg (Ŷ4). This way, both continuous flat C3

connections and discrete C3 backgrounds from torsional H2,1(Ŷ4) can arise. Various aspects of

the intermediate Jacobian in F-theory compactified on elliptic 4-folds have been studied recently

in [113,114]. Concerning the base B3, the explicit example we have studied is manifestly torsion

free, and we have therefore not encountered any effects from torsional 4-cycles on the base. It

would be interesting to detect such effects by modifying our computations.

An interesting outcome of our investigations is the aforementioned jump in the number of

massless states as we vary the complex structure moduli. From general field theory reasoning

such jumps in moduli space are clearly expected. They are the manifestation of the lifting of

vectorlike pairs as we vary the vacuum expectation value of some of the chiral fields of the model.

Analogous effects have been studied intensively for heterotic compactifications such as [115–117]

and references therein. It would be exciting to determine the minimal number of vectorlike pairs

for a given topological type of F-theory model as we vary the complex structure moduli and to

interpret this result from an effective field theory point of view.

In fact the explicit computations in this work have been performed at highly non-generic points

in moduli space. The practical reason behind this was the need to reduce the complexity of the

involved polynomials. Only this reduction allowed gap [46] to model the line bundle in question

by an f.p. graded S-module M . This limitation in turn is caused by the involved Gröbner basis

algorithms. Recall that the module M sheafifes to give a coherent sheaf M̃ . The computation of

the sheaf cohomologies of M̃ involves Gröbner basis algorithms as well. If we restrict ourselves

to the computation of only the cohomology dimensions, then it is indeed possible to apply

algorithms in which the Gröbner basis computations are replaced by Gauss eliminations. For

the latter far more performant algorithms exist, e.g. in MAGMA [118]. Consequently, this approach

increased the performance of our algorithms a lot. However, both computing models M for line
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bundles at more general points of the moduli space and subsequently identifying an explicit

basis of the cohomology groups of M̃ hing on more efficient Gröbner basis algorithms. It is

therefore desirable to find improvements to such algorithms.

We have focused, in this article, on the computation of the massless matter spectrum in F-

theory compactified to four dimensions. As stressed already in the introduction, in the recently

explored F-theory compactifications to two dimensions [11, 12] the massless matter spectrum

likewise depends on the gauge background, which can be described in very similar terms. It will

be interesting to extend our formalism to F-theory compactifications on Calabi-Yau 5-folds.

Finally, we have insisted throughout this work that the elliptic fibration Ŷ4 be smooth in

order to avoid dealing with singularities. Since resolving an elliptic fibration amounts to moving

along the Coulomb branch of the dual three-dimensional M-theory vacuum this limits ourselves

to studying Abelian gauge backgrounds. Similar challenges arise when it comes to describing

certain T-brane configurations which obstruct a resolution of the 4-fold on singular spaces and

force us to work on singular spaces instead [21, 77, 78, 103, 119]. We are optimistic that these

are no unsurpassable obstacles. In particular, a generalisation of intersection theory within

the Chow ring on non-smooth varieties exists, and it is hence a natural question how far one

can push the present formalism concerning more general, non-Abelian backgrounds. We look

forward to coming back to these questions in the near future.
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A. From Chow Groups to C3-Backgrounds

A.1. Rational Equivalence and the Refined Cycle Map

In this appendix we describe the parametrisation of elements in H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)) representing the

3-form gauge background in F/M-theory on a smooth elliptic 4-fold Ŷ4 in terms of the Chow

group CH2(Ŷ4) of complex 2-cycles modulo rational equivalence. For further details we also

refer to [22].

The group of algebraic cycles Zp(Ŷ4) of complex codimension p in Ŷ4 is formed from elements

C =

N∑

i=1

niCi (A.1)

for suitable N ∈ N, ni ∈ Z and Ci not necessarily smooth but irreducible subvarieties of Ŷ4.
29

An algebraic cycle C ∈ Zp(Ŷ4) is rationally equivalent to zero, C ∼ 0, if and only if

C =

N∑

i=1

[div (ri)] (A.2)

for suitable N ∈ N and invertible rational functions ri ∈ C(W )∗ on some (p + 1)-dimensional

subvarieties Wi of Ŷ4. Let Ratp(Ŷ4) be the subgroup of Zp(Ŷ4) formed from all algebraic cycles

which are rationally equivalent to 0. Then the Chow group CHp(Ŷ4) is defined as the quotient

CHp

(
Ŷ4

)
:= Zp

(
Ŷ4

)
/Ratp

(
Ŷ4

)
. (A.3)

To any algebraic cycle in Zp(Ŷ4) one can associated a cocycle in Hp,p
Z (Ŷ4) via a group homo-

morphism γ
Ŷ4,p

: Zp(Ŷ4)→ Hp,p
Z (Ŷ4) which is termed the cycle map.

Next let us explain how we specify 3-form data, given by elements of H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)), by a class

of algebraic cycles in CH2(Ŷ4). The key insight is that there exists a so-called refined cycle map

(see e.g. p. 123 in [70])

γ̂Ŷ4,p : Z
p
(
Ŷ4

)
→ H4

D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

)
. (A.4)

This morphism is a group homomorphism and respects rational equivalence. Hence given al-

gebraic cycles C1, C2 ∈ Zp(Ŷ4) it holds

C1 ∼ C2 ⇒ γ̂Ŷ4,p (C1) = γ̂Ŷ4,p (C2) . (A.5)

Therefore the refined cycle map extends to a map CH2(Ŷ4)→ H4
D(Ŷ4,Z (2)).

In concrete applications, it is oftentimes possible to express an algebraic cycle A ∈ Z2(Ŷ4) in

terms of data of a toric ambient space. This is possible whenever Ŷ4 can be embedded into a

29We use the symbol Zp(Ŷ4) to denote the group of algebraic cycle of complex codimension p in Ŷ4. In contrast,

Zp(Ŷ4) is to denote the group of algebraic cycle of complex dimension p in Ŷ4. We adopt this notation also

for the Chow groups, i.e. CH2(Ŷ4) represents classes of algebraic cycles of codimension 2 in Ŷ4, whilst e.g.

CH1(Ŷ4) is for classes of algebraic cycle of dimension 1 in Ŷ4.
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smooth toric variety XΣ. Let j : Ŷ4 →֒ XΣ denote the corresponding embedding. Given that

XΣ is smooth it is known that this map indeed induces pullback maps of the Chow groups

j∗ : CH2(XΣ)→ CH2(Ŷ4) . (A.6)

Let S be the Cox ring of XΣ (over Q), ISR ≤ S its Stanley-Reisner ideal and ILR ≤ S the ideal

of linear relations. Then by smoothness of XΣ it even holds [94]

CH• (XΣ) ∼= H• (XΣ,Z) ∼= S/ (ISR + ILR) ≡ RQ (Σ) . (A.7)

Consequently, in such situations modifications of the pre-image of A on XΣ which leave its class

in H•(XΣ,Z) unchanged do not alter the gauge background described by A via the refined cycle

map. Indeed, we will make use of this freedom to simplify our computations later.

By use of the commutative diagram30 in Figure 4 we can now summarise our strategy as

follows:

1. Specify A ∈ Z2(XΣ). Use manipulations respecting the homology class associated with A
to simplify this algebraic cycle or represent it differently whenever necessary.

2. A induces α = π(A) ∈ CH2(XΣ) and a ∈ CH(Ŷ4).

3. γ̂(a) ∈ H4
D(Ŷ4,Z(2)) is the 3-form data that we are after in the first place.

4. γ(a) = ĉ2 ◦ γ̂(a) = G4 is the (class of) differential forms usually referred to as G4-flux.

Note that in pratical applications, including the model presented in 6.2), it can happen that

the toric ambient space of Ŷ4 is not smooth, but rather a complete toric orbifold. Since such a

toric variety is simplicial it follows from theorem 12.5.3 in [94] that

CH• (XΣ)Q
∼= H• (XΣ,Q) ∼= RQ (Σ)Q . (A.8)

Therefore we should wonder if even in such a geometric setup, the pullback j∗ : CH(XΣ) →
CH(Ŷ4) is well-defined. Hence note that this very pullback amounts to computing intersection

products of elements of CH(XΣ) and Ŷ4, and this intersection is well-defined as long as the

embedding ι : Ŷ4 →֒ XΣ is a closed embedding and Ŷ4 is a local complete intersection [22], as

these conditions guarantee a well-defined Gysin-homomorphism. Hence, under these assump-

tions even for a complete toric orbifold XΣ we can start with elements A ∈ Z2(XΣ), modify

them by manipulations which respect the homology class of A in XΣ to simplify computations,

and use the pullback of this cycle to Ŷ4 to model G4-fluxes on Ŷ4.

Finally, let us mention that in this article we will not distinguish algebraic cycles A ∈ Z2(Ŷ4)

from their classes in CH2(Ŷ4). Rather we use capital and upright letters to denote both the

relevant class and (if necessary) an explicit representant of this class. Similarly A will denote

elements of CH2(XΣ) and Z2(XΣ) depending on the context. Whenever it is not explicitly

necessary to assume a toric ambient space XΣ we will use the label X̂5 for a (non-toric) 5

complex-dimensional ambient space of Ŷ4.

A.2. Intersection Product and Extraction of Line Bundles

The Chow ring is endowed with a natural intersection product. To introduce this intersection

product, let f : X → Y be a morphism from a variety X (not necessarily smooth) to a smooth

30The maps π are not to be confused with the projection map in the elliptic fibration π : Y4 ։ B3 that is used
frequently in the main text.
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γ̂ (a)

∈

✤ // G4

∈

0 // J2
(
Ŷ4

)
// H4

D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

) ĉ2
// H2,2

Z

(
Ŷ4

)
// 0

a ∈
❪

77

CH2
(
Ŷ4

)
γ̂

OO γ 99rrrrrrrrrr

Z2
(
Ŷ4

)π
oo

OO✤
✤

✤

∋ A

α ∈

OO

CH2 (XΣ)

j∗

OO

A ∈

OO

Z2 (XΣ)

π

OO

Figure 4: Summary on how (classes of) algebraic cycles A ∈ CH2
(
Ŷ4

)
encode gauge back-

grounds in H4
D

(
Ŷ4,Z (2)

)
.

variety Y of dimension n. Now the graph morphism γf : X → X × Y , x 7→ (x, f(x)) induces a

Gysin morphism γ∗f such that

CHk (X)⊗ CHl (Y )
×→ CHk+l (X × Y )

γ∗f→ CHk+l−n (X) (A.9)

is a well-defined mapping. Given α ∈ CHk(X), β ∈ CHl(Y ) we denote the image of α⊗β under

the above map as α ·f β. We term this the intersection product of α, β under the morphism f .

We will oftentimes omit f .

Next recall that we have matter curves CR ⊆ B3 over which the elliptic fibre degenerates.

Therefore the generic fibre over these matter curves in the resolved 4-fold Ŷ4
π→ B3 is such that

π−1(CR) ⊆ Ŷ4 is a sum of P1’s (the rational curves into which the T 2 splits along these loci)

fibred over CR. Formal sums of P1’s fibred over CR constitute the matter surfaces Sa
R

- each

of which represents a state of localised matter in representation R with weight βa(R) over the

matter curve CR.

Let ιR,a : S
a
R
→֒ Ŷ4 be the canonical embedding of this matter surface into Ŷ4. In a slight

abuse of notation we also denote the class of this matter surface by Sa
R
∈ CH2(S

a
R
). Moreoever

let πR,a be the projection

πR,a : S
a
R ։ CR . (A.10)

Then we can compute the intersection product Sa
R
·ιR,a

A ∈ CH0(S
a
R
), where A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4)

represents a C3 background. Consequently

LR,a := πR,a∗
(
SaR ·ιR,a

A
)
∈ CH0 (CR) ∼= Pic (CR) (A.11)
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defines a line bundle on the matter curve CR.

In explicit examples, one of the obstacles to overcome is the computation of the relevant

intersection products. We have presented two ways to perform this computation. Either, we

proceed as detailed in Section 3.3 and Section 5.1. Alternatively, in suitable models we have an

embedding j : Ŷ4 →֒ XΣ. For the fluxes of our interest it is then possible to describe A ∈ CH2(Ŷ4)

asA ∈ CH2(XΣ). We then pick an explicit algebraic cycle to represent this class, and manipulate

this cycle by use of ISR(XΣ) and ILR(XΣ). These manipulations allow us to ensure for transverse

intersections, in which case it suffices to merely compute the set-theoretic intersections.

A similar computation allows us to extract the line bundles on the non-Abelian brane stacks

along ∆I , as described in Section 2.3.2: Here we consider the resolution divisor EiI with pro-

jection πiI : EiI ։∆I and canonical embedding ιiI : EiI →֒ Ŷ4, giving rise to

LiI := πiI∗

(
EiI ·ιiI A

)
∈ CH1(∆I) ≃ CH1(∆I) ≃ Pic(∆I) . (A.12)

B. Fibre Structure of a Resolved Tate Model

In this appendix we analyse the fibre structure of the resolved 4-fold π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3 of the F-theory

GUT models described in Section 4.1, which are based on [29].

The general philosophy is to identify P1-fibrations – of which some will turn out to be present

only over ’special’ subloci of SGUT, namely the matter curves and the Yukawa points – and then

to work out their intersection numbers in the fibre. The discussion of the massless spectrum of

matter surface fluxes, e.g. in Section 5, relies heavily on this information. This in turn is the

main reason why we wish to present the details of the fibre structure here.

The fibre structure of the SU(5) × U(1)X -top in question was originally worked out in [29].

We refine this analysis in two important respects:

• A P1-fibration present over generic points of SGUT – that is points which are not contained

in any matter curve – in general splits into a formal linear combination of P1-fibrations

over the matter curves. Similarly a P1-fibration present over generic points of the matter

curves – i.e. non-Yukawa points of the matter curves – in general splits into a formal

linear combination of P1-fibrations. In order to deduce these splittings we use primary

decompositions of the relevant ideals, which differs from the approach in [29].

In consequence we find different defining equations for P1
3G(5−2), P1

3H(5−2) and different

splittings for these fibrations once restricted to the Yukawa locus Y1, namely

P1
3G (5−2)→ P1

34 (Y1) , P1
3H (5−2)→ P1

3J (Y1) . (B.1)

• In [29] the intersections of the P1-fibrations were identified to have the structure of certain

Dynkin diagrams. However, the intersection numbers – in particular the self-intersection

numbers – were not stated. Here we work out these numbers.

To describe our findings let us introduce the notation T 2(CR) to indicate the total elliptic

fibre over a matter curve CR. Similarly T 2(Yi) is to indicate the total elliptic fibre over

the Yukawa locus Yi. Furthermore let Pi(CR) and Pi(Yj) denote a P1-fibration over a

matter curve CR and a Yukawa locus Yj respectively. Then for all matter curves CR and
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all Yukawa loci Yj described by the SU(5) × U(1)X -top in question, the following holds

true:

T 2 (Yj) · P1
i (Yj) = T 2 (CR) · P1

i (CR) = 0 . (B.2)

Next suppose Yj ⊆ CR and that the splitting of P1
i (CR) onto Yj takes the form

P1
i (CR)→

N(i)∑

k=1

α
(i)
k P1

k (Yj) . (B.3)

Naively we might expect

P1
i (CR) · P1

j (CR) =



N(i)∑

k=1

α
(i)
k P1

k (Yj)


 ·



N(j)∑

l=1

α
(j)
l P1

l (Yj)


 . (B.4)

As it turns out, in the geometry described by the SU(5) × U(1)X this need not be the

case. Rather it fails precisely for the restriction of C101 to Y1 which involves either P1
24(Y1)

or P1
2B(Y1). The reason for this failure is that these two P1-fibrations encounter a Z2-

singularity over their intersection point. This parallels the situation studied for the en-

hancement A5 →֒ E6 in [120]. As a consequence we find half-integer intersection numbers

P1
24 (Y1)

2 = P1
2B (Y1)

2 = −3

2
, P1

24 (Y1) · P1
2B (Y1) =

1

2
. (B.5)

A particular example where (B.4) fails is follows:

P24 (101)
2 = −2 6= −3

2
= P1

24 (Y1)
2 . (B.6)

Before we proceed, let us mention that we work with the triangulation T11 of [29] throughout

this entire article.

B.1. Intersection Structure away from Matter Curves

We start by looking at the five divisors Ei := V (P ′
T , ei) ⊆ Ŷ4 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 4. Note that ei = 0

automatically implies that the ’new’ GUT-coordinate e0e1e2e3e4 vanishes. Therefore Ei indeed

is a subset of Ŷ4. These subsets can be understood as fibration of the i-th exceptional divisor

over the GUT-surface SGUT.

Now let p ∈ SGUT a point which is not contained in any matter curve. By means of the

projection map π̂ : Ŷ4 ։ B3 we can describe the fibre over the point p as π̂−1(p). We now wish

to work out the intersection structure of the divisor classes Ei in π̂−1(p). For simplicity we

merely focus on the set-theoretic intersection E0 ∩ E1. By use of the Stanley-Reißner ideal of

the top – see Section 4.1 – it is readily confirmed that

E0 ∩ E1 ∩ π̂−1 (p) = V
(
e0, e1, e3e4sy

2 + a1 (zi) sxyz
)
∩ π−1 (p)

= {p} × {[0 : 1 : 1 : −a1 (p) : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1]}︸ ︷︷ ︸
fibre coordinates

, (B.7)

where p = [p1 : p2 : · · · : pn−1 : e0 = 0] are inhomogeneous coordinates of the point p. Hence we

have found a single intersection point in π̂−1(p). This finding can be made precise to state that
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in π̂−1(p) the divisor classes E0 and E1 intersect with intersection number 1 [29]. Moreover this

analysis is easily repeated for all intersections of the divisor classes Ei, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4.

To compute U(1)X -charges, intersection numbers with the U(1)X -generator UX are required.

These intersections involve [29]

E5 = V
(
P ′
T , s

)
− V

(
P ′
T , z

)
− V

(
P ′
T , kB3

)
(B.8)

where kB3 is a polynomial in the coordinate ring of X5 such that its degree matches KB3 . To

simplify notation we set α = V (P ′
T , s), β = V (P ′

T , z) and γ = V (P ′
T , kB3).

The intersection numbers are then as follows:

Ei ·Ej · π̂−1 (p) E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 α β γ

E0 -2 1 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0
E1 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
E2 0 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0
E3 0 0 1 -2 1 1 1 0 0
E4 1 0 0 1 -2 0 0 0 0

(B.9)

B.2. Matter Curves

Intersection Structure over C101
away from Yukawa Loci

Over the matter curves singularity enhancements occur. This expresses itself geometrically

in the presence of new P1-fibrations, of which linear combinations eventually serve as matter

surfaces. Over C101 the following six P1-fibrations are present:

P1
0,A (101) = V

(
a1,0, e0, y

2e4 − x3se1e22
)
,

P1
14 (101) = V (a1,0, e1, e4) ,

P1
24 (101) = V (a1,0, e2, e4) ,

P1
2B (101) = V

(
a1,0, e2, yse3 + a3,2z

3e20e1
)
,

P1
3C (101) = V

(
a1,0, e3, a3,2yze0e4 − a2,1x2se2 − a4,3xz2e20e1e2e4

)
,

P1
4D (101) = V

(
a1,0, e4, xse2e3 + a2,1z

2e0
)
.

(B.10)

The total elliptic fibre over C101 is given by

T 2 (101) = P1
0A (101) + 2P1

14 (101) + 2P1
24 (101) + P1

2B (101)

+ P1
3C (101) + P1

4D (101) .
(B.11)

They above P1-fibration originate from the divisors Ei according to the following splitting:

Original Split components over C101

E0 P1
0A (101)

E1 P1
14 (101)

E2 P1
24 (101) + P1

2B (101)
E3 P1

3C (101)
E4 P1

14 (101) + P1
24 (101) + P1

4D (101)

(B.12)
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Over p ∈ C101 which is not a Yukawa point, these P1-fibrations intersect in π̂−1 (p) as follows:

P1
0A (101) P1

14 (101) P1
24 (101)

P1
0A (101) -2 1 0

P1
14 (101) 1 -2 1

P1
24 (101) 0 1 -2

P1
2B (101) 0 0 1

P1
3C (101) 0 0 1

P1
4D (101) 0 1 0

P1
2B (101) P1

3C (101) P1
4D (101)

P1
0A (101) 0 0 0

P1
14 (101) 0 0 1

P1
24 (101) 1 1 0

P1
2B (101) -2 0 0

P1
3C (101) 0 -2 0

P1
4D (101) 0 0 -2

(B.13)

The intersection numbers between the P1-fibrations over C101 and the pullbacks of the divisors

Ei – including E5 – onto the fibration over C101 are readily computed. The results are as follows:

E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 = α− β − γ α β γ

P1
0A (101) -2 1 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0

P1
14 (101) 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1
24 (101) 0 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0

P1
2B (101) 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0

P1
3C (101) 0 0 1 -2 1 1 1 0 0

P1
4D (101) 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

(B.14)

The matter surfaces S
(a)
101

over C101 are linear combinations of the above P1-fibrations. We use

P1 to denote such a linear combination compactly. To this end ~P is a list of the multiplicites

with which these P1-fibrations appear in the above order. Hence

~P = (0, 1, 0, 4, 0, 0) ↔ 1 · P1
14 (101) + 4 · P1

2B (101) . (B.15)

~β indicates the Cartan charges of such a linear combination, i.e. lists the intersection numbers
with the resolution divisors Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. We will adopt these notations also for the other
matter curves. All that said, the matter surfaces over C101 take the following form:

Label ~P β Label ~P β

S
(1)
101

(0,−1,−2,−1,−1, 0) (0, 1, 0, 0) S
(6)
101

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) (1, 0, 0,−1)
S
(2)
101

(0,−1,−1, 0,−1, 0) (1,−1, 1, 0) S
(7)
101

(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) (0,−1, 0, 1)
S
(3)
101

(0, 0,−1, 0,−1, 0) (−1, 0, 1, 0) S
(8)
101

(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) (−1, 1, 0,−1)
S
(4)
101

(0,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0) (1, 0,−1, 1) S
(9)
101

(0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1) (0,−1, 1,−1)
S
(5)
101

(0, 0,−1, 0, 0, 0) (−1, 1,−1, 1) S
(10)
101

(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0,−1, 0)

(B.16)
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Intersection Structure over C53
away from Yukawa Loci

Over C53 the following six P1-fibrations are present:

P1
0 (53) = V

(
a3,2, e0, a1,0xyz − e1e22e3sx3 + e3e4y

2
)
,

P1
1 (53) = V (a3,2, e1, e3e4y + a1,0xz) ,

P1
2E (53) = V (a3,2, e2, e3e4y + a1,0xz) ,

P1
3x (53) = V (a3,2, e3, x) ,

P1
3F (53) = V

(
a3,2, e3, a1,0sy − a2,1e0e1e2sxz − a4,3e30e21e2e4z3

)
,

P1
4 (53) = V

(
a3,2, e4, a1,0yz − e1e22e3sx2 − a2,1e0e1e2xz2

)
.

(B.17)

The total elliptic fibre over C53 is given by

T 2 (53) = P1
0 (53) + P1

1 (53) + P1
2E (53) + P1

3x (53) + P1
3F (53) + P1

4 (53) . (B.18)

They above P1-fibrations emerge from the Ei according to the following table.

Original Split components over C53X

E0 P1
0 (53)

E1 P1
1 (53)

E2 P1
2E (53)

E3 P1
3x (53) + P1

3F (53)
E4 P1

4 (53)

(B.19)

Over p ∈ C53 which is not a Yukawa point, these P1-fibrations intersect in π̂−1 (p) as follows:

P1
0 (53) P1

1 (53) P1
2E (53) P1

3x (53) P1
3F (53) P1

4 (53)

P1
0 (53) -2 1 0 0 0 1

P1
1 (53) 1 -2 1 0 0 0

P1
2E (53) 0 1 -2 1 0 0

P1
3x (53) 0 0 1 -2 1 0

P1
3F (53) 0 0 0 1 -2 1
P1
4 (53) 1 0 0 0 1 -2

(B.20)

The intersections with the pullbacks of the divisors Ei onto the fibre over C53 are as follows.

E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 = α− β − γ α β γ

P1
0 (53) -2 1 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0

P1
1 (53) 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1
2E (53) 0 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0

P1
3x (53) 0 0 1 -1 0 1 1 0 0

P1
3F (53) 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0
P1
4 (53) 1 0 0 1 -2 0 0 0 0

(B.21)
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The matter surfaces over C53 are:

Label ~P 1 β Label ~P 1 β

S
(1)
53

(0,−1,−1,−1, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0, 0) S
(4)
53

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) (0, 0,−1, 1)
S
(2)
53

(0, 0,−1,−1, 0, 0) (−1, 1, 0, 0) S
(5)
53

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0,−1)
S
(3)
53

(0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0) (0,−1, 1, 0)

(B.22)

Intersection Structure over C5−2
away from Yukawa Loci

By primary decompositions it is readily confirmed that over C5−2 the following P1-fibrations are

present:

P1
0 (5−2) = V

(
a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e0, e3e4y2 + a1,0xyz − e1e22e3sx3

)
,

P1
1 (5−2) = V (a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e1, e3e4y + a1,0xz) ,

P1
2 (5−2) = V

(
a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e2, e20z3e1e4a3,2 + yse3e4 + a1,0xzs,

a1,0a4,3e
2
0z

3e1e4 + a2,1yse3e4 + a1,0a2,1xzs
)
,

P1
3G (5−2) = V

(
a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e3, a4,3e20z2e1e4 + a2,1xs, a3,2e

2
0z

2e1e4 + a1,0xs
)
,

P1
3H (5−2) = V (a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e3, a4,3e0xze1e2 − a3,2y, a2,1e0xze1e2 − a1,0y) ,
P1
4 (5−2) = V

(
a3,2a2,1 − a4,3a1,0, e4, a1,0yz − a2,1e0e1e2xz2 − e1e22e3sx2

)
.

(B.23)

Note that these results differ from [29], where primary decomposition was not applied. The

total elliptic fibre over C5−2 is given by

T 2 (5−2) = P1
0 (5−2) + P1

1 (5−2) + P1
2 (5−2) + P1

3G (5−2) + P1
3H (5−2) + P1

4 (5−2) . (B.24)

The above P1-fibrations emerge from the Ei according to the following table.

Original Split components over C5−2X

E0 P1
0 (5−2)

E1 P1
1 (5−2)

E2 P1
2 (5−2)

E3 P1
3G (5−2) + P1

3H (5−2)
E4 P1

4 (5−2)

(B.25)
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Over p ∈ C53 which is not a Yukawa point, these P1-fibrations intersect in π̂−1 (p) as follows:

P1
0 (5−2) P1

1 (5−2) P1
2 (5−2)

P1
0 (5−2) -2 1 0

P1
1 (5−2) 1 -2 1

P1
2 (5−2) 0 1 -2

P1
3G (5−2) 0 0 1

P1
3H (5−2) 0 0 0
P1
4 (5−2) 1 0 0

P1
3G (5−2) P1

3H (5−2) P1
4 (5−2)

P1
0 (5−2) 0 0 1

P1
1 (5−2) 0 0 0

P1
2 (5−2) 1 0 0

P1
3G (5−2) -2 1 0

P1
3H (5−2) 1 -2 1
P1
4 (5−2) 0 1 -2

(B.26)

The intersections with the pullbacks of the divisors Ei onto the fibre over C5−2 are as follows.

E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 = α− β − γ α β γ

P1
0 (5−2) -2 1 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0

P1
1 (5−2) 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1
2 (5−2) 0 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0

P1
3G (5−2) 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0

P1
3H (5−2) 0 0 0 -1 1 1 1 0 0
P1
4 (5−2) 1 0 0 1 -2 0 0 0 0

(B.27)

The matter surfaces over C5−2 are:

Label ~P 1 β Label ~P 1 β

S
(1)
5−2

(0,−1,−1,−1, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0, 0) S
(4)
5−2

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) (0, 0,−1, 1)
S
(2)
5−2

(0, 0,−1,−1, 0, 0) (−1, 1, 0, 0) S
(5)
5−2

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0,−1)
S
(3)
5−2

(0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0) (0,−1, 1, 0)

(B.28)

Intersection Structure over C15
away from Yukawa Loci

Over the singlet curve C15 = V (P ′, a3,2, a4,3) the following two P1-fibrations are present:

P1
A (15) = V (a3,2, a4,3, s) ,

P1
B (15) = V

(
a3,2, a4,3, y

2e3e4 + a1,0xyz − x3se1e22e3 − a2,1x2z2e0e1e2
)
.

(B.29)

These fibrations intersect in π̂−1 (p) as follows:

P1
A (15) P1

B (15)

P1
A (15) -2 2

P1
B (15) 2 -2

(B.30)
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The intersection numbers with the divisors Ei are given by:31

E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 α β γ q

P1
A (15) = S

(1)
15

0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 5

P1
B (15) = S

(2)
15

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 −5
(B.31)

Note that only the P1-fibration P1
A (15) has vanishing intersection with the zero-section β = V (z)

and hence defines a viable matter surface. As this fibration satisfies q = 5, we denote the singlet

curve as C15 .

B.3. Intersection Structure over Yukawa Loci

Intersection Structure over Yukawa Locus Y1

Over the Yukawa point Y1 = V (w, a1,0, a2,1) the following six P1-fibrations are present:

P1
0A (Y1) = V

(
a1,0, a2,1, e0, y

2e4 − x3se1e22
)
,

P1
14 (Y1) = V (a1,0, a2,1, e1, e4) ,

P1
24 (Y1) = V (a1,0, a2,1, e2, e4) ,

P1
2B (Y1) = V

(
a1,0, a2,1, e2, yse3 + a3,2z

3e20e1
)
,

P1
34 (Y1) = V (a1,0, a2,1, e3, e4) ,

P1
3J (Y1) = V (a1,0, a2,1, e3, a3,2y − a4,3xze0e1e2) .

(B.32)

The total elliptic fibre over Y1 is given by

T 2 (Y1) = P1
0A (Y1) + 2P1

14 (Y1) + 3P1
24 (Y1) + P1

2B (Y1) + 2P1
34 (Y1) + P1

3J (Y1) . (B.33)

Starting from C101 , the above fibrations emerge from the following splitting process:

Split components over C101X
Split components over Y1

P1
0A (101) P1

0A (Y1)
P1
14 (101) P1

14 (Y1)
P1
24 (101) P1

24 (Y1)
P1
2B (101) P1

2B (Y1)
P1
3C (101) P1

34 (Y1) + P1
3J (Y1)

P1
4D (101) P1

24 (Y1) + P1
34 (Y1)

(B.34)

The splitting behaviour, when approached from C5−2 , is different:

Split components over C5−2X
Split components over Y1

P1
0 (5−2) P1

0A (Y1)
P1
1 (5−2) P1

14 (Y1)
P1
2 (5−2) P1

24 (Y1) + P1
2B (Y1)

P1
3G (5−2) P1

34 (Y1)
P1
3H (5−2) P1

3J (Y1)
P1
4 (5−2) P1

14 (Y1) + 2P1
24 (Y1) + P1

34 (Y1)

(B.35)

31Recall that E5 = α− β − γ.
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The intersection numbers in the fibre over Y1 are as follows:

P1
0A (Y1) P1

14 (Y1) P1
24 (Y1) P1

2B (Y1) P1
34 (Y1) P1

3J (Y1)

P1
0A (Y1) -2 1 0 0 0 0

P1
14 (Y1) 1 -2 1 0 0 0

P1
24 (Y1) 0 1 −3

2
1
2 1 0

P1
2B (Y1) 0 0 1

2 −3
2 0 0

P1
34 (Y1) 0 0 1 0 -2 1

P1
3J (Y1) 0 0 0 0 1 -2

(B.36)

Intersection Structure over Yukawa Locus Y2

Over the Yukawa locus Y2 = V (w, a1,0, a3,2) the following seven P1-fibrations are present:

P1
0A (Y2) = V

(
a1,0, a3,2, e0, y

2e4 − x3se1e22
)
,

P1
14 (Y2) = V (a1,0, a3,2, e1, e4) ,

P1
24 (Y2) = V (a1,0, a3,2, e2, e4) ,

P1
23 (Y2) = V (a1,0, a3,2, e2, e3) ,

P1
3x (Y2) = V (a1,0, a3,2, e3, x) ,

P1
3K (Y2) = V

(
a1,0, a3,2, e3, a2,1xs+ a4,3z

2e20e1e4
)
,

P1
4D (Y2) = V

(
a1,0, a3,2, e4, xse2e3 + a2,1z

2e0
)
.

(B.37)

The total elliptic fibre over Y2 is given by

T 2 (Y2) = P1
0A (Y2)+2P1

14 (Y2)+2P1
24 (Y2)+2P1

23 (Y2)+P1
3x (Y2)+P1

3K (Y2)+P1
4D (Y2) . (B.38)

The above P1-fibrations result from splittings the corresponding fibrations over C101 according

to the following table.

Split components over C101X
Split components over Y2

P1
0A (101) P1

0A (Y2)
P1
14 (101) P1

14 (Y2)
P1
24 (101) P1

24 (Y2)
P1
2B (101) P1

23 (Y2)
P1
3C (101) P1

3x (Y2) + P1
23 (Y2) + P1

3K (Y2)
P1
4D (101) P1

4D (Y2)

(B.39)

When approached from C53 the spittings are different, namely

Split components over C53X
Split components over Y2

P1
0 (53) P1

0A (Y2)
P1
1 (53) P1

14 (Y2)
P1
2E (53) P1

23 (Y2) + P1
24 (Y2)

P1
3x (53) P1

3x (Y2)
P1
3F (53) P1

23 (Y2) + P1
3K (Y2)

P1
4 (53) P1

14 (Y2) + P1
24 (Y2) + P1

4D (Y2)

(B.40)
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Finally, the splitting as seen from C5−2 , is yet again different:

Split components over C5−2X
Split components over Y2

P1
0 (5−2) P1

0A (Y2)
P1
1 (5−2) P1

14 (Y2)
P1
2 (5−2) P1

23 (Y2) + P1
24 (Y2)

P1
3G (5−2) P1

3K (Y2)
P1
3H (5−2) P1

23 (Y2) + P1
3x (Y2)

P1
4 (5−2) P1

14 (Y2) + P1
24 (Y2) + P1

4D (Y2)

(B.41)

The intersection numbers in the fibre over Y2 are as follows:

P1
0A (Y2) P1

14 (Y2) P1
24 (Y2) P1

23 (Y2) P1
3x (Y2) P1

3K (Y2) P1
4D (Y2)

P1
0A (Y2) -2 1 0 0 0 0 0

P1
14 (Y2) 1 -2 1 0 0 0 1

P1
24 (Y2) 0 1 -2 1 0 0 0

P1
23 (Y2) 0 0 1 -2 1 1 0

P1
3x (Y2) 0 0 0 1 -2 0 0

P1
3K (Y2) 0 0 0 1 0 -2 0

P1
4D (Y2) 0 1 0 0 0 0 -2

(B.42)

Intersection Structure over Yukawa Locus Y3

Over the Yukawa locus Y3 = V (w, a32, a43). There the following seven P1-fibrations are present:

P1
0A (Y3) = V

(
a3,2, a4,3, e0, a1,0xyz − e1e22e3sx3 + e3e4y

2
)
,

P1
1 (Y3) = V (a3,2, a4,3, e1, e3e4y + a1,0xz) ,

P1
2E (Y3) = V (a3,2, a4,3, e2, e3e4y + a1,0xz) ,

P1
3x (Y3) = V (a3,2, a4,3, e3, x) ,

P1
3s (Y3) = V (a3,2, a4,3, e3, s) ,

P1
3L (Y3) = V (a3,2, a4,3, e3, a1,0y − a2,1e0e1e2xz) ,
P1
4 (Y3) = V

(
a3,2, a4,3, e4, a1,0yz − e1e22e3sx2 − a2,1e0e1e2xz2

)
.

(B.43)

The total elliptic fibre over Y3 is given by

T 2 (Y3) = P1
0A (Y3) + P1

1 (Y3) + P1
2E (Y3) + P1

3x (Y3) + P1
3s (Y3) + P1

3L (Y3) + P1
4 (Y3) . (B.44)

The individual P1-fibrations appear from the split components over C53 as follows:

Split components over C53X
Split components over Y3

P1
0 (53) P1

0A (Y3)
P1
1 (53) P1

1 (Y3)
P1
2E (53) P1

2E (Y3)
P1
3x (53) P1

3x (Y3)
P1
3F (53) P1

3s (Y3) + P1
3L (Y3)

P1
4 (53) P1

4 (Y3)

(B.45)
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However, if we approach Y3 from C5−2 we have the following behaviour.

Split components over C5−2X
Split components over Y3

P1
0 (5−2) P1

0A (Y3)
P1
1 (5−2) P1

1 (Y3)
P1
2 (5−2) P1

2E (Y3)
P1
3G (5−2) P1

3x (Y3) + P1
3s (Y3)

P1
3H (5−2) P1

3L (Y3)
P1
4 (5−2) P1

4 (Y3)

(B.46)

Finally, when approached from the singlet curve C15 we have the following splitting:

Split components over C15X
Split components over Y3

P1
A (15) P1

3s (Y3)

P1
B (15)

P1
0A (Y3) + P1

1 (Y3) + P1
2E (Y3)

+P1
3x (Y3) + P1

3L (Y3) + P1
4 (Y3)

(B.47)

The intersection numbers in the fibre over Y3 are:

P1
0A (Y3) P1

1 (Y3) P1
2E (Y3) P1

3x (Y3) P1
3s (Y3) P1

3L (Y3) P1
4 (Y3)

P1
0A (Y3) -2 1 0 0 0 0 1
P1
1 (Y3) 1 -2 1 0 0 0 0

P1
2E (Y3) 0 1 -2 1 0 0 0

P1
3x (Y3) 0 0 1 -2 1 0 0

P1
3s (Y3) 0 0 0 1 -2 1 0

P1
3L (Y3) 0 0 0 0 1 -2 1
P1
4 (Y3) 1 0 0 0 0 1 -2

(B.48)

C. Line Bundles Induced by Matter Surface Fluxes from Ambient

Space Intersections

In this appendix we compute the line bundles induced by the matter surface fluxes. As in

Section 5.2 we perform the following steps:

• The SU(5)×U(1)X -top induces the linear relations (4.8) on the ambient space X̂5. Gauge

backgrounds represented by elements of CH2(X̂5) can thus be altered upon use of these

linear relations.

• In doing so, we ensure that the intersections between gauge backgrounds A ∈ CH2(X̂5) and

matter surfaces SaCR
∈ CH3(X̂5) are transverse. Consequently the relevant intersections

can then be worked out merely from the corresponding set-theoretic intersections.

• Given a gauge invariant background, we compute these intersections for one matter sur-

face over each matter curve and project the result to the matter curve CR. Tensoring

the associated line bundle with the spin bundle
√
KCR

induced by the holomorphic em-

bedding of the matter curve gives the final result for the line bundle L(SR,A) such that

H i(CR,L(SR,A)) counts the massless matter in representation R.
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Let us mention that the following computations make us of rational equivalence on B3 to

(re)express cycles in the classes KB3 and W whenever this simplifies the computations. Fur-

thermore, we stress again that we are assuming that B3 is torsion-free. Together with the

requirement that H1(B3,Q) = 0, which follows from the fact that Ŷ4 is a ‘proper’ Calabi-Yau,

this implies that H1(B3,Z) = 0 and thus CH1(B3) = H1,1(B3).

C.1. Line Bundle Induced by ∆A(λ)

As a preparation we show that the gauge background

∆A (λ) = λ
[
E2E4 +KB3 (E1 + E2 − E3 − E4)

+2E3W + E4W −KB3W + SW + E3X −WZ
]
∈ CH2

(
X̂5

) (C.1)

projects to the trivial line bundle on all matter curves. This result will be used in the next

section.

Line Bundle Induced on C101

By use of the linear relations we have

∆A (λ) = λ [E0E3 + E1E3 + E0S + E1S + E2S + 2E0X + E1X + E2X
+E3X −WX − E0Y − E0Z − 2E1Z − 2E1Z − 2E2Z +WZ] .

(C.2)

By use of the Stanley-Reisner ideal it then follows

P1
4D (101) ·∆A (λ) = −V

(
a10, e0, e4, y, xse2e3 + a21z

2e0
)
= ∅ . (C.3)

Line Bundle Induced on C53

By use of the linear relations we can write

∆A (λ) = λ

[
−1

6
E0E1 −

4

3
E0E2 −

1

2
E1E2 +

2

3
E0E4 +

1

2
E1E4 + E2E4 +

1

3
E0S +

1

2
E1S

+E0KB3 +
3

2
E1KB3 + E4KB3 + E2S −

1

2
E1W − E4W −

2

3
E0Y −

1

2
E1Y

−E4Y −
1

2
E1Z − 2E2Z + E4Z +WZ

]
.

(C.4)

By use of the Stanley-Reisner ideal it then follows −1P1
3x(53) ·∆A(λ) = ∅.

Line Bundle Induced on C5−2

By use of the linear relations we can write

∆A (λ) = λ
[
E2E4 + E0KB3 + 2E1KB3 + 2E2KB3 − 2E1W − 4E2W + E4W − SW
+2E0X + E1X + 3KB3X − SX − 6WX + 2WY −XY +WZ + 3XZ

]
.

(C.5)
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By use of the Stanley-Reisner ideal it then follows

P1
3H (5−2) ·∆A (λ) = V (a1,0, a3,2, e2, e3, e4)− V (a1,0, a3,2, s, e3, s) . (C.6)

Now we project this locus down onto C5−2 . Thereby we find

πC5−2∗

(
P1
3H (5−2) ·∆A (λ)

)
= Y2 − Y2 = 0 ∈ CH1

(
C5−2

)
. (C.7)

Line Bundle Induced on C15

By use of the linear relations we can write

∆A (λ) = λ
[
E2E4 + E1KB3 + E2KB3 − E3KB3 − E4KB3 − E1W − 2E2W

+2E3W + 2E4W −WKB3 + E3X − 3WX + 2WY −WZ
]
.

(C.8)

Let kB3 and w be polynomials in the coordinate ring of X̂5 with degree of KB3 and W respect-

ively. Then it follows by use of the Stanley-Reisner ideal that

P1
A (15) ·∆A (λ) = −V (kB3 , w, a3,2, a4,3, s) + V (e3, x, s, a3,2, a4,3)

− 3V (w, x, s, a3,2, a4,3) + 2V (w, y, s, a3,2, a4,3) .
(C.9)

Next we project down this locus onto C15 . Thereby we find

πC15∗

(
P1
A (15)∆A (λ)

)
= Y3 − 3Y3 + 2Y3 = 0 ∈ CH0 (C15) . (C.10)

C.2. Line Bundles Induced by A(101)(λ) and A(53)(λ)

In this subsection we will work out the massless spectrum for the following two matter surface

fluxes:

• A (101) (λ) =
λ
5 · (2E1 − E2 + E3 − 2E4) · KB3 + λ · E2 · E4

• A (53) (λ) =
λ
5 · (E1 + 2E2 − 2E3 − E4) ·

(
3KB3 − 2W

)
+ λ · E3 · X

Line Bundle Induced by A(101)(λ) on C53

The relevant matter surface is −P1
3x(53) = −V (a3,2, e3, x). Upon use of the linear relations

induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top, we can write

A (101) (λ) =
λ

5

[
5E2E4 + (−E0 + E1 − 2E2 − 3E4 +W)KB3

]
. (C.11)

From this it follows

− P1
3x (53) · A (101) (λ) =

2λ

5
· V (kB3 , a3,2, e2, e3, x) . (C.12)

In this expression kB3 is a polynomial in the coordinate ring of X̂5 whose degree matches KB3 .

Consequently πC53∗
(−P1

3x(53) · A(101)(λ)) =
2λ
5 Y2 ∈ CH1(C53), which implies

L (S53 ,A (101)) = OC53

(
2λ

5
Y2

)
⊗

√
KC53

. (C.13)
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Line Bundle Induced by A(101)(λ) on C5−2

The relevant matter surface is P1
3H(5−2) = V (e3, a21e0xze1e2−a10y, a43e0xze1e2−a32y). Upon

use of the linear relations induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top, we can write

A (101) (λ) =
λ

5

[
5E2E4 + (−E0 + E1 − 2E2 − 3E4 +W)KB3

]
. (C.14)

From this it follows

A (101) (λ) · P1
3H (5−2) = λ · V (a1,0, a3,2, e2, e3, e4)

− 3λ

5
· V (kB3 , e3, e4, a2,1e0xze1e2 − a1,0y, a4,3e0xze1e2 − a3,2y)

+
λ

5
· V (w, kB3 , e3, a21e0xze1e2 − a1,0y, a43e0xze1e2 − a3,2y) .

(C.15)

In this expression kB3 and w are polynomials in the coordinate ring of X̂5 whose degree match

KB3 and W respectively. Consequently

πC5−2∗

(
P1
3H (5−2) · A (101) (λ)

)
= λY2 −

3λ

5
(Y1 + Y2)

= −3λ

5
Y1 +

2λ

5
Y2 ∈ CH1

(
C5−2

)
.

(C.16)

This leads us to conclude

L
(
S5−2 ,A (101)

)
= OC5−2

(
−3λ

5
Y1 +

2λ

5
Y2

)
⊗

√
KC5−2

. (C.17)

Line Bundle Induced by A(101)(λ) on C15

The relevant matter surface is P1
A(15) = V (s, a3,2, a4,3). Upon use of the linear relations induced

from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top we can write

A (101) (λ) =
λ

5

[
5E2 · E4 + (−E0 + E1 − 2E2 − 3E4 +W) · KB3

]
. (C.18)

From this it follows

P1
A (15 · A (101) (λ)) =

λ

5
· V (kB3 , w, s, a3,2, a4,3) = ∅ , (C.19)

where the polynomials kB3 and w are picked as before. Consequently

πC15∗

(
P1
A (15) · A (101) (λ)

)
= 0 ∈ CH1 (C15) . (C.20)

This implies L(S15 ,A(101)) =
√
KC15

.
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Line Bundle Induced by A(101)(λ) on C101

To compute the massless spectrum of A(101)(λ) on C101 we note that

A (101) (λ) = A (53) (−λ)−AX (−λW ) + ∆A (λ) . (C.21)

We found in Appendix C.1 that the line bundle induced by A(λ) on the matter curves is trivial.

The massless spectrum of AX(−λW ) follows from Section 5.2. In particular we have

D (S101 ,AX (−λW )) = −λ
5
W |C101

. (C.22)

Note that W = 3(2KB3 −W ) + (−2)(3KB3 − 2W ). Therefore

D (S101 ,AX (−λW )) = −3λ

5
Y1 +

2λ

5
Y2 ∈ Div (C101) . (C.23)

The line bundle induced by A(101)(λ) on C101 follows from D(S101 ,A(53)(λ)). So let us

compute this divisor now. We first recall that the relevant matter surface is given by P1
4D(101) =

V (a1,0, e4, xse2e3 + a2,1z
2e0). Upon use of the linear relations we can write

A (53) (λ) =
λ

5
· (E0 + 2E1 + 3E2 − E3 −W) ·

(
3KB3 − 2W

)
+ λE3 · X . (C.24)

From this it follows

A (53) (λ) · P1
4D (101) =

2λ

5
· V

(
a1,0, a3,2, e0, e4, xse2e3 + a2,1z

2e0
)
, (C.25)

which implies

L (S101 ,A (53) (λ)) = OC101

(
2λ

5
Y2

)
⊗

√
KC101

. (C.26)

This finally enables us conclude that D(S101 ,A(101)(λ)) = 3λ
5 Y1 − 4λ

5 Y2.

Line Bundles Induced by A(53)(λ)

We can now turn the logic around and use the relation

A (101) (λ) = A (53) (−λ)−AX (−λW ) + ∆A (λ) (C.27)

to compute the massless spectrum of A(53)(λ) from knowledge of the massless spectra of all

other fluxes. This leads to the results summarised in Table 5.1.

C.3. Line Bundles Induced by A(5−2)(λ)

We now turn to the massless spectrum of the flux

A (5−2) (λ) =
λ

5

[
(E1 + 2E2 + 3E3 − E4)

(
5KB3 − 3W

)
+ 5E3E4 − 5E3KB3 − 5E3Y

]
. (C.28)
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Line Bundle Induced by A(5−2)(λ) on C101

The relevant matter surface is P1
4D(101) = V (a1,0, e4, xse2e3+ a2,1z

2e0). Upon use of the linear

relations induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top we can write

A (5−2) (λ) =
λ

5

(
5KB3 − 3W

)
(3E3 + 2Y) + λ (3E2E3 −WE3 − 4E3Y) . (C.29)

It is now readily confirmed that this implies

L (S101 ,A (5−2) (λ)) = OC5−2

(
−3λ

5
Y1 +

2λ

5
Y2

)
⊗

√
KC101

. (C.30)

Line Bundle Induced by AG(5−2)(λ) on C53

The relevant matter surface is −P1
3x(53) = −V (a3,2, e3, x). Upon use of the linear relations

induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top, we can write

A (5−2) (λ) =
λ

5

(
5KB3 − 3W

)
(−3E0 − 2E1 − E2 − 4E4 + 3W)

+ λ
(
2E0E4 + E1E4 + E0KB3 + E1KB3 + E2KB3 + 4E4KB3 − E4s

−2E4W −KB3W + E0Y + E1Y + E2Y −WY + 3E4Z
)
.

(C.31)

From this it is readily confirmed that

L (S53 ,A (5−2) (λ)) = OC53

(
λ

5
Y3 −

4λ

5
Y2

)
⊗

√
KC101

. (C.32)

Line Bundle Induced by A(5−2)(λ) on C15

The relevant matter surface is P̃1
A(15) = V (s, a3,2, a4,3). Therefore all intersections are already

transverse and we find

L (S15 ,A (5−2) (λ)) = OC15
(−λY3)⊗

√
KC15

. (C.33)

Line Bundle Induced by A(5−2)(λ) on C5−2

To compute this spectrum we introduce the difference

∆A(2) (λ) := A (5−2) (λ)−AX (−λW ) . (C.34)

Upon use of the linear relations induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top, we can write

∆A(2) (λ) = λ
[
−E1E4 − 2E2E4 − 2E0KB3 − 3E1KB3 − 4E2KB3 − E4S + E4Z − 2WZ
−2KB3S + 2E1W + 4E2W + 2SW − 2E4X − 6KB3X − 2YZ
+6WX − E0Y + E2Y + E4Y + 2KB3Y + SY − 2WY + XY

]
.

(C.35)
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Then it is readily confirmed that

∆A(2) (λ) · P1
3H (5−2) = λ

[
−2E2E4 + 2

(
W −KB3

)
S + E4Y + SY

]
· P1

3H (5−2) .

Upon projecting onto C5−2 we then find πC5−2∗
(P1

3H(5−2) ·∆A(2)(λ)) = 0. Therefore

L
(
S5−2 ,A (5−2) (λ)

)
= OC5−2

(
3λ

5
Y1 +

2λ

5
Y2 −

λ

5
Y3

)
⊗

√
KC5−2

. (C.36)

C.4. Line Bundles Induced by A(15)(λ)

We express A(15)(λ) = λP1
A(15) as A(15)(λ) = λ[V (s, a3,2)− V (s, x)] ∈ CH2(X̂5).

Line Bundle Induced by A(15)(λ) on C101

The relevant matter surface is P1
4D(101) = V (a1,0, e4, xse2e3 + a2,1z

2e0). From this it follows

A(15)(λ) · P1
4D(101) = ∅. Consequently L(S101 ,A(15)(λ)) =

√
KC101

.

Line Bundle Induced by AG(15)(λ) on C53

The relevant matter surface is S = −P1
3x(53) = −V (a3,2, e3, x). Upon use of the linear relations

induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top, we can write

A (15) (λ) = λ
[
4SKB3 − 3SW + SE0 + SE1 + SE2 − SY + SZ

]
. (C.37)

From this it follows

S · A (15) (λ) = −λ [4V (kB3 , a3,2, s, e3, x)− 3V (w, a3,2, s, e3, x)] . (C.38)

To work out the projection onto C53 first write W = 4
3KB3 − 1

3(4KB3 − 3W ), to see that this

implies W |C53
= 4

3Y2 − 1
3Y3. Therefore πC53∗

(S · A(15)(λ)) = −λY3, this shows

L (S53 ,A (15) (λ)) = OC53
(−λY3)⊗

√
KC53

. (C.39)

Line Bundle Induced by A(15)(λ) on C5−2

The relevant matter surface is S = P1
3H(5−2) = V (a21e0xze1e2−a10y, a32y−a43e0e1e2xz). The

relevant intersections are therefore automatically transverse and we find

S · A (15) (λ) = λV (a3,2, s, e3, a2,1x− a1,0y, a4,3x− a3,2y)− λV (a1,0, a3,2, e3, s, x) . (C.40)

Therefore πC5−2∗
(S · A(15)(λ)) = λY3. Consequently

L
(
S5−2 · A (15) (λ)

)
= OC5−2

(λY3)⊗
√
KC5−2

. (C.41)
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Line bundle induced by AG(15)(λ) on C15

To compute this spectrum we introduce

∆A(3) (λ) := A (15) (λ)−AX
(
−λ

[
6KB3 − 5W

])
−A (101) (−λ) . (C.42)

Upon use of the linear relations induced from the SU(5)× U(1)X -top we can write

∆A(3) (λ) =
λ

5

[
−31E0KB3 − 26E1KB3 − 36E3KB3 − 36E4KB3 − 5E1W + 30E3W

+30E4W + 6KB3W + 5E1X + 15E3X + 10E4X − 45WX + 30WY
+E2

(
5E4 − 26KB3 − 10W + 10X

)
+ 5XY − 5Z (5W + 3X )

]
.

(C.43)

By use of the Stanley-Reisner ideal it is readily verified that

P1
A (15) ·∆A(3) (λ) =

λ

5
[15V (s, x, e3, a3,2, a4,3)− 45V (s, x,w, a3,2, a4,3)

+30V (s, y, w, a3,2, a4,3)] .

(C.44)

By projecting this quantity onto C15 we obtain

πC15∗

(
∆A(3) (λ) · P1

A (15)
)
= 0 ∈ Pic (C15) . (C.45)

That said, we can now use (C.42) to compute the massless spectrum of A(15)(λ) on C15 .

This yields

L (A (15) (λ) , C15) = OB3

(
−λ

(
6KB3 − 5W

))∣∣
C15
⊗
√
KC15

. (C.46)

D. From Modules to Coherent Sheaves and Sheaf Cohomology

Groups

This appendix provides some of the mathematical background underlying the computations

outlined in Section 6. Our task which arises in the main text is the following: Given a toric

variety XΣ with Cox ring S, a matter curve C ⊆ XΣ and a divisor D ∈ Div(C), construct f.p. S-

modules M± such that M̃± ∈ Coh (XΣ) are supported on C only and satisfy M̃±

∣∣∣
C

∼= OC(±D).

This construction makes use of the sheafification functor

˜ : S-fpgrmod→ CohXΣ , (D.1)

which turns an f.p. graded S-module M into a coherent sheaf M̃ on XΣ. See [94, 105,121] and

references therein for further information.

We give details on this construction in Appendix D.9. As a preparation we begin with a

general review of the category of f.p. graded modules in Appendix D.1 and Appendix D.2 and

explain the computation of extension modules in Appendix D.11. The connection to sheaves

(Appendix D.3) is described in Appendix D.4 to Appendix D.6 in general terms, and specialised

to toric varieties in Appendix D.7 to Appendix D.9. Finally, Appendix D.10 describes how to

extract the sheaf cohomologies of OC(±D) from M±.
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Some words of caution before we start: In a supersymmetric context, it is common pratice to

work with analytic geometry in physics. Unfortunately since the complex numbers C are not

suitable to be modelled in a computer, it is necessary for us to switch to a finite field extension

of the rational numbers Q. The same limitations hold for holomorphic functions, i.e. absolutely

convergent power series. Hence computer applications require us to switch to algebraic geometry

over the rational numbers Q (or finite field extensions thereof such as Q[i] = Q+iQ). Therefore,

unless stated explicitly, this appendix works with (toric) varieties over Q with Cox ring S. We

will provide a basic introduction to these spaces from the point of view of algebraic geometry. For

simplicity, this appendix is formulated in the language of varieties. However a scheme-theoretic

approach is indeed possible. The interested reader may consult [122–125] and references therein.

D.1. The Category of Projective Graded S-Modules

We assume that XΣ is a normal toric variety over Q which is either smooth and complete or

simplicial and projective. For such varieties XΣ the coordinate ring S – termed the Cox ring

– is a polynomial ring S = Q[x1, . . . , xm] which is graded by Cl(XΣ) ∼= Zn. This means that

there is a homomorphism of monoids

deg : Mon(S)→ Zn (D.2)

such that the images of the monomials x1, . . . , xm generate Zn as a group. Here Mon(S) denotes

the set of monomials in S. For a monomial f ∈ Mon(S) we term deg(f) the degree of f . A

polynomial P ∈ S for which all its monomials have identical degree d ∈ Zn is termed homogenous

polynomial (of degree d). The homogeneous elements of degree d form a subgroup Sd of S. As

a group, the ring S therefore admits a direct sum decomposition

S =
⊕

d∈Zn

Sd (D.3)

such that the multiplication in S satisfies Sd · Se ⊆ Sd+e for all d, e ∈ Zn. We term the group

Sd the degree d layer of S.

Given a Zn-graded Cox ring S = Q[x1, . . . , xm], we can define for every d ∈ Zn a degree-shift

of this ring. Namely S(d) is the Zn-graded ring with S(d)e = S(0)e+d ≡ Se+d.
As an example consider P2

Q. This toric variety has Cl(P2
Q) = Z. Its Cox ring Q[x1, x2, x3] is

Z-graded upon deg(x1) = deg(x2) = deg(x3) = 1. In particular 1 ∈ S(0) satisfies deg(1) = 0.

Now consider the ring S(−1). By definition it satisfies

S (−1)1 = S (0)1+(−1) = S (0)0 . (D.4)

Consequently those x ∈ S(0) which have degree 0 are considered elements of degree 1 in S(−1).
For example 1 ∈ S(−1) therefore satisfies deg(1) = +1.

For a Zn-graded ring S = Q[x1, . . . , xm], we now wish to give a brief introduction to the

category of projective graded S-modules. To this end first recall that a (left) S-module M is an

Abelian group (M,+) together with a scalar multiplication

S ×M →M , (s,m) 7→ s ·m (D.5)

such that for all s1, s2 ∈ S and all m1,m2 ∈M it holds
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• s1 · (s2 ·m1) = (s1 · s2) ·m1,

• (s1 + s2) ·m1 = s1 ·m1 + s2 ·m1,

• s1 · (m1 +m2) = s1 ·m1 + s1 ·m2,

• 1 ·m1 = m1.

Consequently a (left) S-module M looks very much like a ‘vector space over S’, except for the

fact that S need not be a field. An S-module

M =
⊕

d∈I

S (d), I ⊆ Zn (D.6)

is called graded precisely if SiMj ⊆ Mi+j. Note that the indexing set I need not be finite.

However, if I is finite, then |I| is termed the rank of M . For reasons that will become clear

eventually, we will refer to such modules as projective graded (left) S-modules. For ease of

notation we will oftentimes drop the term ‘left’. So unless stated explicitly, we always mean

left-modules.

The morphisms in the category of projective graded (left) S-modules are module homomorph-

isms which respect the grading. For example ϕ : S(−1) (x1)−−→ S(0) is such a morphism since

S (−1) ∋ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
degree 1

7→ ϕ (1) = x1 ∈ S (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
degree 1

. (D.7)

Given the projective graded S-modules M and N of finite rank m and n, a morphism M → N

is given by a matrix A with entries from S. It is now a pure matter of convention to express

elements of M , N either as columns or rows of polynomials from S. Suppose that we express

e ∈M , f ∈ N as rows of polynomials, then A has to be a matrix with m rows and n columns.

In particular, we multiply e ∈ M from the left to the matrix A to obtain its image e · A ∈ N .

As this multiplication is performed from the left, this convention applies to left-modules.

Of course, one can also choose to represent elements of M and N as columns. In this case A

must be a matrix with n rows and m columns and we multiply e ∈M from the right to obtain

its image A · e ∈ N . In this case one deals with projective graded right S-modules and projective

graded right S-module homomorphisms.

For historical reasons, it is tradition in algebra to use left-modules in papers, and we follow

this tradition here. Hence elements of projective graded S-modules are always expressed as rows

of polynomials in S.

Given a Zn-graded ring S, the category of projective graded S-modules happens to be an

additive monoidal category, which is both strict and rigid symmetric closed [47–49]. We provide

an implementation of this category in the language of CAP [47–49] in the software package [106].

D.2. The Category S-fpgrmod

Based on a Zn-graded ring S = Q[x1, . . . , xm] and its associated category of projective graded

S-modules, we now wish to build a new category – the category of f.p. graded S-modules

(S-fpgrmod). The importance of this construction for us is that it allows us to describe ideals
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(or vanishing loci) via the relations enjoyed by the generators of the ideal. In order to understand

this, we need a bit of preparation.

The basic idea is very simple:

Objects in S-fpgrmod are presented by morphisms of projective graded S-modules of
finite rank.

For an example let us pick P2
Q again and look at the following two morphisms of projective

graded S-modules (of finite rank):

• ϕ : 0→ S (0).

• ψ : S (−2)⊕3 R−→ S (−1)⊕3, where R =




0 −x3 x2
x3 0 −x1
−x2 x1 0


,

Abstractly we intend to describe the modules

Mϕ ≡ coker (ϕ) = codomain (ϕ) /im (ϕ) , Mψ ≡ coker (ψ) = codomain (ψ) /im (ψ) . (D.8)

A means to present these modules Mϕ, Mψ is indeed provided by the morphisms ϕ, ψ. Therefore

we term the codomain of ϕ,ψ the generators of Mϕ and Mψ respectively. Similarly the domain

of ϕ,ψ is given the name relations of Mϕ and Mψ respectively.

In the following we will make use of commutative diagrams of projective graded S-modules.

In these diagrams we box morphisms of projective graded S-modules (of finite rank) in blue

colour if they are to present an f.p. graded S-module. Consequently we depicture Mψ, Mϕ as

follows:

S (−2)⊕3 0

S (−1)⊕3 S (0)

R 0 (D.9)

Obviously the relations of Mϕ are 0. Therefore Mϕ is canonically isomorphic to the projective

graded S-module S(0). Mψ however is not quite so simple – its generators have to satisfy 3

relations. Let us work out these relations in detail. To this end we first identify generating sets:

• S (−2)⊕3 is (freely) generated as S-module byR = {(1, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0) , (0, 0, 1)} ≡ {r1, r2, r3}.
• S (−1)⊕3 is (freely) generated as S-module by G = {(1, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0) , (0, 0, 1)} ≡ {g1, g2, g3}.

Consequently we have

R ∋ r1 = (1, 0, 0) 7→ (1, 0, 0) · R = (0,−x3, x2) = −x3g2 + x2g3 . (D.10)

Now let us think of the cokernel of ψ in terms of classes. Then the representants of these classes

are not unique, but can be chosen up to addition of elements of the form −x3g2 +x2g3. In fact,

there are two more such redundancies, which follow from the images of r2 and r3. Namely

r2 7→ x3g1 − x1g3, r3 7→ −x2g1 + x1g2 . (D.11)
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In this sense there are the 3 relations (D.10) and (D.11) for the generators g1, g2, g3 of Mψ.

Let us now turn to the morphisms in S-fpgrmod. A morphism Mψ → Mϕ of f.p. graded

S-modules is a commutative diagram of the following form:

S (−2)⊕3 0

S (−1)⊕3 S (0)

R

A

B

0 (D.12)

Recall that we are working with projective graded left S-module homomorphisms. Therefore

the commutativity is to say that A · 0 = R · B. We say that the above morphism is congruent

to the zero morphism 32 precisely if there exists a morphism of projective graded S-modules

γ : S(−1)⊕3 D−→ 0 such that the following diagram commutes:

S (−2)⊕3 0

S (−1)⊕3 S (0)

R

A

D

B

0 (D.13)

Intuitively, the existence of such a morphism implies that all generators of Mψ can be thought

of as relations of Mϕ. A particular example of such a morphism of f.p. graded S-modules is as

follows:

S (−2)⊕3 0

S (−1)⊕3 S (0)

R

0




x1
x2
x3


 0 (D.14)

It is readily seen that this morphism is not congruent to the zero morphism. To gain some

intuition, let us investigate this morphism in more detail. To this end recall the generating sets

R and G of domain and codomain of ψ as introduced above. In particular we can apply the

displayed mapping of projective graded modules to the elements gi ∈ S(−1)⊕3. Thereby we find

G ∋ g1 = (1, 0, 0) 7→ (1, 0, 0) ·




x1
x2
x3


 = x1 . (D.15)

32Note that there is a slight difference between the notion of a classical category and a CAP-category. The latter
comes equipped with the additional datum of congruence of morphisms. Upon factorisation of this congruence,
a CAP-category turns into the corresponding classical category. For ease of computer implementations, the
congruences are added as additional datum. See [47–49] for more information.
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Similarly g2 maps to x2 and g3 to x3. We denote these images by H = {h1, h2, h3}. Note that

the images of the relations map to zero, e.g. −x3g2 + x2g3 turns into

− x3h2 + x2h3 = −x3x2 + x2x3 = 0 . (D.16)

In fact it turns out that the map S(−2)⊕3 R→ S(−1)⊕3 is the kernel embedding of the following

morphism of projective graded S-modules

S (−1)⊕3




x1
x2
x3




−−−−−−→ S (0) . (D.17)

For this very reason, the morphism in (D.14) is a monomorphism of f.p. graded S-modules.

Consequently it describes the embedding of an ideal into S(0), and this very ideal is the one

generated by x1, x2, x3. Therefore Mψ is nothing but a presentation of the irrelevant ideal

BΣ = 〈x1, x2, x3〉 ⊆ S of P2
Q and the morphism in (D.14) is its standard embedding BΣ →֒ S.

To emphasize this finding we extend the diagram to take the following shape:

S (−2)⊕3 0

S (−1)⊕3 S (0)

B (Σ) S
(
P2
Q

)

R

0




x1
x2
x3


 0

∼

ι

∼

(D.18)

It is of crucial importance to distinguish the black and red arrows in this diagram. The black

ones are morphisms of projective graded S-modules, whilst the red ones mediate between f.p.

graded S-modules.

We have therefore arrived at the representation of an ideal - here the ideal with generators

BΣ = 〈x1, x2, x3〉 - via its relations in form of an f.p. graded S-module. This is precisely the

connection promised at the beginning of this section.

Let us use this opportunity to point out that for a given f.p. graded S-module, there exist

numerous presentations. For example the following is an isomorphism of two presentations that

are both canonically isomorphic to the projective graded S-module S(0):

0 S (0)

S (0) S (0)⊕2

0

0

(1, 0)

(0, 1)

(D.19)
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Note also that the rank of generators and the rank of relations are unrelated. We have already

given examples of f.p. graded S-modules for which the rank of the relations is either smaller than

or identical to the rank of the generators. Finally consider the ideal 〈x21, x1x2, x1x3, x22, x2x3〉
and let

R′ =




0 −x3 x2 0 0
0 0 0 −x3 x2
−x2 x1 0 0 0
−x3 0 x1 0 0
0 −x2 0 x1 0
0 −x3 0 0 x1



. (D.20)

Then the standard embedding of this ideal takes the following form:

S (−3)⊕6 0

S (−2)⊕5 S (0)

R′

0




x21
x1x2
x1x3
x22
x2x3




0 (D.21)

Hence the 5 generators of this ideal satisfy 6 relations.

It can be proven that the category S-fpgrmod is an Abelian monoidal category which is both

strict and symmetric closed. See [47–49] for further details. This category being Abelian, kernel

and cokernel exist for all morphisms in S-fpgrmod. Let us use this opportunity to display the

kernel and cokernel of ι : BΣ →֒ S in the following diagram:

0 S (−2)⊕3 0 S (−1)⊕3

0 S (−1)⊕3 S (0) S (0)

0 B (Σ) S
(
P2
Q

)
S
(
P2
Q

)
/BΣ

0

0

0

R

0




x1
x2
x3




0

0

id




x1
x2
x3




∼

ker (ι)

∼

ι

∼

coker (ι)

∼

(D.22)

S-fpgrmod being Abelian, a morphism is a monomorphism precisely if its kernel object is the zero

object. The trivial box on the left hence reflects the fact that ι : BΣ →֒ S(0) is a monomorphism.

The object boxed on the very right is a factor object. Such factor objects will later serve as

models for structure sheaves of subloci of XΣ. We will make use of this in Appendix D.9.
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Quite generally, it is possible to associate to a given category C its category of morphisms. An

implementation of this mechanism is provided in the gap-package [107]. Applying this technique

to the category of projective graded S-modules, as introduced in this subsection, provides the

category S-fpgrmod. Along this philosophy, this very category is implemented in the language

of CAP [47–49] in the software package [108].

Finally a word on the terminology of the projective graded S-modules (of finite rank). These

modules are canonically embedded into the category S-fpgrmod. In the latter they constitute

the projective objects. Hence their name.

D.3. A Briefing on Sheaves

Since our next goal is to understand the sheafifcation of the modules constructed so far, we

now include a brief review of the definition of a sheaf. Experts may safely skip this standard

exposition. Let (X, τ) be a topological space. A presheaf F of Abelian groups on (X, τ) consists

of Abelian groups F(U) for all open U ⊆ X and group homomorphisms – termed restriction

maps

resUV : F (U)→ F (V ) (D.23)

for all open V ⊆ U , such that the following conditions hold true:

1. F (∅) = 0 - the trivial group,

2. resUU = idF(U) and

3. for W ⊆ V ⊆ U we have resUW = resVW ◦ resUV .

The elements of F(U) are termed (local) sections of F over U . The restriction maps are typically

denoted as resUV (s) = s|V for s ∈ F (U).

A presheaf F of Abelian groups on a topological space (X, τ) is a sheaf precisely if for every

open U ⊆ X and every open cover U = {Ui}i∈I of U the following diagram is exact:

F (U) //
∏
i∈I
F (Ui)

////
∏
i,j∈I
F (Ui ∩ Uj) (D.24)

By this we mean the following:

• The map s 7→ (s|Ui
)i∈I is injective, i.e. given that s|Ui

= 0 for all i ∈ I it holds s = 0.

• The image of the first map is the kernel of the double arrow. So for a family {si ∈ F (Ui)}i∈I
with si|Ui∩Uj

= sj|Ui∩Uj
, there exists s ∈ F(U) with the property s|Ui

= si for all i ∈ I.
Next we pick a point p ∈ X. Given a sheaf F on the topological space (X, τ), we consider

pairs (U, s)p where U is an open neighbourhood of p and s ∈ F(U). For such pairs we can define

an equivalence relation

(U, s)p ∼ (V, t)p ⇔ ∃ an open set W such that p ∈W ⊆ U ∩ V and s|W = t|W . (D.25)

The equivalence class [U, s]p := {(V, t)p , (V, t)p ∼ (U, s)p} is the germ of the section s at the

point p. The union of all such germs

Fa :=
{
[U, s]p

∣∣∣ p ∈ U ⊆ X open and s ∈ F (U)
}

(D.26)
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is the stalk of the sheaf F in the point p. Fp is an Abelian group.

By replacing Abelian group in the above lines by ring, module, algebra, . . . one defines along

the very same lines the concept of sheaves of rings, modules, algebras . . . on a topological space.

Given a topological manifold X, for every open U ⊆ X the set of continuous functions

f : U → R forms an Abelian group. Let resUV be the ordinary restriction of functions. Then

we obtain from this data a sheaf on the topological manifold X. This sheaf of continuous

functions OX is conventionally denoted by OX . By inspection, OX is even a sheaf of rings, i.e.

{f : U → R , f continuous} possesses the structure of a ring, and the ordinary restriction of

functions respects this ring structure.

Likewise, on a smooth manifold the smooth (real valued) functions give rise to the sheaf of

smooth (real valued) functions. On a complex manifold the sheaf of holomorphic functions can

be considered. As continuous/ smooth/ holomorphic functions are characteristic to the structure

of topological/ smooth/ complex manifolds the above sheaves are referred to as the structure

sheaf of the manifold.

All of the above structure sheaves are sheaves of rings. This observation leads to the concept

of a ringed space. A ringed space is a pair (X,OX ) consisting of a topological space X and a

sheaf of rings OX on X. On a ringed space it is possible to consider sheaves of OX-modules.

Such a sheaf F on X assigns to every open U ⊆ X an OX(U)-module F(U). In addition the

restriction maps of F respect this module structure. Coherent sheaves are special such sheaves

of OX -modules, as we will point out in Appendix D.6.

D.4. Localisation of Rings

Sheafification of modules on affine varieties (and eventually also toric varieties) makes use of

localisation of rings. Therefore, let us use this subsection to recall the basics behind this pro-

cedure.

We consider a commutative unitial ring R and a multiplicatively closed subset 1 ∈ S ⊆ R.

We now construct a new ring RS from this data. To this end define the following (equivalence)

relation on R× S
(r1, s1) ∼ (r2, s2) ⇔ ∃t ∈ S : t · (r1s2 − r2s1) = 0 (D.27)

and use it to consider the equivalence classes

r1
s1

:= [(r1, s1)] := {(r2, s2) ∈ R× S | (r1, s1) ∼ (r2, s2)} (D.28)

We denote the collection of all of these equivalence classes by S−1R = RS . It is readily verified

that the binary compositions

+: RS ×RS → RS ,

(
r1
s1
,
r2
s2

)
7→ r1s2 + r2s1

s1s2
,

· : RS ×RS → RS ,

(
r1
s1
,
r2
s2

)
7→ r1r2

s1s2

(D.29)

turn this set RS into a ring. This ring RS is termed the localisation of R at S.

Oftentimes one localises rings at prime ideals p ⊆ R. Recall that a prime ideal p ⊆ R in a

commutative ring is a proper ideal (i.e. p 6= R) such that for all a, b ∈ R with ab ∈ p it holds
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a ∈ p or b ∈ p. In particular 1 /∈ p for otherwise p = R in contradiction to p being proper.

However, for the localisation RS we assumed 1 ∈ S! Therefore, by convention, localisation at a

prime ideal p ⊆ R means to localise at the multiplicatively closed set R− p, i.e.

Rp := (R− p)−1R = RR−p . (D.30)

Another common type of localisation is at an element 0 6= f ∈ R. By this we mean to form

the set {1, f, f2, f3, . . . } and then to localise at this set S. The localisation at this set S, induced

from 0 6= f ∈ R, is denoted by Rf .

Yet another common situation is to start with a graded ring R. Given a multiplicately closed

set 1 ∈ S of homogeneous elements, one can perform the so-called homogeneous localisation. To

this end we first define the degree of the equivalence class r1
r2

as

deg

(
r1
r2

)
= deg (r1)− deg (r2) . (D.31)

Thereby one realises that the localisation RS is a graded ring. The homogenous localisation

R(S) is now defined by

R(S) := (RS)0 , (D.32)

i.e. R(S) consists of all elements of RS that have vanishing degree. This is easily generalised to

homogeneous elements 0 6= f ∈ R and homogeneous prime ideals p ⊆ R.

D.5. Sheafification of Modules on Affine Varieties

The general idea of sheafification on affine varieties is very simple: Given an affine variety X

with coordinate ring R, we define a sheaf M̃ associated to an R-module M by stating its (local)

sections on (special) open subsets of X, and subsequently check that these assignments glue

together to form a sheaf on X. The open sets in question are of the form D(f) = X − V (〈f〉)
with f ∈ R − 0, i.e. the total space X minus the vanishing locus of f . On these open set, the

sheaf M̃ has the (local) sections given by

M̃ (D (f)) =M ⊗R Rf , (D.33)

where Rf denotes the localisation of R at f , as introduced in Appendix D.4. Intuitively, Rf
consists of all (rational) functions on D(f). In the remainder of this section we make these

statements more precise. The reader not interested in all the technical details may safely jump

directly to Appendix D.7.

Let us first recall the notion of an affine variety with a view towards algebraic geometry. To

this end let R be a commutative unitial ring. Recall that an ideal m ⊆ R is termed a maximal

ideal precisely if for every proper ideal a ⊆ R with m ⊆ a it holds m = a.

Whilst every maximal ideal is a prime ideal, the converse is not quite true. To see this consider

the ring k[x] where k is an algebraically closed field. For every a ∈ k the ideal

ma := 〈x− a〉 ⊆ k [x] (D.34)
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is a maximal ideal, and – provided that k is algebraically closed – all maximal ideals of k[x] are

of this form. However, since k is free of zero divisors 33 the trivial ideal 〈0〉 is a prime ideal as

well. Clearly this ideal is not maximal since 〈0〉 ( 〈x〉!
Let us construct a topological space from R. A scheme-theoretic approach would consider

Spec (R) = {p ⊆ R | p a prime ideal } (D.35)

and equip it with the Zariski topology. As just pointed out, for an algebraically closed field k

this means

Spec (R) = {〈x− a〉 | a ∈ k} ∪ {〈0〉} ∼= k ∪ {〈0〉} . (D.36)

So besides containing all ‘points’ of k, this affine scheme contains also the so-called generic point

〈0〉. Such points distinguish the scheme-theoretic approach from a variety-theoretic approach.

Here we present our results in the language of (toric) varieties over Q. However it is possible to

formulate these findings also in the language of (toric) schemes [122–125].

In following [94] we therefore consider the set of maximal ideals

Specm (R) = {p ⊆ R | p a maximal ideal} . (D.37)

The Zariski topology on Specm(R) is defined by saying that for every ideal a ⊆ R the following

set is closed

V (a) = {p ∈ Specm (R) | a ⊆ p} ⊆ Specm (R) . (D.38)

As an example let us consider the ring C[x]. Since C is algebraically closed we have an

isomorphism of sets Specm(C[x]) ∼= C. Next recall that every f ∈ C[x] has finitely many

zeros. In addition, by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, every ideal a ⊆ C[x] is finitely generated.

Consequently every (Zariski) closed subset of Specm(C[x]) is a finite subset. Or conversely,

an open subset of Specm(C[x]) consists of the entire space Specm(C[x]) up to finitely many

exceptions. Therefore, for any two p, q ∈ Specm(C[x]), any open neighbourhood U of p and any

open neighbourhood V of q it holds U ∩ V 6= ∅. This shows that the Zariski topology need not

be Hausdorff. For this reason it defies intuition from Euclidean or complex geometry.

For every f ∈ R− 0 we can consider the open set

D (f) := Specm (R)− V (〈f〉) = {p ∈ Specm (A) | f /∈ p} . (D.39)

Z := {D(f)}f∈R−0 is a basis of the Zariski topology. Moreover D(f) ∼= Specm(Rf ) where Rf
denotes the localisation of the ring R at f ∈ R− 0.

All that said, we finally turn to the sheafification of an R-module M . This means that we

wish to turn this module M into a sheaf M̃ on the affine variety Specm(R) [105]. We describe

this sheaf by merely stating its local sections over the basis of topology Z. Namely it holds

M̃ (D (f)) =M ⊗R Rf . (D.40)

Of course one has to check that these local assignments satisfy all conditions of a sheaf as stated

in Appendix D.3. For further details see [105].

In particular the ring R is an R-module. It sheafifies to form the structure sheaf OSpecm(R)
∼=

R̃. Therefore, since M ⊗R Rf is an Rf -module, the sheaf M̃ is a sheaf of OSpecm(R)-modules.

33This means that for every a, b ∈ R − 0 it holds ab 6= 0.
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D.6. Coherent Sheaves on (Abstract) Varieties

Let X be a topological space and OX a sheaf of rings on X. The pair (X,OX ) is termed a

locally ringed space if for every p ∈ X the stalk OX,p is a local ring.34 An abstract variety is

a locally ringed space (X,OX ) such that for every p ∈ X there exists an open neighbourhood

p ∈ U ⊆ X such that (U, OX |U ) is isomorphic (as locally ringed space) to (Specm(R), R̃) for a

suitable commutative unitial ring R.

For a sheaf F of OX -modules on a variety (X,OX ) we define the following notions:

• For an open subset U ⊆ X, the restriction F|U of F to U is the sheaf of OU -modules

obtained from F|U (V ) = F(V ) for every V ⊆ U open.

• F is quasicoherent precisely if X admits an open affine cover 35 U = {Uα}α∈I , i.e.
(
Uα, OX |Uα

) ∼=
(
Specm (Rα) , R̃α

)
, (D.41)

such that for every α ∈ I there exists an Rα-module Mα with the property M̃α
∼= F|Uα .

• F is coherent if in addition for every α ∈ I the module Mα is finitely presented.

D.7. Sheafification of F.P. Graded S-Modules on Toric Varieties

We will assume that XΣ is a toric variety over Q without torus factor. Let S = Q[x1, . . . , xm]

be its Cox ring. As we already mentioned, this ring is graded by Cl(XΣ). Very much along the

same lines as for affine varieties, an f.p. graded S-module M can be turned into a coherent sheaf

M̃ on XΣ. Here we briefly review this sheafification. Further details can be found in [94].

Recall that XΣ is defined by the combinatorics of a fan Σ. There are precisely m rays in the

fan Σ. We denote the associated ray generators by ρ1, . . . ρm. To each of these ray generators

there is precisely one indeterminate xi ∈ S associated. We may assume that x1 ↔ ρ1, x2 ↔ ρ2
. . . . Given a cone σ ∈ Σ we can now form the monomial

xσ̂ :=
∏

ρ/∈σ(1)

xρ ∈ S . (D.42)

The affine variety associated to this cone σ is given by Uσ ∼= Specm(Q[σ∨ ∩M ]).36 In addition

there is an isomorphism of graded rings π∗σ : Q[σ∨ ∩M ]
∼−→ (Sσ̂)0. Consequently we can also

understand the affine variety associated to the cone σ as Uσ = Specm((Sσ̂)0). Of course these

affine varieties have to glue together in a meaningful fashion. The key observation is that for

a face τ = σ ∩m⊥ of σ it holds (Sxτ̂ )0 = ((Sxσ̂)0)π∗
σ(χ

m). The commutativity of the following

diagram then establishes the desired gluing:

(Sxσ̂)0
//

��

((Sxσ̂)0)π∗
σ(χ

m)

��

Q [σ∨ ∩M ] // Q [τ∨ ∩M ]χm .

(D.43)

34This means that the ring OX,p has a unique maximal ideal.
35A variety (X,OX) may admit various open affine covers!
36In this expression M is the character lattice of the toric variety XΣ. It is not to be confused with the f.p.

graded S-module M which we intend to sheafify.
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With this background, we can now turn an f.p. graded S-module M into a coherent sheaf M̃ on

XΣ. This works as follows:

• The localisation Mxσ̂ turns out to be an f.p. graded Sxσ̂ -module. Therefore (Mxσ̂)0 is

an f.p. graded (Sxσ̂)0-module. Since Uσ = Specm((Sxσ̂)0), we can now follow the steps

outlined in Appendix D.5, to turn (Mxσ̂)0 into the coherent sheaf ˜(Mxσ̂)0 on Uσ.

• It is guaranteed by (D.43) that these sheaves ˜(Mxσ̂)0 on Uσ glue to form a sheaf on XΣ.

Let us illustrate these abstract words in an example. We look at the toric variety P1
Q with

Cox ring S = Q[x1, x2]. Its fan Σ ⊆ R consists of the trivial cone and the following two maximal

cones:

cone generator indeterminate affine variety xσ̂

σ1 1 x1 U1 x2
σ2 −1 x2 U2 x1

The affine open cover U = {U1, U2} is given by Ui ∼= Specm((Sσ̂)0). As sets we have

S(n)(xi) ≡
(
S (n)xi

)
0
=

{
f

xki

∣∣∣∣ f ∈ S (0) homogeneous , deg (f) = n+ k

}
. (D.44)

Therefore

U1
∼= Specm

(
Q
[
x1
x2

])
, U2

∼= Specm

(
Q
[
x2
x1

])
. (D.45)

Upon homogenisation of XΣ we thus understand U1 as the locus x2 6= 0, and similarly U2 as

x1 6= 0.

Now consider the f.p. graded S-Module M encoded by the morphism ϕ : 0
0−→ S of projective

graded S-modules of finite rank. On the affine patches U1, U2 we assign to this module M the

following coherent sheaves:

(
Mxσ̂1

)
0
=

˜
Q

[
x1
x2

]
,

(
Mxσ̂2

)
0
=

˜
Q

[
x2
x1

]
. (D.46)

Note that we can also pick the trivial cone and localise at its monomial x0̂ = x0x1. This

corresponds to the restriction to U1 ∩ U2. On this intersection we therefore associate to the

module M the coherent sheaf (M
x0̂
)0 = ˜Q[x1x2 ,

x2
x1
]. Overall we obtain the following commutative

diagram of coherent sheaves:

M̃
|U1

zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈ |U2

$$❍
❍❍

❍❍
❍❍

❍❍
❍❍

˜
Q
[
x1
x2

]

|U1∩U2
""❊

❊❊
❊❊

❊❊
❊

˜
Q
[
x2
x1

]

|U1∩U2
||②②
②②
②②
②②

˜
Q
[
x1
x2
, x2x1

]

(D.47)
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In this diagram we use the symbol |U to denote the restriction of a sheaf to an open subset

U ⊆ XΣ. Recall that we have described this process (briefly) in Appendix D.6.

Since the module M described by the cokernel of ϕ : 0
0−→ S is isomorphic to S itself, this gives

by definition the structure sheaf M̃ = OP1
Q
. The global sections of the coherent sheaves Q̃[x1x2 ],

Q̃[x2x1 ] and ˜Q[x1x2 ,
x2
x1
] are given by Q[x1x2 ], Q[x2x1 ] and Q[x1x2 ,

x2
x1
]. Hence, if we set t ≡ x1

x2
, we obtain

from (D.47) the commutative diagram of sections:

H0
(
P1
Q, M̃

)

L lres
P1
Q

U1

zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉

� s
res

P1
Q

U2

%%❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑

Q [t]
� r

res
U1
U1∩U2

%%❏
❏❏

❏❏
❏❏

❏❏
❏

Q
[
t−1

]
K k

res
U2
U1∩U2

yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
r

Q
[
t, t−1

]

(D.48)

In this diagram, the maps resUV are the restriction maps of the sheaf M̃ . For example resU1
U1∩U2

is the canonical inclusion map Q[t] →֒ Q[t, t−1]. A global section of M̃ , i.e. s ∈ H0(P1
Q, M̃), can

be regarded as a pair

(α, β) ∈ M̃ (U1)× M̃ (U2) ∼= Q [t]×Q
[
t−1

]
(D.49)

with the property resU1
U1∩U2

(α) = resU2
U1∩U2

(β). It is readily verified that the only such pairs are

the diagonal elements (α,α) ∈ Q × Q. Consequently H0(P1
Q, M̃ ) ∼= Q, in agreement with the

expected result for M̃ ∼= OP1
Q
.

Similarly the twist S(n) – considered as f.p. graded S-modules with trivial relation module

– sheafifies to give the twisted structure sheaf OP1
Q
(n). Let us exemplify this statement. For

n = 1, the commutative diagram of (local) sections takes the following shape:

H0
(
P1
Q, S̃ (1)

)

K k

res
P1
Q

U1

yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s

� s

res
P1
Q

U2

%%❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑

x2 ·Q
[
x1
x2

]

� s

res
U1
U1∩U2

%%❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑

x1 ·Q
[
x2
x1

]

K k

res
U2
U1∩U2

yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s

spanQ

{
x1,

x21
x2
,
x31
x22
, . . . , x2,

x22
x1
,
x32
x21
, . . .

}

(D.50)
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From this we see H0(P1
Q, S̃(1))

∼= 〈x1, x2〉Q. Similarly we find for n = −1 the commutative

diagram:

H0
(
P1
Q, S̃ (−1)

)

K k

res
P1
Q

U1

yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s

� s

res
P1
Q

U2

%%❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑

1
x2
·Q

[
x1
x2

]

� s

res
U1
U1∩U2

%%❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑

1
x1
·Q

[
x2
x1

]

K k

res
U2
U1∩U2

yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s

spanQ

{
1
x1
, x2
x21
,
x22
x31
, . . . , 1

x2
, x1
x22
,
x21
x32
, . . .

}

(D.51)

This shows H0(P1
Q, S̃(−1)) ∼= {0}.

D.8. More Properties of the Sheafification Functor

What we have described thus far is the functor

˜ : S-fpgrmod→ CohXΣ (D.52)

which turns an f.p. graded S-module into a coherent sheaf on the toric variety XΣ. It is this

functor which enables us to model coherent sheaves in a way suitable for computer manipulations

as objects of the category S-fpgrmod. An important question is whether this description is

unique. As it turns out, it is not.

Assume for a moment that XΣ were a smooth toric variety with irrelevant ideal B(Σ) ⊆ S.

Then an f.p. graded S-module M satisifes by proposition 5.3.10 in [94] 37

M̃ = 0 ⇔ B (Σ)lM = 0 for l≫ 0 . (D.53)

Consequently, even in the smooth case the functor in Equation D.52 is no equivalence of cat-

egories. Let S-fpgrmod0 be the thick subcategory of S-fpgrmod of f.p. graded S-modules which

are supported on V (BΣ). Then it can be proven that

S-fpgrmod/S-fpgrmod0
∼→ CohXΣ . (D.54)

is an equivalence of categories, which therefore allows for an ideal parametrisation of Coh(XΣ)

[42, 126].

37Proposition 5.3.10 of [94] fails for PC(2, 3, 1), i.e. is not applicable if XΣ is not smooth. See [94] for generalisa-
tions of this proposition.
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In summary, any coherent sheaf F ∈ CohXΣ can be modelled by M ∈ S-fpgrmod - however

not uniquely, i.e. in general there exist many non-isomorphic modules M with the property

M̃ ∼= F .

We give an example on P2
Q. In Appendix D.2 we discussed the f.p. graded S-module BΣ. Also

recall also that S(0) can canonically be considered a f.p. graded S-module and that BΣ 6∼= S(0)

(as f.p. graded S-modules). In addition we pointed out in Appendix D.7 that S̃(0) ∼= OP2
Q
. As

it turns out S̃ ∼= B̃Σ
∼= OP2

Q
.

In Appendix D.10, we will describe our strategy to extract from an f.p. graded S-module M

the sheaf cohomologies of M̃ . In so doing we will point out why S is a perfect model for the

structure sheaf of P2
Q, whilst BΣ is not quite as good a choice.

D.9. Line Bundles from F.P. Graded S-Modules

Before we discuss the computation of sheaf cohomologies from f.p. graded modules, we first

describe how we actually obtain modules that sheafify to the coherent sheaves in question. The

major task from the main text is as follows:

Be XΣ a normal toric variety that is either smooth, complete or simplicial, pro-
jective. Its Cox ring be S. Given a subvariety C = V (g1, . . . , gk) ⊆ XΣ and
D = V (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ Div(C) – both not necessarily complete intersections – we want

to construct an f.p. graded S-module M such that M̃ ∈ Coh (XΣ) is supported only

over C and satisfies M̃ |C ∼= OC(±D).

To find a module M such that M̃ is supported only over C and satisfies M̃ |C ∼= OC(−D) we

proceed as follows:

1. The polynomials fi and gj are homogeneous. In consequence the ring S(C) := S/〈g1, . . . , gk〉
is graded by Cl(XΣ) and the canonical projection map π : S ։ S(C) allows us to consider

the matrix

M = (π (f1) , . . . , π (fn)) ∈M (1× n, S (C)) . (D.55)

Let ker(M) denote the kernel matrix of M . Then the following diagram describes a

monomorphism of f.p. graded S(C)-modules.38

⊕
j∈J S (C) (j) 0

⊕
i∈I S (C) (i) S (C)

AC S (C)

ker (M)

0

M

0

∼
ι

∼

38Note that I, J ⊆ Cl(XΣ) are finite indexing sets.
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By proposition 6.18 of [105] it holds ÃC ∼= OC (−D).

2. As a next step we extend ÃC to become a (proper) coherent sheaf on XΣ. To this end note

that the entries of the matrix ker(M) are elements of S(C), i.e. are equivalence classes of

elements of the ring S. For each entry of ker (M) pick one representant in S. Thereby we

obtain a matrix ker(M)′ with entries in S.39 This enables us to construct the following

f.p. graded S-module A:

⊕
j∈J S (j)

⊕
i∈I S (i)

A

ker (M)′

∼

3. The coherent sheaf Ã could have support outside of C. To ensure that ÃC has been

extended by zero outside of C, we tensor Ã with the structure sheaf OC of C. Given the

matrix N = (g1, g2, . . . , gk)
T , the following f.p. graded S-module B sheafifes to give this

structure sheaf OC :

⊕
k∈K S (k)

S (C)

B

N

∼

Consequently consider ID = A⊗S B ∈ S(C)-fpgrmod. It defines ĨD ∈ Coh(XΣ) which is

supported only on C and satisfies ĨD|C ∼= OC (−D).

To obtain an f.p. graded S-module M such that M̃ is zero outside of C and satisfies M̃ |C ∼=
OC(+D), we perform step 1. This yields the module AC described above. Now we dualise this

module in the category S(C)-fpgrmod, which means (c.f. Appendix D.11 for more details on

the dualisation)

A∨
C := HomS(C) (S (C) , AC) . (D.56)

With this f.p. graded S (C)-module we now proceed just as before, i.e. we turn A∨
C into an

S-module A∨ and then compute the tensor product OD = A∨ ⊗S B. This module OD defines

a coherent sheaf ÕD ∈ Coh (XΣ) which is supported only on C and satisfies ÕD|C ∼= OC(+D).

39Of course this matrix ker(M)′ is not unique. Among others, this ambiguity is taken care of by tensoring with
the structure sheaf OC of C, as explained in step 3.
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D.10. Sheaf Cohomologies from F.P. Graded S-Modules

Let XΣ be a normal toric variety which is either smooth, complete or simplicial, projective. Its

Cox ring be S. By now we have described means to parametrise coherent sheaves F ∈ Coh(XΣ)

by f.p. graded S-modules. Given such an f.p. graded S-module M , we can wonder how we

extract the sheaf cohomologies of M̃ from the data defining M . Our algorithm is as follows:

1. Given that XΣ is smooth and complete or simplicial and projective, the cohomCalg-

algorithm applies to it [97–101]. This enables us to compute the vanishing sets

V i (XΣ) :=
{
D ∈ Cl (XΣ) | hi (XΣ,OXΣ

(D)) = 0
}

(D.57)

fairly rapidly. Note that the so-obtained vanishing sets serve as a properly refined version

of the semigroup Ksat introduced in [127] which was used in [128] to propose a means to

compute sheaf cohomology of coherent sheaves.

2. Our algorithm now determines an ideal I ⊆ S and e ∈ Z≥0 such that the pair (I(e),M) 40

satisfies a number of conditions. These conditions are phrased in terms of the sets V i(XΣ)

and designed such that

H i
(
XΣ, M̃

)
∼=

[
ExtiS (I,M)

]
0
. (D.58)

See [129] for details on this isomorphism.

3. The i-th (global) extension module ExtiS(I,M) of the f.p. graded S-modules I,M happens

to be an f.p. graded S-module by itself. Its definition and properties are discussed in detail

in Appendix D.11. We truncate it to degree 0 ∈ Cl(XΣ). Since M̃ is a coherent sheaf, this

degree-0-layer happens to be a finite-dimensional Q-vector space. Our algorithm returns

its Q-dimension.

The packages [106–109] provide the implementation of the category S-fpgrmod in the language

of categorical programming of CAP [47–49]. In addition, basic functionality of toric varieties is

provided by the gap-package ToricVarieties of [110]. The package [111] extends this package

and provides routines to find an ideal I and e ∈ Z≥0 which fit the criteria in the second

step. In addition this package provides implementations of algorithms which allow for a quick

computation of ExtiS(I,M), as explained in Appendix D.11.

Let us finally give an example on how these computations work in practise. To this end we

pick P2
Q again and consider the f.p. graded S-module BΣ. We already stated that this module

sheafifies to give B̃Σ
∼= OP2

Q
. Let us justify this statement by computing the sheaf cohomology

dimensions of B̃Σ to see that they match up with this assertation. The first step of our algorithm

computes the following vanishing sets:

V 0
(
P2
Q

)
= {−1,−2,−3,−4, . . . } , V 1

(
P2
Q

)
= Z, V 2

(
P2
Q

)
= {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . } . (D.59)

Based on these we compute the sheaf cohomology dimension of B̃Σ:

• H0
(
P2
Q, B̃Σ

)
:

The algorithm finds I = 〈x1, x2, x3〉, e = 1.41 So H0
(
P2
Q, B̃Σ

)
∼= HomS

(
I(1), BΣ

)
0
∼= Q.

40I(e) denotes the e-th Frobenius power of the ideal I . If I = 〈f1, f2, . . . , fn〉 then I(e) = 〈fe
1 , f

e
2 , . . . , f

e
n〉.

41It is a coincidence that I happens to be the irrelevant ideal for projective spaces. For sufficiently more involved
toric spaces, this is no longer true. Rather we pick an ideal associated to an ample divisor in XΣ, as this
guarantees the existence of a finite e for which the isomorphism in (D.58) holds true.
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• H1(P2
Q, B̃Σ):

Now I = 〈x1, x2, x3〉, e = 1 and so H1
(
P2
Q, B̃Σ

)
∼= Ext1S

(
I(1), BΣ

)
0
∼= Q0.

• H2(P2
Q, B̃Σ):

The algorithm gives I = 〈x1, x2, x3〉, e = 0. So H2
(
P2
Q, B̃Σ

)
∼= Ext2S

(
I(0), BΣ

)
0
∼= Q0.

This shows that indeed B̃Σ has the cohomology dimensions of OP2
Q
. To tell how good or bad

a model for OP2
Q

this module BΣ really is, let us consider the sequence

hi (e) = dimQ

(
Ext

(i)
S

(
I(e),M

)
0

)
. (D.60)

With our choice of ideal I it is guaranteed that this sequence becomes constant for sufficiently

large e. As the computations become harder and harder with increasing e, the art is to find

the minimal integer e such that the isomorphism (D.58) holds true. The quality of both our

estimate of this minimal integer e and the f.p. graded S-module BΣ to serve as model for OP2
Q

can therefore be estimated from looking at this sequence. In this particular example we have

h0 (e) = (0, 1, 1, 1, . . . ) , h1 (e) = (0, 0, 0, 0, . . . ) , h2 (e) = (0, 0, 0, 0, . . . ) . (D.61)

So the perfect minimal integers are ě0 = 1, ě1 = 0 and ě2 = 0. Our estimates for e0 and e2 are

therefore the ideal choices, but we overestimated ě1 and chose e1 = 1 whilst e1 = 0 would have

worked already.

As for the quality of BΣ - a perfect model of OP2
Q

has ě0 = ě1 = ě2 = 0. For BΣ however

ě0 = ě1 = 1. Therefore it is not an ideal model for OP2
Q
. S(0) however indeed satisfies ě0 = ě1 =

ě2 = 0. Therefore this f.p. S-module is the ideal choice to model OP2
Q
.

D.11. Computing Extension Modules in S-fpgrmod

Given a normal toric variety XΣ without torus factor, we have explained in Appendix D.7 that

an f.p. graded S-module M serves as model for the coherent sheaf M̃ on XΣ. In Appendix D.10

we have outlined how one can extract the cohomology dimensions of M̃ from the moduleM itself.

This process involves the computation of the extension modules ExtiS(M,N) for f.p. graded S-

modules M,N . As the extension modules are f.p. graded S-modules by themselves, they can be

truncated to any d ∈ Cl(XΣ). In particular we have seen that the truncations ExtiS(M,N)0 are

important for the computation of the cohomology dimensions. Let us therefore, in this section,

provide details on the computation of ExtiS(M,N)0. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that

S = Q [x0, . . . , xn] is a Zn-graded ring and start by investigating HomS(M,N)0 first.

First recall that HomS (M,N) is the module formed from all morphisms ϕ : M → N of f.p.

graded S-modules. To gain some intuition for this module and its truncations, we first consider

the category of projective graded S-modules. So pick two projective graded S-modules M , N

given by

M ∼=
⊕

i∈I

S(i), N ∼=
⊕

j∈J

S(j) . (D.62)

Then the module of all homomorphism ϕ : M → N of projective graded S-modules is given by

HomS (M,N) ∼=
⊕

i∈I,j∈J

S (−i+ j) . (D.63)
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So indeed HomS(M,N) is a projective Zn-graded S-module. Therefore HomS(M,N) can be

truncated to any d ∈ Zn. The dual module of the projective graded S-module M =
⊕

i∈I S (i)

is defined as

M∨ := HomS (M,S) ∼=
⊕

i∈I

S (−i) . (D.64)

Intuitively, we write HomS (M,N) ∼=M∨ ⊗S N .

Let us now turn back to S-fpgrmod in order to generalise the above procedure to compute

HomS(M,N)0 for (proper) f.p. graded S-modules M and N . We assume that M , N are presen-

ted as follows:

RM RN

GM GN

ρM ρN (D.65)

Then HomS(M,N) is the kernel object of the following morphism of f.p. graded S-modules:

R G∨
M ⊗RN R∨

M ⊗RN

G G∨
M ⊗GN R∨

M ⊗GN

HomS (M,N) G∨
M ⊗N R∨

M ⊗N

ρ

id
G

∨M
⊗
ρ
N

id
R

∨M
⊗
ρ
N

ρ∨M ⊗ idGN

ρ∨M ⊗ idRNβ

α

∼ ∼ ∼

ι ρ∨M ⊗ idN

(D.66)

The monomorphism ι is termed the Hom-embedding.

One way to compute HomS(M,N)0 is therefore to first identify HomS(M,N) as the domain

of the Hom-embedding ι and then truncate it to degree 0. This process proceeds in the following

3 steps:

1. First compute the following pullback diagram in the category of projective graded S-

modules:

G R∨
M ⊗RN

G∨
M ⊗GN R∨

M ⊗GN

α

id
R

∨M
⊗
ρ
N

ρ∨M ⊗ idGN

(D.67)
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Hence G is the pullback object of the morphisms (ρ∨M ⊗ idGN
, idR∨

M
⊗ ρN ) and α is its

canonical projection onto G∨
M ⊗GN .42

2. Next compute the following pullback diagram in the category of projective graded S-

modules:

R G∨
M ⊗RN

G G∨
M ⊗GN

α

ρ

id
G

∨M
⊗
ρ
N

(D.68)

So R is the pullback object of (α, idG∨
M
⊗ ρN ) and ρ is its projection onto G.43

Let us mention that the computation of kernel embeddings in the category S-fpgrmod

always proceeds along these first two steps. The interested reader might find it illustrative

to use this knowledge to check that all kernel embeddings presented in Appendix D.2 are

indeed obtained along this strategy.

3. Finally truncate the morphism R
ρ−→ G of projective graded S-modules to degree 0.

Thereby we obtain a morphism of finite-dimensional vector spaces over Q. The so-obtained

object

R0

G0

ρ0 (D.69)

is an f.p. Q-vector space with the property HomS(M,N)0 ∼= coker(ρ0). Therefore it is

now a simple matter to determine the Q-dimension of HomS(M,N)0 from rk(ρ0).

This algorithm requires a lot of computational resources and time, due to the use of Gröbner

basis algorithms for the computation of the pullback diagrams (D.67) and (D.68) in the first

two steps. To overcome this shortcoming we have developed an alternative algorithm. This

algorithm applies the truncation functor tr : S-fpgrmod→ Q-fpvec to (D.66) directly. Thereby

42G and α are unique up to isomorphism by general category theory. The identification of α and G in the
computer involves Gröbner basis algorithms to be applied to the matrices representing the morphisms ρ∨M ⊗
idGN

and idR∨

M
⊗ ρN .

43The computation of R and ρ in the computer involves Gröbner basis algorithms.
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we obtain the following diagram:

R0 (G∨
M ⊗RN )0 (R∨

M ⊗RN )0

G0 (G∨
M ⊗GN )0 (R∨

M ⊗GN )0

HomS (M,N)0 (G∨
M ⊗N)0 (R∨

M ⊗N)0

ρ0

(
id
G

∨M
⊗
ρ
N )

0

(
id
R

∨M
⊗
ρ
N )

0

(ρ∨M ⊗ idGN
)0

(ρ∨M ⊗ idRN
)0β0

α0

∼ ∼ ∼

ker (ρ∨M ⊗ idN )0

(D.70)

This is a diagram in the category Q-fpvec of f.p. Q-vector spaces – the black arrows are morph-

isms of Q-vector spaces and the red ones mediate between f.p. Q-vector spaces. The crucial

observation is that tr : S-fpgrmod → Q-fpvec is an exact functor. Therefore HomS(M,N)0 is

the kernel object of the map (ρ∨M ⊗ idN )0 of f.p. Q-vector spaces. This now comes with two

advantages:

• For once, the application of the truncation to (D.66) is easily parallelised by applying the

functor tr : S-fpgrmod→ Q-fpvec to the morphisms idG∨
M
⊗ρN , idR∨

M
⊗ρN and ρ∨M⊗ idGN

in parallel.

• Subsequently we compute the following two pullback diagrams:

G0 (R∨
M ⊗RN )0 R0 (G∨

M ⊗RN )0

(G∨
I ⊗GM )0 (R∨

M ⊗GN )0 G0 (G∨
M ⊗GN )0

α0

(
id
R

∨M
⊗
ρ
N )

0

(ρ∨M ⊗ idGN
)0 α0

ρ0

(
id
G

∨M
⊗
ρ
N )

0

Crucially though, this time the involved matrices are Q-valued. Therefore the pullbacks

can be computed from Gauß eliminations. For the latter there exist highly performant

computer implementations e.g. in MAGMA [118]. Such parallelised algorithms are not (yet)

available for Gröbner basis computations.

For these two reasons, this alternative algorithm allows us to identify the object (D.69) faster.

In consequence, we can also identify dimQ(coker(ρ0)) more efficiently along these lines.

The examples in the main text are indeed computed by applying tr : S-fpgrmod→ Q-fpvec to

(D.66) first and use MAGMA [118] to perform the subsequent Gauß eliminations for huge matrices

over Q – they easily reach sizes of more than 10.000 x 10.000. The overall algorithm is provided

by the gap-package [111].
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Finally, let us turn to the computation of the extension modules ExtiS(M,N) and their trunca-

tions. To this end we first recall the theoretical foundations of this bivariate functor ExtnS(−,−).
To this end let us pick a f.p. graded S-module B and use it to define an endofunctor GB of

S-fpgrmod as follows:

• A 7→ HomS (A,B)

• [ϕ : A1 → A2] 7→ ϕ̃ ≡ [HomS (A2, B)→ HomS (A1, B) , α 7→ α ◦ ϕ]
It can then be verified that GB is a contravariant left-exact endofunctor of S-fpgrmod. Now the

abstract mathematical definition of ExtnS(A,B) is to say

ExtnS (A,B) := (RnGB) (A) , (D.71)

which means that ExtnS(−,−) is the n-th right-derived functor of the functor GB . This abstract

statement can be made far more explicit. Namely, to compute ExtnS(A,B) (n ≥ 0) for two f.p.

graded S-modules A,B we perform the following steps:

1. Consider a minimal free resolution F •(A) of A by projective objects in S-fpgrmod. Use

this opportunity to recall that the projective objects in S-fpgrmod are the projective

graded S-modules of finite rank. In addition we state it as a fact that such a resolution

exists for every A ∈ S-fpgrmod. The resolution F •(A) will be denoted as follows:

. . .
α4−→ P 3 α3−→ P 2 α2−→ P 1 α1−→ P 0 → 0 . (D.72)

2. Now apply the functor GB to (D.72). Recall that this functor is a contravariant left-exact

endofunctor of S-fpgrmod. Therefore we obtain the following complex in S-fpgrmod:

. . .
α̃3←− HomS

(
P 2, B

) α̃2←− HomS

(
P 1, B

) α̃1←− HomS

(
P 0, B

)
← 0 . (D.73)

3. Finally, recall that S-fpgrmod is an Abelian category. Therefore we can compute the

homology of this complex at position n and the result will be a f.p. graded S-module. For

n > 0 we say that (RnGB)(A) is the homology of this complex (D.73) at position n. For

n = 0 we set (
R0GB

)
(A) = GB (A) = HomS (A,B) . (D.74)

That all said, we are finally in the position to explain how we compute ExtnS(A,B) in the

package [111]. The computation of Ext0S(A,B) of course makes use of the fact

Ext0S (A,B) = HomS (A,B) (D.75)

so that we simply have to compute HomS(A,B) as outlined above. The interesting case is

therefore ExtnS(A,B) with n > 0. In this case we compute a minimal free resolution of A. It

takes the following form:

. . . 0 0 0

. . . P 2 P 1 P 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

α3 α2 α1

(D.76)
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Recall that we want to compute the homology of the complex (D.73) at position n. Therefore

we need to take into account both αn and αn+1. To this end we compute the kernel embedding

of the cokernel projection of the n-th morphism in the above resolution, i.e. of the morphism:

0 0

Pn Pn−1

0 0

0

αn

(D.77)

It is readily verified that the so-obtained morphism µ : X → Y is given by

Pn+1 0

Pn Pn−1

αn+1 0

0

αn

(D.78)

The functor GB now induces the morphism µ̃ : HomS (Y,B)→ HomS (X,B). It turns out that

the cokernel object of this morphism is isomorphic to the n-th homology of the complex (D.73)

at position n. So coker(µ̃) ∼= ExtnS(A,B). We compute µ̃ based on the commutative diagram in

Figure 5.

The green boxes denote the Hom-embeddings of HomS(Y,B) and HomS(X,B) (c.f. (D.66)).

As outlined above we can therefore compute the monomorphisms ι1 and ι2. The ranges of

these maps are connected by α∨
n ⊗ idB . The map µ̃ is now the lift of the pair of morphisms

(α∨
n ⊗ idB ◦ ι1, ι2).
The computation of cohomology dimension will involve ExtnS (I,M)0 for ideals I ⊆ S and

‘special’ modules M . Instead of computing µ̃ along Figure 5, determining its cokernel module

and then truncate the latter to degree 0, it turns out to be much more efficient computational-

wise to truncate the diagram in Figure 5 to degree 0, compute µ̃0 and then determine its cokernel

vector space (presentation). This parallels the philosophy employed for HomS(A,B)0, which

allows us to replace Gröbner basis computations by Gauß eliminations. The corresponding

algorithms are implemented in the gap-package [111].
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HomS (Y,B)
(
Pn−1

)∨
⊗B 0∨ ⊗B

(
Pn−1

)∨
⊗RB 0

(
Pn−1

)∨
⊗GB 0

(Pn)∨ ⊗RB

(
Pn+1

)∨
⊗RB

(Pn)∨ ⊗GB

(
Pn+1

)∨
⊗GB

HomS (X,B) (Pn)∨ ⊗B
(
Pn+1

)∨
⊗B

id
(
P

n
−

1)
∨
⊗

ρ
B

0

0

0

id
(
P

n
)
∨
⊗

ρ
B

id
(
P

n
+

1)
∨
⊗

ρ
B

α∨
n+1 ⊗ idRB

α∨
n+1 ⊗ idGB

∼ ∼

ι1 0

∼ ∼

ι2 α∨
n+1 ⊗ idB

α
∨n
⊗

id
G

B

α
∨n
⊗

id
R

B

α
∨n
⊗

id
B

µ̃

Figure 5: Given µ : X → Y we can compute the morphism µ̃ : HomS (Y,B) → HomS (X,B)
based on the above diagram.
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E. Data Computed with plesken

In this appendix we detail the structure of the modules Mi, i = 1, . . . , 7 describing the line

bundle L(A,C5−2) for the family of models presented in Section 6.3 and apply the algorithm

of Appendix D.10 for the computation of its sheaf cohomology groups. The computations are

performed with the help of the computer plesken at Universitaet Siegen.

E.1. The Module M1

The first step is compute a minimal free resolution of M1. Indeed, every coherent sheaf possesses

a locally free resolution, i.e. it fits into a long exact sequence where the objects other than M1

are locally free sheaves. In the present case, the module M1 has a minimal free resolution given

by

0→ S (−36)⊕ S (−47)⊕ S (−48)
→ S (−34)⊕ S (−35)⊕ S (−45)⊕ S (−23)⊕ S (−38)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M1 → 0 .

(E.1)

From this resolution plesken first read off the Betti numbers of M1, and then used them to

compute e0 = e1 = 46. For the definition of the numbers ei, see again Appendix D.10. From

this we conclude hi(C5−2 , M̃1) = (22, 43). Note that we could have applied the so-called linear

regularity as well [44]. For this particular module M1 this method predicts e0 = 45, which is

slightly better. Explicitly we computed with plesken the values listed in Table E.1, which are

visualised in Figure 6. This shows that for this module the ideal values are ě0 = 39 and ě1 = 46.

E.2. The Module M2

For this module plesken computed the following minimal free resolution:

0→ S (−40)⊕2 ⊕ S (−49)

→ S (−34) ⊕ S (−39)⊕2 ⊕ S (−23)⊕ S (−38) ⊕ S (−38)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M2 → 0 .

(E.2)

From it we read off the Betti numbers of M2. Thereby plesken found e0 = e1 = 47. Con-

sequently hi(C5−2 , M̃2) = (21, 42). Explicitly we computed with plesken the values listed in

Table E.2, which are visualised in Figure 7. So in this case, our algorithm picked the ideal values

ě0 = ě1 = 47.

E.3. The Module M3

For the module M3 plesken computed the following minimal free resolution:

0→ S (−36) ⊕ S (−47)⊕ S (−48)

→ S (−34)⊕2 ⊕ S (−35)⊕ S (−45)⊕ S (−23) ⊕ S (−38)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M3 → 0 .

(E.3)
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e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)

0

0 0 0 25 0 576
1 0 0 26 0 558
2 0 0 27 0 537
3 0 0 28 0 513
4 0 0 29 0 486

5 0 0 30 0 456
6 0 0 31 0 423
7 0 0 32 0 387
8 0 3 33 0 348
9 0 15 34 0 309

10 0 36 35 0 273
11 0 62 36 2 239
12 0 89 37 8 209
13 0 116 38 15 183
14 0 150 39 22 160

15 0 195 40 22 133
16 0 256 41 22 109
17 0 325 42 22 88
18 0 394 43 22 70
19 0 467 44 22 56

20 0 528 45 22 46
21 0 573 46 22 43
22 0 600 47 22 43
23 0 603 48 22 43
24 0 591 49 22 43

50 22 43

Table E.1: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

e
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0

4
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12

16

20

(a) dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)

0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

e
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0
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300
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500

600

(b) dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M1

)

0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

Figure 6: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃1 with plesken.
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e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)

0

0 0 0 25 0 576
1 0 0 26 1 559
2 0 0 27 3 540
3 0 0 28 6 519
4 0 0 29 6 492

5 0 0 30 6 462
6 0 0 31 6 429
7 0 0 32 7 394
8 0 3 33 8 356
9 0 15 34 9 318

10 0 36 35 9 279
11 0 62 36 9 240
12 0 90 37 9 201
13 0 125 38 9 165
14 0 175 39 9 138

15 0 236 40 9 114
16 0 299 41 9 93
17 0 366 42 10 76
18 0 430 43 12 63
19 0 498 44 15 54

20 0 544 45 18 48
21 0 576 46 20 44
22 0 594 47 21 42
23 0 600 48 21 42
24 0 591 49 21 42

50 21 42

Table E.2: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

e
0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48

0

4

8

12

16

20

(a) dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)

0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

e
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0

100
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400

500

600

(b) dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M2

)

0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

Figure 7: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃2 with plesken.
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e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M3

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M3

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M3

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M3

)

0

0 0 0 25 0 576
1 0 0 26 0 558
2 0 0 27 0 537
3 0 0 28 1 514
4 0 0 29 1 487

5 0 0 30 1 457
6 0 0 31 1 424
7 0 0 32 2 389
8 0 3 33 4 352
9 0 15 34 6 312

10 0 34 35 8 272
11 0 60 36 9 231
12 0 87 37 10 190
13 0 113 38 10 151
14 0 144 39 11 116

15 0 198 40 11 86
16 0 274 41 11 65
17 0 350 42 11 50
18 0 426 43 11 41
19 0 502 44 11 35

20 0 567 45 11 32
21 0 600 46 11 32
22 0 609 47 11 32
23 0 603 48 11 32
24 0 591 49 11 32

50 11 32

Table E.3: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M3

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M3

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

From it we deduce the Betti numbers of M3 and thereby computed e0 = e1 = 46 by the help

of plesken. Consequently hi(C5−2 , M̃3) = (11, 32). Explicitly we computed with plesken the

values listed in Table E.3, which are visualised in Figure 8. Hence the ideal values are ě0 = 39

and ě1 = 45.

E.4. The Module M4

For the module M4 a minimal free resolution is given by

0→ S (−37) ⊕ S (−45)⊕3

→ S (−36)⊕2 ⊕ S (−40)⊕ S (−43)⊕ S (−23) ⊕ S (−38)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M4 → 0 .

(E.4)

The Betti numbers of M4 therefore let plesken to compute e0 = e1 = 43. This in turn implies

hi(C5−2 , M̃4) = (9, 30). Explicitly we computed with plesken the values listed in Table E.4,

which are visualised in Figure 9. Hence, for this module our algorithm picked the ideal values

ě0 = ě1 = 43.
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(a) dimQ

(
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Σ ,M3
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for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

e
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(
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)
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)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

Figure 8: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃3 with plesken.

e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M4

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M4

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M4

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M4

)

0

0 0 0 25 0 576
1 0 0 26 0 558
2 0 0 27 0 537
3 0 0 28 0 513
4 0 0 29 0 486

5 0 0 30 0 456
6 0 0 31 0 423
7 0 0 32 0 387
8 0 3 33 0 348
9 0 15 34 0 306

10 0 36 35 0 261
11 0 62 36 0 219
12 0 89 37 2 179
13 0 114 38 2 140
14 0 143 39 2 104

15 0 186 40 2 74
16 0 249 41 5 53
17 0 324 42 9 39
18 0 410 43 9 30
19 0 496 44 9 30

20 0 567 45 9 30
21 0 609 46 9 30
22 0 612 47 9 30
23 0 603 48 9 30
24 0 591 49 9 30

50 9 30

Table E.4: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M4

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M4

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.
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Figure 9: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃4 with plesken.

E.5. The Module M5

The module M5 admits the following minimal free resolution:

0→ S (−36) ⊕ S (−47)⊕ S (−48)

→ S (−34)⊕2 ⊕ S (−35)⊕ S (−45)⊕ S (−23) ⊕ S (−38)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M5 → 0 .

(E.5)

The Betti numbers of M5 let plesken to compute e0 = e1 = 46, which implies hi(C5−2 , M̃5) =

(7, 28). Explicitly we computed with plesken the values listed in Table E.5, which are visualised

in Figure 10. Thereby we conclude that the ideal values are ě0 = 38 and ě1 = 44 for this module.

E.6. The Module M6

We compute with the help of plesken the following minimal free resolution of M6:

0→ S (−43)⊕ S (−45)⊕2

→ S (−37)⊕2 ⊕ S (−39)⊕ S (−41)⊕ S (−23)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M6 → 0 .

(E.6)

From its Betti numbers we computed e0 = e1 = 43 by the help of plesken. Consequently

hi(C5−2 , M̃6) = (6, 27). Explicitly we computed with plesken the values listed in Table E.6,

which are visualised in Figure 11. Thereby we conclude that the ideal values are ě0 = 35 and

ě1 = 43.
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e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M5

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M5

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M5

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M5

)

0

0 0 0 25 0 576
1 0 0 26 0 558
2 0 0 27 0 537
3 0 0 28 1 514
4 0 0 29 1 487

5 0 0 30 1 457
6 0 0 31 1 424
7 0 0 32 1 388
8 0 3 33 1 349
9 0 15 34 2 308

10 0 34 35 4 265
11 0 60 36 5 221
12 0 87 37 6 177
13 0 113 38 7 136
14 0 145 39 7 100

15 0 203 40 7 70
16 0 273 41 7 49
17 0 350 42 7 37
18 0 432 43 7 31
19 0 515 44 7 28

20 0 579 45 7 28
21 0 609 46 7 28
22 0 612 47 7 28
23 0 603 48 7 28
24 0 591 49 7 28

50 7 28

Table E.5: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M5

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M5

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.
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for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

Figure 10: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃5 with plesken.
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e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M6

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M6

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M6

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M6

)

0

0 0 0 25 1 577
1 0 0 26 1 559
2 0 0 27 1 538
3 0 0 28 1 514
4 0 0 29 1 487

5 0 0 30 1 457
6 0 0 31 1 424
7 0 0 32 1 388
8 0 3 33 2 350
9 0 15 34 4 310

10 0 36 35 6 267
11 0 62 36 6 219
12 0 89 37 6 174
13 0 114 38 6 132
14 0 149 39 6 96

15 0 204 40 6 66
16 0 276 41 6 45
17 0 356 42 6 33
18 0 445 43 6 27
19 0 529 44 6 27

20 0 592 45 6 27
21 1 615 46 6 27
22 1 613 47 6 27
23 1 604 48 6 27
24 1 592 49 6 27

50 6 27

Table E.6: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M6

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M6

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.
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Figure 11: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃6 with plesken.
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e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M7

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M7

)

0
e HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M7

)

0
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M7

)

0

0 0 0 25 0 576
1 0 0 26 0 558
2 0 0 27 0 537
3 0 0 28 1 514
4 0 0 29 1 487

5 0 0 30 1 457
6 0 0 31 1 424
7 0 0 32 1 388
8 0 3 33 1 349
9 0 15 34 1 307

10 0 34 35 1 262
11 0 60 36 2 215
12 0 87 37 5 170
13 0 113 38 5 128
14 0 150 39 5 92

15 0 204 40 5 62
16 0 275 41 5 41
17 0 354 42 5 29
18 0 443 43 5 26
19 0 526 44 5 26

20 0 587 45 5 26
21 0 615 46 5 26
22 0 612 47 5 26
23 0 603 48 5 26
24 0 591 49 5 26

50 5 26

Table E.7: dimQ

(
HomS

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M7

)
0

)
and dimQ

(
Ext1S

(
B

(e)
Σ ,M7

)
0

)
for 0 ≤ e ≤ 50.

E.7. The Module M7

The module M7 admits the following minimal free resolution:

0→ S (−44)⊕ S (−45)⊕ S (−44)
→ S (−37)⊕ S (−38)⊕ S (−41)⊕ S (−23)⊕ S (−38)
→ S (−6)⊕ S (−21) ։M7 → 0 .

(E.7)

Its Betti numbers led plesken to conclude e0 = e1 = 43. Consequently hi(C5−2 , M̃7) = (5, 26).

Explicitly we computed with plesken the values listed in Table E.7, which are visualised in

Figure 12. Thereby we conclude that the ideal values are ě0 = 37 and ě1 = 43.
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Figure 12: Computing the sheaf cohomologies of M̃7 with plesken.
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